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In N-W Europe 6, the state of stress is influenced by the movement of North Africa towards the N-W resulting in high stresses in the N-W direction and in the upward growth of the Alps. American Petroleum Institute. Well Engineering &Construction 49 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Formation Integrity Tests: Purpose TOC Previous
Next Fracture Gradient Test: A test carried out to the leak off point and beyond until the formation around the wellbore fails.The fracture gradient is equal to the earth minimum horizontal stress. In the case of the open tube, when the gas reaches the surface its volume can be calculated using the ideal gas law: Figure 3.3 Gas Behaviour In An Open
Tube 0 0 0 Gas Gas Gas P1 = 5000 psi T1= 240 º F P2 = 14.7 psi T2= 60 ºF V2 = ? The scab liner is a section of casing that does not reach the surface. List functions of drilling mud 3. PORE PRESSURE d cn PP = P n × æ --------ö è d coø 1.5 PP = 9 × æ -------ö è 1.1ø 6.2.2 = 12.3 ppg LIMITATIONS OF THE D EXPONENT (i) It can only be used to calculate
pore pressures in clean shales or clean argillaceous limestones. 3.2 ABNORMAL PORE PRESSURE Abnormal pore pressure is defined as any pore pressure that is greater than the hydrostatic pressure of the formation water occupying the pore space. Experimental work has shown that the effect of increasing pore pressure on ROP is limited to a
differential pressure of 500 psi. An abnormally pressured zone would therefore contain more heat (high temperature) than a comparable normal zone due to the high water content. In a tectonically stable basin, the maximum principal stress will be vertical and the horizontal stresses will be equal. In most cases the magnitude of shock and drag forces
are approximately the same. However, shale density plots are an excellent means of qualitatively determining the top of an abnormal pore pressure zone.They should be constructed during the drilling of all exploration wells in which long shale sections are prognosed. If turbulence across the complete annulus cannot be achieved, weighted spacers in
laminar flow can provide effective mud displacement. Well Engineering & Construction 201 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Weighting Materials TOC Previous Next Iron Carbonate: Siderite is a naturally occurring ferrous carbonate mineral (FeCO3). After conditioning the hole, cementing should start without any break in circulation. In exploration wells where
reservoir pressures are not known, formation pressure at TD of the next open hole section is calculated from the maximum anticipated mud weight at that depth. For the formation to remain normally pressured, the increased compaction must be balanced by pore water expulsion. This is an extremely important property as it indicates that the
horizontal stress is equal to the overburden stress. PORE PRESSURE Drill Cuttings Parameters BOTTOMHOLE FORMATION TEMPERATURE The actual Bottom Hole formation Temperature (BHT) cannot be determined from flowline temperature measurements. The amount of sedimentation of the slurry should also be reported by measurement of
the variation of density over a sectioned column of set cement. TOC Previous Next Figure 1.2 ..... November 4, 2020 Edited by MARC Bot import existing book July 31, 2010 Edited by IdentifierBot added LibraryThing ID April 16, 2010 Edited by bgimpertBot Added goodreads ID. Engrs, 210, 153-68. .HEN . Table 6.1 Absolute Volume and Specific
Gravity of Common Materials Example 6.1: Slurry Density Calculate the slurry density of Class G cement mixed with 45% fresh water.How much water is required for mixing 100 sacks? 3.0 . The primary presentation is available in the logging mode as the SBT data are acquired, Well Engineering & Construction 183 6 CEMENTING Annular Gas
Migration TOC Previous Next processed, and plotted in real time. Hence, the pressure requirements to pass, say 1000 gpm, through such small nozzles will be large. CEMENTING Squeeze Cementing Techniques Building up a cement filter cake inside perforation tunnels requires application of a differential pressure to induce slurry dehydration. •
Offset well data (drilling completion reports, mud recaps, mud logs etc.) from similar wells in the area to help establish successful mud systems, problematic formations, potential hazards, estimated drilling time etc. 3 Contents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Casing Seat Selection Gas Behaviour in a Well Kick Tolerance Kick Tolerance Elements When to
Calculate Kick Tolerance How To Calculate Kick Tolerance Influence of FG on Kick Tolerance Kick Tolerance While Drilling Kick Tolerance Graph Modifying The Calculated Kick Tolerance Learning Milestones 1.0 . PORE PRESSURE Example 1.4: D Exponent Normalpressure Transition Zone Overpressured Zone dc Calculate the d exponent for the
following well B = 12.25" WOB= 50,000 lb RPM = 80 ROP=30 ft/hr Solution Using Equation (1.10) ( ROP ) log --------------------------60xRPM ( d c = -------------------------------------) 12xWOB )log (---------------------------6 ( 10 xB ) Well Engineering & Construction 29 1 PORE PRESSURE Corrected D Exponent TOC Previous Next ( 30 ) log ------------------60x80 ( ) d c = -------------------------------------------( 12x ( 50, 000 ) ) log ------------------------------------6 ( 10 x12.25 ) dc = 1.68 6.2.1 PORE PRESSURE CALCULATION FROM DC EXPONENT DATA (a) Plot dc values on a semi-log paper against depth. The standard 10-minute gel-strength test is unrepresentative of the complex effect of the shear-history of the mud and the
prevailing downhole conditions. Figure 2.2 Tectonic Stresses In Idealised Regions, After Ref 15 1. The pressure which the formation at the casing seat must be able to withstand is the greater of: (i) the hydrostatic pressure of the mud used to drill the next section (ii) the maximum pressure exerted at the casing seat when circulating out gas influx
from TD of the next hole section Well Engineering &Construction 71 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Casing Seat Selection TOC Previous Next (a) The FBP or fracture gradient data together with pore pressure and mud weight should be plotted against depth as shown in Figure 3.1. The shallowest casing setting depth is point X. C3 = 0.052 CSD x pm 0.052 L x pm1 = 0.052 x 10,000x 11 – 0.52 x 5962x 15 = 1070 psi 4.2 COLLAPSE CALCULATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL CASING STRINGS In order the make the calculations more practical, it will be necessary to present the collapse equations for each casing type. Smith TR "Cementing Displacement Practices - Field Applications" JPT May 1990 pp 564629 11. As 'n' decreases in value, the behaviour of the fluid is more non-Newtonian and the viscosity will decrease with an increase in shear rate.The constant “n” has no units. For uncemented casings: • in the open hole, use a column of mud to balance the lowest pore pressure in the open hole section • inside another casing, use mud down to TOC
and then from TOC to casing shoe use a column of mud to balance the lowest pore pressure in the open hole section This scenario usually applies to intermediate and production casings. Accurate values of formation pressures are used to design safe mud weights to overcome fracturing the formation and prevent well kicks. In liner completions both
the liner and the intermediate casing act as the production string. (h) Pull back slowly to at least 500 ft above the top of the plug and reverse circulate clean. Thus, thickening times in the wellbore may be reduced if little, or no, fluid loss control is specified in the slurry design. The resultant equation for the corrected D Exponent (dc) is as follows:
NPP d c = d æ ------------ö è ECDø where dc= corrected D Exponent (dimensionless) NPP= normal pore pressure gradient (ppg) ECD= equivalent circulating density (ppg) 28 Well Engineering & Construction (1.11) Corrected D Exponent . If the cement has not cured or set, then it is said to be green and in this state will cause the greatest amount of Well
Engineering & Construction 223 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Sodium Chloride Contamination TOC Previous Next problems to a drilling fluid. Pressure differential which exists at the end of the first stage 5. AUSES . Yield stress (lb/100 ft2): This is the calculated force required to initiate flow and is obtained when the rheogram (a plot of shear stress vs shear
rate) is extrapolated to the y-axis at γ = 0 sec -1. At 500 ft below seabed 8 Well Engineering & Construction . In Chapter 1 and in this chapter, we have learnt how to calculate and interpret pore pressure, fracture gradient, FBG and overburden pressure.These values would normally be plotted on a graph paper to represent the well design basis (blue
print). Polymers are chemicals consisting of chains made up of many repeated small units called monomers.Polymers are formed from monomers by a process called polymerization. • Exchangeable layers: These are layers of atoms or molecules bound loosely into the structure, which can be exchanged with other atoms or molecules. A micron is
0.0000394 in or 0.001 mm. However, care should be exercised with the results from inclined tests as the migration path for the Well Engineering & Construction 135 6 CEMENTING Fluid-Loss TOC Previous Next water is significantly reduced and thus the free water measured will increase. To prevent the walls of the hole from caving. However, drag
may also be noted as a result of (a) clay hydration; (b) the drill string being in contact with the low side of the hole on a deviated well and (c) due to ineffective hole cleaning. b. The scab tie-back liner is normally cemented in place. DRILLING FLUIDS 4. Magnesium contamination is most often encountered when seawater is used as the make-up water.
The stinger length should be the plug length plus ± 100 ft. This is the external emulsion phase. Faulting Faulting in sedimentary rocks is caused by tectonic activities. (Answers a = 0.78 psi/ft, b= 0.71 psi/ft) 4. Christman, S.A. (1973). PORE PRESSURE i) Eaton Method 1. .C. The creation of a well in the ground will disturb the in-situ earth stresses and
will actually induce stresses around the wellbore. The temperature survey is used to determine TOC where a CBL is not planned or may be unreliable due to size of casing. .H. (1957). Ae2 Ai2 Section 2 Pi2 Pi2 Depth X Section 1 Ai1 Pi1 Pe2 2. Table 7.2 gives the maximum densities that can be attained for single salt systems. The pumpability, or
consistency, is measured in Bearden Consistency units (Bc); each unit being equivalent to the spring deflection observed with 2080 gm-cm of torque when using the weight-loaded type calibration device. Allow 50% excess for the first stage for Class G and 150% for Class H during the first stage only. Xanthan Gum Xanthan gum (Microbial
Polysaccharides) is a water-soluble biopolymer produced by the action of bacteria on carbohydrates The bacteria are killed after the fermentation process and the gum extracted by precipitation with isopropyl alcohol. EFINITIONS ..................................................................... 16.5 IMPERMEABLE CEMENTS Reducing the cement matrix permeability
prevents gas migration through the cement column. 212 Well Engineering & Construction Water Based Mud TOC Previous Next . Overpressure encountered in the South China Sea and NW Coastal USA is attributed to this cause. However, the movement downhole can be reduced due to pipe stretch and buckling. ASING . However, with the liberated
water, a net 1% volume increase is observed 1. The bacteria is introduced to the well from contaminated mud tanks and the bacteria either react with the formation or with mud downhole producing free H2S. 50 Well Engineering & Construction Fracture Gradient Determination TOC Previous Next . This has important implications when determining
the silo capacity for cement i.e., for neat Class G cement, aerated cement will occupy 80% of the silo capacity (A 1000 sack silo will hold 800 sacks of cement). 1 Contents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Introduction Definitions Pore Pressure Causes Of Abnormal Pore Pressure Abnormal Pore Pressure Evaluation Measurement While Drilling (MWD) & Logging while
drilling (LWD) Data Repeat Formation Tester (RFT) Data Drill Stem Test (DST) Data Learning Milestones 1.0 . Kerogen alters to hydrocarbon at 90 deg C. If no offset well data is available then the fracture gradient can be predicted using any of several published models 2-5. Safety Factor = Failure Load Actual Applied Load When the actual applied
load equals the failure load, then the safety factor =1 and failure is imminent. Uncontrolled mineral expansion can disrupt and fracture set cement. All wellbore pressures and tensile forces should be calculated using true vertical depth only. The volume of cement is small since no slurry is actually pumped into the formation.This is usually the
recommended practice. Other factors which affect kick tolerance include density of the invading fluid and the circulating temperatures. They are chosen primarily because they are widely applied in the oil drilling industry. Effective viscosity, µ (cP): This term takes account of the geometry through which the fluid is flowing and is therefore a more
descriptive term of the flowing viscosity. Collapse pressure originates from the column of mud used to drill the hole, and acts on the outside of the casing. The process is most commonly responsible for abnormal pressures in halite/anhydrite sequences. Pore water has approximately 1/6th of the thermal conductivity of the formation matrix which in
practical terms means the heat flow through a zone containing more water than normal would be greatly retarded. Baker Hughes Inteq: Liner hanger catalogue 3. .OADS . .ESTING ............................................................ List situations when to increase kick tolerance 86 Well Engineering & Construction References . MWD/LWD tools provide a variety
of downhole drilling and electric log parameters which are applicable to the detection of abnormal pore pressure while drilling. Well Engineering & Construction 19 1 PORE PRESSURE Depositional Effects TOC Previous Next Folding Folding is produced by the tectonic compression of a geological basin.The additional horizontal tectonic stress
created by folding compacts the clays laterally. Departure of the temperate from the normal geothermal gradient can be related to the volume of fluid and its rate of flow. List situations when it is required to calculate kick tolerance. 5.2 ADVANTAGES OF A LINER The main advantages of a production liner are: (a) total costs of the production string
are reduced, and running and cementing times are reduced; (b) the length of reduced diameter is reduced which allows completing the well with optimum sizes of production tubings. A zone may move down the fault plane causing the zone to be subjected to a higher overburden pressure and higher geothermal temperature. The polymer has a
molecular weight of around 5,000,000. . 90 Advanced casing Design Types of Casing TOC Previous Next . Point 2 is the maximum kick volume as obtained from Equation (3.7) for zero initial drill pipe shut-in pressure. The porosity of the volume sediment is reduced. Regardless of whether the casing is cemented or not, the back-up load is provided by
a column of salt saturated water. The free-water test is designed to simulate this using a 250 ml graduated cylinder in which slurry is left to stand for two hours under simulated wellbore conditions. .RITERION ........................................................... The degree of scattering is directly related to the electron density and therefore the bulk density of the
formation. 125 gpm per cone. The clay sediment has high permeability and porosity (60-90%). For deep wells or where more than one grade and weight are used, a graphical method of selecting casing is used as follows: 1. The vacuum pump creates a low internal pressure which allows gas-cut mud to be drawn into the degasser vessel and it then
flows in a thin layer over an internal baffle plate. .RAPH ................................................. Formation pressure at next TD Gas Gradient RKB to MSL = 14 ppg (= 10268 psi) = 0.15 psi/ft = 85 ft Calculate the kick tolerance at hole TD in terms of: 1)Maximum kick volume 2)Additional increase in mud weight 3)Maximum pore pressure if a maximum design
kick of of 100 bbl Solution (1) Firstly, express the fracture pressure at the shoe in terms of psi: FP =16 x 0.052 x 10008 = 8326 psi where FP is the fracture pressure in psi Since this is a high pressure / high temperature well, apply a safety factor of 100 psi to reduce the FP from 8326 psi to 8226 psi, or 15.8 ppg fracture gradient. The chemical
additives required to achieve the above functions will be explained in the following section. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES DESIGN & SAFETY FACTORS Casings are never designed to their yield strength or tensile strength limits. It is essential to choose a casing seat that can withstand the maximum pressures to which the wellbore will be subjected
during the drilling of the next hole section. 16.3 THIXOTROPIC AND HIGH GEL STRENGTH CEMENTS Thixotropic and high gel strength cements resist gas percolation. Table 2.2 : Example 2.2 (1) True Vertical Depth (ft) (2) Pore pressure (psi) 3000 5000 8300 8500 9000 9500 10000 11000 1320 2450 4067 4504 5984 6810 7800 10171 (3) Mud
pressure = pore pressure + 200 psi (psi) 1520 2650 4267 4704 6184 7010 8000 10371 (4) Pore pressure gradient (psi/ft) 0.44 0.49 0.49 0.53 0.66 0.72 0.78 0.92 (5) Mud pressure gradient (psi/ft) 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.55 0.69 0.74 0.80 0.94 (6) Fracture gradient (psi/ft) 0.81 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.97 (3) Calculate the fracture gradient by use of
Equation (2.3): ( σv – Pf ) P ν FG = æ ------------ö æ ----------------------ö + -----f è 1 – νø è D ø D By use of ν = 0.4, this equation becomes 2æσ Pö P FG = ç ν − f  + f 3è D D ø D where Taking σv -----D P -----f D is the pore pressure gradient. Figure 7.10 Desilters, courtesy of Brandt Typical throughput capacities are as follows: Desanders 12"cone 6" cone 500 gpm per
cone. A definition of each follows. Once this pressure is exceeded and a fracture is generated in the virgin rock, then the pressure required to maintain the fracture will be less the Formation Breakdown Pressure. The bridge plug is set below the intended plug zone. 4.1.4 NON-DISPERSED, INHIBITED SYSTEMS. This can have severe implications for
the well control practice and casing setting depths. BNORMAL . Intermixing from cavings falling off the sides of the hole can make analysis of drillcuttings highly unreliable. 399 sacks; 3. .:. Understand the influence of FG on KT 12.0 REFERENCES ............................................................................. Hydrostatic pressure = fluid gradient (psi / ft) x depth
(ft)..........psi Well Engineering & Construction 3 PORE PRESSURE 1 Porosity & Permeability TOC Previous Next = 0.468 (psi /ft) x 9900(ft) = 4633 psi 2.2 POROSITY & PERMEABILITY Porosity is the total pore (void) space in a rock Permeability is the ease with which fluids can flow through the rock. Results should quote the time to reach 70 Bc generally considered to be the maximum pumpable consistency. K I C K TO L E R A N C E 2.0 . L. At this point, any reduction in cement slurry volume, through filtrate loss and hydration, will be fully compensated for by downward movement of the cement slurry. IN. 5.4 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH The measurement of the uniaxial compressive
strength of two-inch cubes of cement provides an indication of the strength development of the cement at downhole conditions. The open hole section can not be drilled to it planned depth. Multistage cementing may be used to cement this string of casing in order to prevent weak formations from being subjected to high hydrostatic pressure from a
continuous, long column of cement. The Bingham plastic, Power law and Herschel-Bulkley models are the most widely used in the oil industry. Assume ν = 0.4. Table 2.1 : Example 2.2 (1) True Vertical Depth (ft) (2) Pore pressure (psi) 3000 5000 8300 8500 9000 9500 10000 11000 1320 2450 4067 4504 5984 6810 7800 10171 Solution The following
steps may be used to complete columns 3-6 of Table 2.2: Well Engineering & Construction 63 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S 2 Casing Seat Selection TOC Previous Next (1) The required hydrostatic pressure of mud is taken as equal to pore pressure + 200 psi, where 200 psi is the magnitude of overbalance. The strength properties of
the casings available are compared with the collapse and burst pressures in the wellbore. Hence, when αçæ1−2νö = 1, Equation (2.5) reduces to Equation (2.4) è 1−ν ø for the case of no fluid penetration. Usually, at this time, the casing is pressure tested to a precalculated design value to check its integrity. Once the hole has been circulated clean of
cuttings, additional circulation can be used to condition the mud and to remove the gelled and dehydrated mud that becomes far more difficult to remove after a prolonged static period. DRILLING FLUIDS Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) Contamination Treatment This contamination can be removed by adding some form of calcium to form a precipitate and
caustic soda to increase the pH if lime is not used. DRILLING FLUIDS ppg = sg x8.33 = KPa/m x 1.176 = psi/ft x 0.052 Apparatus:Mud balance, or where gases may be entrapped in the mud due to high weights or thick mud, then a Pressure Balance should be used. Load Case 1:Running Conditions This applies to the case when the casing is run in
hole and prior to pumping cement: Total tensile force = buoyant weight + shock load +bending force Load Case 2: Pressure Testing Conditions 124 Well Engineering & Construction Load Cases TOC Previous Next . 2.0 . For partial loss circulation, there will be three collapse points. 9.1 INTRODUCTION Efficient mud displacement is essential in order
to achieve a good cement bond and zonal isolation. 9.5 THE EFFECT OF CASING MOVEMENT Although the physics of mud removal through casing movement is complex to analyse, the beneficial effects of reciprocating and rotating casing have been shown in laboratory and field tests. .OGGING . To assist in the gathering of the maximum
information from the formations being drilled. The water is held as interlayer water between the clay platelets and also as free pore water. DRILLING FLUIDS is classified as sodium bentonite or calcium bentonite, depending on the dominant exchangeable cation. The author recommends the use of at least four indicators, preferably plotted on the
same plot. Slurry details Lead Slurry • Class G cement + 0.3 gals/sk extender + 0.2 gals/sk retarder + 11.35 gals/sk seawater. Apparatus: Six speed viscometer. There are basically two types of drilling mud: water-based and oil-based, depending on whether the continuous phase is water or oil. Fluids ahead of the slurry are displaced into the
fractures, allowing cement to fill the desired spaces. .RESSURE ................................. Obviously, the RFT and DST pressure data are the most definitive and have the least uncertainty associated with them. • Bowl conveyer differential speed (rpm). There are two methods of calculating pore pressure from dc data, the Eaton Method and the Ratio
Method. This reduction in bottom hole hydrostatic pressure may be sufficient to allow a small amount of gas to flow into the wellbore. Benham, P. TOC Previous Next • ..... CEMENTING Learning Milestones 18.0 LEARNING MILESTONES ............................................................................. Sabins FL et al "An Investigation of Factors Contributing to the
Deposition of Cement Sheaths in Casing Under Highly Deviated Well Conditions", paper SPE/IADC 19934, 1990 10. Conversely subnormal pressures may be experienced if the elevation of the wellsite is greater than the elevation of the water table in the aquifer. Calculate surface pressure losses using Equation (8.1) 2. The following general equation
may be used to evaluate pressure losses in surface connections: P1 = E x ρ0.8 x Q1.8 x PV0.2 psi (8.1) where ρ = mud weight (lbm/gal) Q = volume rate (gpm) E = a constant depending on type of surface equipment used PV = plastic viscosity (cP) In practice, there are only four types of surface equipment; each type is characterised by the dimensions
of standpipe, kelly, rotary hose and swivel. .ODEL ................. Reynolds number, Re: This is a dimensionless umber which determines whether a flowing fluid is in laminar or turbulent flow. Without viscosity, all the weighting material and drill cuttings would settle to the bottom of the hole as soon as circulation is stopped. Each mud property
contributes to the character of the fluid and must be monitored regularly to show trends, which can be used to ascertain what is happening to the mud whilst drilling. To prevent contamination of near-surface fresh water zones. Balanced Plug 170 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . The resistivity (the reciprocal of conductivity) of
shales depends upon the following factors: • porosity • salinity of the pore water • temperature. OADS ...................................................... mud weight = 9 ppg, hole depth = 10100 ft MD (measured depth), 9900 ft TVD (true vertical depth) b. Hence, great care must be exercised when producing Figure 5.6. 118 Well Engineering & Construction
Combination Strings . ( 30 Well Engineering & Construction Corrected D Exponent . Why do we need to bump the plug 6. 208 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . .OF. For abnormally pressured shales, the D exponent deviates from the normal trend and actually decreases with depth. EMENTING . For this reason, they are several
types of clays available. 134 Well Engineering & Construction Slurry Testing TOC Previous Next . F. Filtration control additives include: 222 • Starch • Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) • Polyanionic Cellulose (PAC) Well Engineering & Construction Drilling Fluid Problems TOC Previous Next . April 1, 2008 Created by an anonymous user Imported from
Scriblio MARC record. List the main parameters measured when testing a cement slurry. .ORE . Suggested casing types at the various setting depths are given in Figure 2.6. 66 Well Engineering & Construction Learning Milestones TOC Previous Next . The mud has a number of functions which must all be optimised to ensure safety and minimum
hole problems. 148 Well Engineering & Construction Washes TOC Previous Next . The disadvantage is that only small volumes can be set due to the limited capacity of the bailer. .UMMARY . DWOB values can be used for the calculation of dc exponents which increase their accuracy and reduce the scatter of dc values often seen on deviated wells. A
further modification of the D exponent was proposed by Rehm et al (1971) 3 who attempted to correct the D Exponent for the effect of changes in mud weight. DATA . The derivation of Equation (2.4) and its use to calculate safe mud weight for a horizontal well will be given in Chapter 12. The properties of a drilling fluid can be analysed by its
physical and chemical attributes. This environment is usually alkaline in nature and is rich in calcium and magnesium ions but poor in potassium ions. Applications: The fluid loss gives a representation of the fluids interaction with the well bore under simulated pressure and temperature conditions. (a) Capacities Capacities will be expressed in ft3/ft.
.VALUATION ....................................... Centrifuge efficiency is affected predominantly by the feed flow rate, but it is also affected by the following operating parameters: • Bowl speed (rpm). • If the plug bumps, the pressure should be increased to the test pressure as specified in the Drilling Programme and held for 15 minutes. The internal pressure
is calculated using Equation (5.4). Yield Point (YP) is calculated from the following: YP = θ300 – PV (7.4) Both PV and YP are mathematical values which can be used for calculating the pressure loss in the circulating system as will be discussed in Chapter 8. They are also not applicable to the surrounding, largely impermeable, shale sections where the
majority of overpressure is developed. Two classes of cement are to be used. 62 Well Engineering & Construction Casing Seat Selection TOC Previous Next . .OF . Critical Reynolds number, Rec: This value corresponds to the Reynolds number at which laminar flow turns to turbulent flow. PORE PRESSURE Direct Measurements of Pore Pressure A
logarithmic plot of shale resistivity vs linear depth is constructed. 5. Remedial cementing to prevent annular gas migration is relatively unsuccessful. 8.Matthew W and Kelly J (1967). Bradly, H.B., et.al.(1987) "Petroleum Engineers Handbook" published by the Society of Petroleum Engineers. Non-dispersed- inhibited fluids contain inhibiting ions in
the continuous phase, however they do not utilize chemical thinners or dispersants. The most widely used predictive method is the Hubbert and Willis method as outlined in “Predicting Fracture Gradient” on page 59. It is available in MSR and HSR types. Table 3.1 Typical Values Of Kick Tolerances From various Operators HOLE SIZE (inch) KICK
VOLUME (bbl) 6"and smaller 8.5" 12¼" 17.5" 23" 10-25 25-50 50-100 100-150 250 4.0 . TRINGS ...................................................... From Figure 8.6 it can be seen that part of the drillpipe is inside the casing and the rest is inside open hole. The main reasons for not using the cement column are: 1. Record the overburden gradient from the overburden
plot at the depth of interest. From Table 6.3 the slurry yield of Class G neat cement is 1.15 ft3/sack and the slurry weight is 15.8 ppg. However, if the section is through a length of highly permeable formation the API fluid loss should be 50ml/30min or less. CEMENTING 6.0 . This gives very high viscosities or gels at low shear rates. When the gas is
circulated to surface, it appears as a long narrow peak above the background gas level. IRECT . or 20 in. 1.1 FORMATION INTEGRITY TESTS: PURPOSE Formation strength tests can be carried out to the leak-off pressure or to a pre-determined limit as specified in the drilling programme. 2.3 OVERBURDEN PRESSURE The overburden pressure is
defined as the pressure exerted by the total weight of overlying formations above the point of interest. The programme should take into account the mechanics of the complete casing string, along with any buoyancy and density differential effects during displacement. Shales show a higher level of radioactivity than sands, evaporites and limestones.
DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment discharge, the underflow weight should be between 2.5 to 5.0 ppg heavier than the input mud. Water: Internal emulsion phase. 2 ( ID )- x test pressure Ft = π ---------------4 (5.29) where Ft = pressure test force, lb ID = inside diameter of casing, in 7.2 PRESSURE TESTING ISSUES When deciding on a
pressure test value, the resulting force must not be allowed to exceed: 7.3 • 80% of the rated burst strength • the connection pressure rating • 75% of the connection tensile rating • triaxial stress rating of the casing LOAD CASES There are three load cases for which the total tensile force should be calculated for: running conditions, pressure testing
and static conditions. Non-dispersed-non-inhibited fluids do not contain inhibiting ions such as chloride (Cl-), calcium (Ca2+) or potassium (K+) in the continuous phase and do not utilize chemical thinners or dispersants to affect control of rheological properties. In highly inclined holes the FBG is usually smaller than the FG. Imagine two equal
quantities of gas injected into the two tubes. CEMENTING The simplest form of pre-flush is a 'wash' - usually water, with the possible addition of a surfactant. 154 Well Engineering & Construction . The casing scheme effectively divides the well into separate sections; each hole section may have similar formation types, similar pore pressure regimes
or similar reactivity to mud. When the drill cuttings reach the surface, they are highly intermixed and are usually broken further during their trip from the bottom of the hole. Tail slurry volume Volume = 500 ft x 0.4206 ft3/ft + 33.26 ( shoe track) =243.26 ft3 = 43.28 bbl 7. The authors provided the following mathematical expression for calculating
the D exponent: ( ROP ) log --------------------------( 60xRPM ) d c = ------------------------------------12xWOB )log (---------------------------6 ( 10 xB ) (1.10) where d= D Exponent, in d-units ROP= penetration rate (ft/hr) RPM= rotary speed (rpm) WOB= weight on bit (lbs.) B= diameter of the bit, inch As can be seen from Equation (1.10), the D Exponent basically
attempts to correct the ROP for changes in RPM, weight on bit and hole size. As the cement hydrates, gelation between the particles in the cement slurry begins, resulting in shear stresses at the walls of the annulus that eventually become high enough to support the cement column. Essentially, shale stabilization is achieved by the prevention of
water contacting the open shale section. DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment There are two types of shaker operation: elliptical and linear motion. DRILLING FLUIDS branched and these structures, either linear, branched, or both, may be cross-linked, i.e. tied together by covalent bonds 1, see Figure 7.2. Types of Reactive Groups The
chemical reactivity of polymers is mainly dependent on the type of groups that are attached to the molecule and the number of groups. The sum of the hydrostatic pressure of fluids in the annulus and CSIP is always kept below the FBG at the casing shoe. The actual static reservoir pressure is determined from Horner analysis of DST pressure data.
The following are definitions of terms required to understand the various hydraulics equations a,b,c. The fracture will propagate along the path of least resistance which is perpendicular to the direction of the minimum principal stress. It is hoped that the ideas presented here will help the engineer to better understand lithological columns and deduce
potential hole problems before producing a final well plan. Absolute Volume (gal/lb) Volume (A x B) (gals) Cement 94 0.0382 3.59 Silica Flour 32.9 (=0.35x94) 0.0454 1.49 Fluid Loss Additive 1.88 (=.02x94) 0.0932 0.175 Water 41.36 (=0.44x94) 0.1202 4.97 Total 170.14 Slurry density = Slurry yield = 170.14 lb---------------- ⋅ ------10.225 gal gal -------·· sk
10.225 ---------------- x -------7.48 gal -------ft 10.225 = 16.64 lb/gal = 1.37 ft3 /sack 3 Example 6.3: Amount Of Require d Water Calculate the amount of water per sack required to provide a slurry of 13.0 ppg for a slurry consisting of Class G cement + 8% BWOC Bentonite. Typical retarders include: sugar; lignosulphonates, hydroxycarboxylic acids,
inorganic compounds and cellulose derivatives. This chapter will present the origins of pore pressure and principles its determination. Cement shrinkage after initial setting is only a few tenths of a per cent and not likely to produce a significant continuous micro-annulus. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S wellbore and will increase the
strength of the wellbore. 6.6 HYDROGEN SULPHIDE (H2S) CONTAMINATION Hydrogen sulphide is a highly poisonous and corrosive gas. If fracture gradient data is not available, then the Hubbert and Willis method (discussed in Chapter 2) should be used. In the Imperial system of units, when fluid density is expressed in ppg (pounds/gallon) and
depth in feet, the hydrostatic pressure is expressed in psi (lb/in2): HP (psi) = 0.052 x ρf (ppg) x D (ft) (1.2) For the purposes of interpretation, all wellbore pressures, such as formation pressure, fracture pressure, fluid density and overburden pressure, are measured in terms of hydrostatic pressure. Slurry yield = gal ·· -------8.67 sk ---------- x ------7.48
gal -------3 ft = 1.159 gal/ft3 The amount of mix water required to give a density of 15.72 lb/gal and yield of 1.159 ft3/sk is = 100 sacks x 5.081 gal/sack = 508 gal Example 6.2: Density & Yi eld Calc ulations What is the density and yield of the following slurry: Class G (1 sack) + 35% silica flour plus 2% fluid loss additive (absolute volume = 0.0932
gal/lb) plus 44% water.Refer to for Table 6.1 for details of absolute volumes. In the past, some operators tested casing after the cement was set. Calculate the pore pressure at 8000 ft if the overburden pressure is 7,500 psi. A pressure gradient is the rate of increase in pressure per unit 2 Well Engineering & Construction Hydrostatic Pressure . An
aerated amount of the above cement will have a bulk density of 0.8 x 86.4 = 69 lb/cu.ft. The shakers should also be in a covered, enclosed housing with a means of ventilation and each shaker fitted with a smoke hood. Solution For Sandstone For φ = 5% σovg = 0.433 x [(1 – 0.05)x2.65 + (0.05 x 1.03)] = 1.11 psi/ft For φ = 20% σovg =1.01 psi/ft For φ
= 35% σovg = 0.90 psi/ft- 6 Well Engineering & Construction . For expensive muds or long term drilling operations, two centrifuges may prove economical. The PHPA concentration should be held in excess in the system by 2 to 4 ppb at all times. This is specifically true of directional wells. Well Engineering & Construction 153 6 CEMENTING Slurry
Density and Yield TOC Previous Next Solution 1 sack of Class G cement = 94 lb which occupies a volume of 3.59 gal 45% BWOC fresh water =0.45x94 =42.3 lb water which occupies a volume of 5.08 gal Slurry density = Component Weight (lb) Volume gals cement 94 3.59 water 42.3 5.081 Total 136.3 8.67 136.3 lb------------- ⋅ ------8.67 gal = 15.72
lb/gal The Slurry Yield is determined by dividing the total volume per sack of cement by the conversion factor of 7.48 gal/ft3. 16.2.5 FREE WATER For a deviated gas-prone well the free water should be as low as possible. It should be noted that it is common to utilise two or three different fluid types on a single well. DRILLING FLUIDS taking the
difference between the dial readings taken at the two highest speeds of 600 rpm and 300 rpm. A casing string incorrectly designed can result in disastrous consequences, placing human lives at risk and causing damage and loss of expensive equipment. Institution of.Mining and Metallurgy 13. Rotating torque often increases in an abnormally
pressured zone due to the physical encroachment of the formation (most notably shale) into the borehole. (1967). With the liner at near TD, install the cement Kelly and plug holder head. It should be noted that packers can be run in the string to protect sections of the casing from internal pressures that may deform the casing and create a microannulus. The rams are closed and squeeze pressure applied. The water may be fresh, brackish or seawater, whichever is most convenient and suitable to the system or is available. However it is unlikely to be used for this purpose with oil based muds for both economic and environmental reasons. 198 Well Engineering & Construction Drilling Fluid
Additives TOC Previous Next . Point 3 marks the first noted deviation from the linear relationship of pressure vs. DRILLING FLUIDS Lost Circulation Control Materials LOST CIRCULATION CONTROL MATERIALS See Chapter 12 for details. There are many drilling fluid additives which are used to develop the key properties of the mud. Well
Engineering & Construction 67 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S References TOC Previous Next 6. These have been listed in increasing order of cost, biodegradability and instability. This type of completion is recognised to be the best casing to tubing seal system. These load cases are sometimes described as Installation Load cases.
Development in Petroleum Science 33,Elsevier 2. PORE PRESSURE Abnormal Pore Pressure Evaluation 5.0 . Two general cement types are available: • Foam cements • Gas generating cements. This is especially true as the formation breakdown pressure in a directional well may well be less than the fracture gradient in the same well. Clay is the
most common viscosifier. .QUIPMENT .................................................. ONTROL . 13.0 EXERCISES ............................................................................. Figure 6.15 Retrievable Packer With Tailpipe Figure 6.16 Drillable cement retainer When cementing multiple zones, the cement retainer isolates the lower perforations and subsequent zone squeezing can
be carried out without having to wait for the cement to set. Draw two straight lines through these points. When drilled, high pressure saltwater flows are common. A decanting centrifuge consists of a horizontal conical steel bowl rotating a high speed, see Figure 7.12. The rheology should be consistent with a stable slurry. .EMENT
..................................................... + (ii) mud in casing and cement (Grade H) in annulus for a height of 5,906 ft + (iii) mud in casing and water spacer in annulus for a height of 1,330 ft Assuming the density of fresh water is 8.3 ppg, then ∆P = 0.052 [576 x (15.8-11.6) + 5,906 x (15.5-11.6) + 1,330 x (8.3 – 11.6)] 164 Well Engineering & Construction .
A. This is defined as the overburden pressure. If however, gas leaked from tubing to casing, then the casing will see the full impact of gas during production. The gas pressure must be available from reservoirs in the open hole section. In this chapter, we will show how to calculate the well bore pressures as a kick is circulated out of the well. Any
actions which may generate mechanical stresses in the casing should be eliminated until the cement has set. Eaton Method d co 1.2 PP = σ ov – ( σ ov – P n ) × æ --------ö è d cnø 1.1 PP = 19 – ( 19 – 9 ) × æ -------ö è 1.5ø 1.2 Pore pressure = 12.1 ppg b. The dry material is finely ground and mixed thoroughly in the correct proportions.The chemical
composition is determined and adjusted if necessary. Limitations Of DST Data from drill stem tests enables accurate determination of reservoir pressure. In large structures or gas reservoirs, the overpressure gradient contrast developed can be quite significant. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S fracture propagation pressure, point 5. 12.4
Figure 6.11 Tie-back Packers, Courtesy of Baker Hughes Inteq Liner packer- set hydraulically INTEGRAL PACKERS It is usual to run an integral packer with the liner to avoid sole reliance on the liner lap cement job. This cause has been postulated as a possible cause of the high (17 ppg) pore pressures recorded in the high pressure/high temperature
(HP/HT) reservoirs in the deep Jurassic claystones and sandstones of the central North Sea. The resulting fall in the hydrostatic pressure transmitted by the cement column may allow gas to enter the annulus and create a migration path. The two common techniques for setting a cement plug are: 1. If the formation water cannot escape, abnormal
pressure will result,Figure 1.5. Figure 1.5 Overpressure Due To Folding 1 The magnitude of pressure generated can exceed the overburden gradient due to the additional tectonic stress which may be balanced by the pore pressure.Examples of abnormal pressure development associated with folding are common, most notably Southern Iran (Qum and
Aghar Jari fields) where pressure gradients of 19 ppg are observed. Salt movement also continues after the casing is set and in some cases results in casing collapse. Casing should initially be designed for collapse, burst and tension. Available in all three degrees of sulphate resistance, and is roughly equivalent to ASTM Type III. The inherent fluid loss
of thixotropic slurries tends to be high and must be controlled. For kick tolerance calculations, it is recommended to reduce the value recorded during leak-off tests in vertical wells by 100 psi and to use the resulting value as an approximate value of FG. This mix is called the kiln feed. CEMENTING Liner Cementing Guidelines 2. In addition the
degree of compaction and thus formation density, increases with depth due to increasing overburden. Nelson EB."Well Cementing". The pressures will be substantially increased if the hydrocarbon system becomes gas generative. Alternatives: Same as Yield Point. 13.375 in casing was set at 2,550 ft. Pressure test all cementing lines and equipment to
1000 psi above the maximum expected pressure prior to the job. .P.RESSURE ...................................... At present, there is no quantitative correlation between gas levels and pore pressure. Its volume depends on both pressure and temperature. and Suman, G. .RODUCTION . NOTE: use only dco values from shales. .G. A filming amine can be used to
protect the metal from corrosion and / or Ironite Sponge which acts as a sacrificial material. Rate of sedimentation usually increases on the downthrown block and this rapid sedimentation can lead to undercompaction and development of overpressure. In 1987, detailed limited kick calculations were first presented in a design methodology by Rabia 1.
TOC Previous Next Liner ID = 6.276 in Liner weight = 26 lb/ft Length of liner = 1,689 ft Length of landing collar = 90 ft Casing setting depth = 6,880 ft Casing OD = 9.625 in Casing ID = 8.65 in ..... The magnitude of the abnormal pore pressure can be calculated using an Eaton type equation as given in Equation (1.14). Any large heavy solids will
settle out here and will not be carried on into the other pits. The following sections will provide details on practical situations that can be encountered in field operations. (b) Variable Density Log (VDL) The VDL provides a graphical representation of the actual sonic wave form recorded at a 5 ft transmitter/receiver spacing. After setting the liner,
release the liner running tool and set down weight on the liner to confirm release. The base oil that is being changed out can be one of the following: Detergent Alkalates, Synthetic Hydrocarbon, Ether and Ester. The shale bulk density will increase with depth due to the increased compaction. DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment - SOLIDS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT Solids contaminants and gas entrapped in mud can be removed from mud in four stages: • Screen separation: shale shakers, scalper screens and mud cleaner screens. Well Engineering & Construction 11 1 PORE PRESSURE Subnormal Pore Pressure TOC Previous Next 3.3 SUBNORMAL PORE PRESSURE Subnormal pore
pressure is defined as any formation pressure that is less than the corresponding fluid hydrostatic pressure at a given depth. The line joining points 1 and 2 gives the kick tolerance graph 4. The distance between the shoe and float collar is called Shoe Track. Solution ( σv – Pf ) P ν FG = æ ------------ö æ ----------------------ö + -----f è 1 – νø è D ø D 0.4 ( 1x5000 –
2400 ) 2400 FG = æ ----------------ö æ -----------------------------------------ö + -----------è 1 – 0.4ø è ø 5000 5000 60 Well Engineering & Construction = 0.83 psi/ft Formation Breakdown Gradient TOC Previous Next 5.2 . List factors affecting mud displacement 7. Schlumberger Educational Services, 1990 6. However, well control considerations may dictate the use of a
weighted spacer. This system can be used in conjunction with KCl for added inhibition. Gas Based Muds Well Engineering & Construction 211 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Water Based Mud TOC Previous Next 4.1 WATER BASED MUD These are fluids where water is the continuous phase. 6.6.3 CUTTINGS SIZE AND SHAPE Cuttings size and shape can give
qualitative evidence of the onset of abnormal pore pressure and also the development of wellbore instability. This leads to an increase in ROP and a greater friction (increased torque) between the bit and the rock. The engineer is merely interested in establishing the actual value of the minimum horizontal stress. Depending on the magnitude of pore
pressure, it can be described as being either normal, abnormal or subnormal. In the initial selection of casing, check that the casing can carry its own weight in mud and when the casing is finally chosen, calculate the total tensile loads and compare them with the joint or pipe body yield values, using the lower of the two values. This will react to form
insoluble calcium carbonate. .F. The constants n and K can be calculated from Fann VG meter data obtained at speeds of 300 and 600 rpm through the use of Equation (8.6) and Equation (8.7). The slurry sample should be conditioned for 20 minutes in an atmospheric consistometer before measurements are taken. Other load cases will be discussed
later. However, rotation does require special equipment. 8 Compression = 1.0 Triaxial Design = 1. C2= 0.052 (CSD-L) pm C2 =0.052 x 11 x (10,000 –5962) = 2310 psi (3) At Point C Now both external and internal pressures must be calculated. This thermal cracking of the compound can result in 2 to 3 fold increases in the volume of the hydrocarbon.
There are four rock strength values which can be determined from a full Formation Integrity Test: limit strength, leak off gradient, formation breakdown gradient and fracture propagation gradient. This is a typical flow in the annulus of most wells. The accurate prediction of fracture gradient is essential to optimising well design. volume profiles may
be encountered, depending on the type of formation (mineralogy, compressive strength, permeability etc.), mud properties and on local geological stress conditions. .HEORY .................................................... Oil and Gas Journal, February 92-106. 3.4 RHEOLOGY CONTROL MATERIALS When efficient control of viscosity and gel development cannot be
achieved by control of viscosifier concentration, materials called "thinners", "dispersants", and/or "deflocculants" are added. Draw a straight line through point B1 and B2 (see Figure 5.5). In this case surface pressure may be bled to zero and hence give little pressure support inside the casing. Casing setting depths, ft Offset wells well logs, log analyst
Offset wells, kick tolerance calculations 3. As the diagenetic change takes place and water is produced, the halite acts as a totally impermeable barrier. 5.1 MUD WEIGHT OR MUD DENSITY Unit: pounds per gallon (ppg or lb/gal). Once again, ensure that the design factor in tension during pressure testing is greater than 1.6, i.e. DF-T = Yield
Strength Total tensile forces during pressure testing E x a m p l e 5 . When a good cement job is anticipated (i.e. vertical wells where the liner can be well centralised), cement will be the main means of isolation between the liner top and the formations below the casing shoe. If none of the above situations are likely in a production casing then partial
evacuation should be used for collapse design and equations Equation (5.9) to Equation (5.11) should be used. Calculate: 1) total slurry volume, annular volume and tubing volume 2) height of the balanced plug 3) volume of water to be used as a spacer behind the cement 4) volume of mud chase (or displacement volume) 5) number of strokes required
to displace cement to just below the drillpipe shoe, assuming that the pump capacity is 0.1 bbl per stroke 6) volume of cement and number of sacks required if the height of the plug is 500 ft. In this chapter the Power law and Bingham Plastic models will be used to calculate the annular pressure losses. However, as the hole starts deviating from
vertical, the overburden stress starts contributing to the fracture pressure, thereby reducing the magnitude of the formation breakdown pressure: Figure 2.5 Effects of Hole Deviation on FBG 1.1 FormationBreakdown Gadient (psi/ft) 5.3 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 Hole Angle ( °) ( ) FBP =σ 3 3−cos 2 α −σ 1 sin 2 α +T −
P f (2.6) Figure 2.5 shows the reduction in the FBG as the hole deviation increases. The internal pressure (back-up load) is caused by the length of mud column (L) remaining after lost circulation. Analysis of the frequency spectrum and the amplitude of the noise received enables fluid types and their location to be estimated. However, the potential of
lost circulation limits the maximum allowable pump pressure. Mud laden with solids passes over the vibrating shaker (Figure 7.7) where the liquid part of mud and small solids pass through the shaker screens and drill cuttings collect at the bottom of the shaker to be discharged. If the zone further compacts and the pore fluids can not escape,
abnormal pressure will result. At a cross-sectional change, the buoyancy force is calculated as follows: Buoyancy force = Pe2 (Ae2 – Ae1) – Pi2 (Ai2- Ai1) For most applications, the author recommends calculating the buoyant weight as follows: (5.24) Figure 5.8 Buoyancy Force For A tapere String Buoyant weight = air weight x buoyancy factor(5.25)
One can easily prove that there is very little of accuracy using the above equation except for tapered strings or when the bottom of the casing is landed in compression. Xanthan gum polymer muds are resistant to contamination by anhydrite, gypsum and salt. Pump the pre-flush and then the cement slurry. Obviously, the given procedures may be
modified to suit local conditions. Extenders: materials which lower the slurry density and increase the yield to allow weak formations to be cemented without being fractured by the cement cloumn.Examples of extenders include: water, bentonite, sodium silicates, pozzlans, gilsonite, expanded perlite, nitrogen and ceramic microspheres. If the
drillstring becomes stuck whilst drilling a salt section, spot a fresh water pill across the zone and allow the salt to dissolve. .M . The principal difference between these two classes is that Class H is significantly coarser than Class G. In oil well casings, burst occurs when the effective internal pressure inside the casing (internal pressure minus external
pressure) exceeds the casing burst strength. Ideally, the yield point should be just high enough to suspend the cuttings as they are circulated up the annulus. From point C move horizontally to the mud gradient line to point D, where the mud gradient is 0.68 psi/ft. Desilters 4"cone 2" cone 50 gpm per cone. Haimson and Fairhurst10 modified Equation
(2.4) to take into account the effects of fluid penetration, to obtain formation breakdown pressure as given below: 3σ 3 – σ 2 + T FBG = --------------------------------- – Pf 1-------------– 2ν-ö æ 2–α è 1–νø (2.5) where α =1−(C C ) ; C = the rock matrix compressibility; r b r Cb = the rock bulk compressibility, 0.5≤α≤1 when 0≤ν≤0.5 and, finally, 0≤ αæç1−2ν ö ≤1 è
1−ν ø Well Engineering & Construction 61 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Effects of Hole Deviation On Formation Breakdown Gradient TOC Previous Next Haimson and Fairhurst10 refer to the formation breakdown pressure as fracture initiation pressure. ii) Reduced overbalance reduces the flushing action into the formation. Figure
2.6 Casing Seat Selection Pressure gradient (psi/ft) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 Casing seats Mud gradient (psi/ft) 1 2 Pore pressure Surface casing Line 3 Mud gradient 0.68 gradient 3 3000 ft E 4 Fracture gradient Intermediate casing Depth (ft) 5 6 0.68 7 Intermediate casing or protective liner Line 2 8 D 9 10 11 8850 ft C A T.D. B Production casing or
liner 0.88 0.94 10500 ft T.D. 12 13 Line 1 14 5. If it has not been possible to reduce the mud viscosity to the levels recommended above and casing centralisation is poor, extended conditioning may be required. 5.0 . PORE PRESSURE vertical depth i.e., psi per foot (psi/ft). Diagenesis may result in volume changes and water generation which if
occurring in a seabed environment may lead to both abnormal or sub-normal pore pressure. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S 6.0 . This test is now a standard throughout the industry and is likely soon to be incorporated into the API test specifications. In gas wells, the production tubing is in fact subjected to controlled unlimited kick all
the time. Well Engineering & Construction 239 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Flow Regimes TOC Previous Next Yield point, YP (lb/100 ft 2):The minimum force required to initiate flow, see Bingham Plastic model. kick tolerance for well without temperature e. The slurry should be displaced at maximum rate. • Yield • Density = 13.0 ppg = 1.99
ft3/sk Tail slurry 156 • Class G cement + 0.05 gals/sk retarder + 0.05 gals/sk dispersant + 4.8gals/sk freshwater. Each or several stacked water layers are shared by two clay plates; these repeating structures of clay plates and their attached water layers result in a viscous structure. (NB:Lines 1 to 3 should be sloping lines connecting the highest mud
weight with the origin.) 70 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next K ICK T OLERANCE ..... Solids in drilling fluids may be classified in two separate categories based on specific gavity, (or density) and particle size. "Mechanics of hydraulic fracturing".Trans.Am. Inst. The Ratio Method has been used successfully in clastic limestone
sequences in the Middle East. Design factors are usually used for designing tubulars and are based on comparing the maximum service load relative to the API minimum yield strength.Recall that the casing does not actually fail at the the minimum yield strength and, moreover, the minimum yield strength is an average value of several measurements.
Dump Bailer 13.1 BALANCED PLUG TECHNIQUE Tubing or drill pipe is run into the hole to the desired setting depth and the spacers and cement are pumped. (ii) Ratio Method The ratio method is much simpler and does not require values of overburden. In any area undergoing tectonic activity the horizontal stresses are distorted creating an
intermediate and a minimum principal stress. Wellbore stability is also increased by the addition of potassium to mud as a result of creating a non-reactive wellbore. Clay structure is discussed in Chapter 7, Figure 7.1. Upon further burial, compaction expels most of the free pore water and the water content is thus reduced to approximately 30%. 1.
4.2 STRUCTURAL CAUSES 4.2.1 RESERVOIR STRUCTURE Abnormal pore pressure can exist in both horizontal and non-horizontal reservoir structures which contain pore fluids of differing densities i.e. water, oil and gas. 6.2 ADDITIONAL MUD WEIGHT The maximum allowable drillpipe shut-in pressure (DPSIP) is given by: DPSIP = (FG And in
terms of additional mud weight, 78 Well Engineering & Construction ρ m) x CSD x 0.052 (3.7) Additional Mud Weight . PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS (8.24) D. As cement slurries have a mean particle size of 20-50 microns, it would require a formation with a permeability of between 2-100 darcies for the cement grains to penetrate the formation.
Drilling mud is one of the most important elements of any drilling operation. It can also be considered a gel strength at zero time.) Gel strength (lb/100 ft2): All drilling fluids build a structure when at rest. Therefore, a good computer simulation should be run. SOB muds are an expensive systems and should only be considered in drilling hole sections
that cannot be drilled using water based muds without the risk of compromising the well objectives. With further burial, there will be increases in both the overburden load and temperature and these two effects cause all but the last layer of structural water to be expelled to the pore space. 5 Content 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Data Collection _Factors
Influencing Casing Design Design Criteria Collapse Criterion Burst Criterion Combination Strings Tension Criterion Service Loads During Drilling And Production Operations Compression Loads Biaxial Effects Learning Milestones 1.0 . .L. Figure 6.10 Liner Hangers, Courtesy of Baker Hughes Inteq 12.2 SELECTION OF LINER HANGERS The
following requirements and criteria should be applied when considering liner hanger selection, see Figure 6.10. Understand the significance of bumping the plug 6. If laminar flow exists beneath the casing and turbulent flow above, channelling will result. In reality, the term Formation Integrity Test has a more encompassing meaning which includes:
Limit Test: A test carried out to a specified value, always below the fracture gradient of the formation. In the oil industry, safety factors are never intentionally used to design tubulars as they imply prior knowledge of the actual failure load and designing to failure or below failure. This causes the clay lattice to collapse and in the presence of
potassium ions, montmorillonite diagenesis to illite 1 occurs. When the bottom plug lands on the float collar a pressure increase on surface is indicated. They are also indicators of hole instability and other mechanical problems which have nothing to do with abnormal pressure. Wilson MA & Sabins FL "A Laboratory Investigation of Cementing
Horizontal Wells" SPE Drilling Engineering Sept 1988 192 Well Engineering & Construction Exercises . With the exception of the oil industry, all other industries use the Metric system of units where density is usually expressed in gm/cc. When disruption to the normal compaction process occurs, three things happen: 1. Hence when a kick is taken in
a well, gas expansion must be allowed to take place to reduce wellbore pressures. The Bingham Plastic model describes laminar flow using the following equation: Figure 8.3 Bingham Plastic model τ = YP + PV × (γ) τ where PV τ = measured shear stress in lb/100 ft2 YP YP = yield point in lb/100 ft2 γ PV = plastic viscosity in cP γ = shear rate in sec –
1 The values of YP and PV are calculated using the following equations: PV = θ600 – θ300 (8.2) YP = θ300 – PV (8.3) YP = (2 × θ300) – θ600 (8.4) Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 describe the Bingham Plastic model. 136 Well Engineering & Construction Cement Excess . The Yield Point (YP) should not be less than 5lb/100 sq ft. Salt will flocculate a fresh
water based mud causing high viscosities and filtration control problems. This is called bumping the plug.Bumping indicates that the total volume of cement is now displaced behind the casing. .M. At 3000 ft below seabed Water pressure = 223 psi Weight of formation (with density of 1.9 gm/cc)= 0.433 x 1.9 x1000 ft = 822.7 psi Weight of formation
(with density of 2.1 gm/cc)= 0.433 x 2.1 x2000 ft = 1818.6 psi Overburden gradient (OBG) = total weight of sea water and rocks /total depth = (223 + 822.7+1818.6)/ (500+65+ 3000 =0.8035 psi/ft = 15.5 ppg Well Engineering & Construction 9 1 PORE PRESSURE Matrix Stress TOC Previous Next Table 1.1 may be completed for water depths
ranging from 100 ft to 5000 ft. 1.0 . In offshore operations, conductor pipes are either driven by a hammer or run in a drilled hole or run by a combination of drilling and driving especially where hard boulders are encountered near seabed. Kluwer Group 2. Pressure testing casing while the cement is still wet is recommended as this reduces the
chances of breaking the set cement or creating Well Engineering & Construction 145 6 CEMENTING Displacement Theory TOC Previous Next micro-channels if the test is carried out a few hours later when the cement sets. The 100% evacuation condition can only occur when: • the casing is run empty • there is complete loss of fluid into a thief zone
(say into a cavernous formation), and • there is complete loss of fluid due to a gas blowout which subsequently subsides None of these conditions should be allowed to occur in practice with the exception of encountering cavernous formations. Diagenetic processes include the formation of new minerals, recrystallisation and lithification. This is
because an actual leak off test was used to determine the fracture pressure value which is greater than the fracture gradient, see Chapter 2. Design cement slurries to contain no more than a trace of free water; zero free water is recommended. Worldwide Cementing Practices, API Project 88-59,API 1st Ed Jan. Other advantages include: • Complete
wells with less weight landed on wellheads and surface pipe • A scab liner tie-back provides heavy wall cemented section through salt sections. • CLASS E: Intended for use from 10,000 ft (3,050 m) to 14,000 ft (4,270 m) under conditions of high temperatures and pressures. Emulsifier levels are held in excess to act against possible water and solid
contamination. Decreasing mud density should only be done by dilution and acceptable solids control practices. Class G mixed with 8% BWOC bentonite is sometimes employed when a lightweight slurry is required. Drag Force This force is usually of the order of 100,000 lbf (positive force). There are several load cases which arise due to drilling and
production operations and will be discussed in “Load Cases” on page 124. Points below the line represent safe conditions and give kick tolerance for any combination of kick size and drillpipe shut-in pressure. 14.1.2 LOW PRESSURE SQUEEZE Cement slurry is forced through the perforations at pressures below the formation fracture pressure. The
following designations are normally used to define the classifications of water based drilling fluids: 1. Use the following formula to calculate pore pressure: d co 1.2 PP = σ ov – ( σ ov – P n ) × æ --------ö è d cnø (1.12) where PP= Pore pressure (ppg) σov= Overburden (ppg) Pn= Normal pore pressure gradient (ppg) dco= Observed value of dc at depth of
interest dcn= Normal trendline value of dc at depth of interest As can be seen from Equation (1.12) the Eaton Method is basically simple if we remember the basic pressure relationship σov = Pf + σmat. Tensile forces are determined as follows: 1. Well Engineering &Construction 235 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS 8 Pressure losses TOC Previous
Next 2. Abnormally pressured formations typically exhibit a higher than normal porosity and therefore a higher than normal pore fluid content. OLERANCE ............................................................... CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Collapse Calculations For Individual Casing Strings Then reference to figure Figure 5.2, three points need to be considered
for collapse calculations. (1973). Drillable cement retainer 3. This figure can be used to determine the weight of blend that a silo can hold e.g., A 1000 cu.ft silo will hold 1000 x 69 lbs = 69,000 lb = 31.4 metric tonnes (MT). CEMENTING Strength Retrogression: At temperatures above 230 ° F, normal cement develop high permeability and reduction
in strength. Dispersants are solutions of negatively charged polymer molecules that attach themselves to the positively charges sites of the hydrating cement grains.The result is an increased negative on the hydrating cement grains resulting in greater repulsive forces and particle dispersion. This is to ensure that the hydrostatic pressures inside the
drillpipe and the annulus are exactly the same; hence the name balanced plug. Mud logging methods: includes measurements of drilling parameters and evaluation of drill cuttings and gas levels at surface 2. These fluids are particularly useful in drilling production zones, shales and other water sensitive formations, as clays do not hydrate or swell in
oil. These tectonic stresses usually create folding and faulting in the surrounding zones. In this pond the silt and sand particle settle against the walls and the conveyor blade scrapes and pushes the settled solids towards the narrow end of the bowl where they are collected as damp particles with no free liquid. Release pump down displacement plug.
Well Engineering & Construction 24 Kilometers Hussain Rabia Index Well Engineering & TOC Previous Next Table of Contents Construction Chapter 1 : Pore Pressure 1 Chapter 2 : Formation Integrity Tests 49 Chapter 3 : Kick Tolerance 71 Chapter 4 : Casing Functions & Types 89 Chapter 5 : Casing Design Principles 95 Chapter 6 : Cementing 131
Chapter 7 : Drilling Fluids 197 Chapter 8 : Practical Rig Hydraulics 235 Chapter 9 : Drill Bits 269 Chapter 10 : Drillstring Design 313 Chapter 11 : Directional Drilling 373 Chapter 12 : Hole Problems 461 Chapter 13 : Horizontal & Multilateral Wells 517 Chapter 14 : Rig Components 569 Chapter 15 : Well Costing 601 Well Engineering &Construction
i TOC Previous Next P ORE P RESSURE ..... Determine nozzle velocity (ft/s) P bit V n = 33.36 -------ρ C. Determine total area of nozzles (in2) 250 Well Engineering & Construction (8.23) Pressure Loss Across Bit . Help determine accurately the depth of casing seats Well Engineering & Construction 25 1 PORE PRESSURE Rate of Penetration (ROP)
TOC Previous Next 6.1 RATE OF PENETRATION (ROP) Drillbits break the rock by a combination of several processes including: compression (weight-on-bit), shearing (rpm) and sometimes jetting action of the drilling fluid. Commonly seawater or sodium chloride is used. Rheological models (Figure 8.2) are mathematical equations used to predict
fluid behaviour across a wide range of shear rates and provide practical means of calculating pumping (pressure) requirements for a given fluid. The overburden pressure can therefore be expressed as the hydrostatic pressure exerted by all materials overlying the depth of interest: σov = 0.052 x ρb x D (1.4) where σov = overburden pressure (psi) ρb
= formation bulk density (ppg) D = true vertical depth (ft) And similarly as a gradient (EMW) in ppg: 0.433xρ σ ov = ----------------------b0.052 (1.5) σovg = overburden gradient, ppg ρb = formation bulk density (gm/cc) (the factor 0.433 converts bulk density from gm/cc to psi/ft) In a given area, the overburden gradient is not constant with depth due to
variations in formation density. MI Drilling manual on CD (Internet Edition 2000) 3. Both water- based and oil- based muds can be successfully weighted with siderite to 19.0 ppg. What is the maximum burst pressure that this casing should be subjected to in service? To plot all wellbore pressures on a single graph (Figure 2.6). RADIENT
............................................ Solution Remember to convert densities from gm/cc to psi/ft using Equation (1.7). These mud systems also minimise the reaction with the drilled cuttings and therefore help to avoid the high dilution rates exhibited by other fluid groups. (b) The risk of the casing becoming stuck. If fluid leaked by even the smallest amount,
then pressure increase due to thermal effects would be minimal 1. 4.0 . Diagenesis of Volcanic Ash The diagenesis of volcanic ash results in three main products; clay minerals, methane and carbon dioxide. .OWER . An increase in the value of 'K' indicates an increase in the overall hole cleaning effectiveness of the fluid. Multi-speed rheometer are
recommended whenever possible since readings can be obtained at 600,300,200,100,6 and 3 rpm. Class G is to be used for shoe track and from shoe to 600 ft. Name the three types of Load Cases used in Detailed Casing Design 3. TOC Previous Next 16.2.1 ..... EFERENCES ..................................................................... Barium sulphate has a specific
gravity in the range of 4.20 4.60. These formations may contain pressures which bear no resemblance to the pore pressure in the overlying and underlying formations, and as such their application is restricted to the formation sampled. Relating this process to the wellbore, it can be shown that a relatively clean clay can act as a semi-permeable
membrane. Abnormally pressured shales often display a degree of undercompaction resulting in higher porosity and hence lower density.If shale density measurements are plotted against depth a normal compaction (normal pore pressure) trendline may be established. Refinements to the selected grades and weights should only be attempted after
the initial selection is made. Friction factor (f) a: This is a dimensionless term used for power law fluids in turbulent flow and relates the fluid Reynolds number to a "roughness" factor for the pipe. .D. If the clay is used in salt muds it has to be prehydrated in fresh water. 6. The speed of drilling is described as the rate of penetration (ROP) and is
measured in ft/hr. Hence, the design factor provides a greater scope for safety than safety factor. They contain no aromatics or petroleum-derived hydrocarbons. The dump bailer containing cement is run on wireline to the desired setting depth. Additives modify the behaviour of the cement slurry allowing cement placement under a wide range of
downhole conditions. Bad cement jobs, especially around the casing shoe, result from cement contaminated with mud. 40 80 De pth = 13 ,50 0f t 14 ,19 0f t Point 2 120 160 200 240 280 320 330 360 KICK VOLUME, bbl Example 3.3: Ki ck Tolerance Graph Construct a kick tolerance graph for the well given in Example 3.2 at depths 13500 ft and
14190 ft. Biaxial stresses reduce the collapse resistance of the casing and must be accounted for in designing for deep wells or combination strings. calculate pressure testing forces Forces (1) to (3) always exist, whether the pipe is static or in motion. 5000 Mud = 9.6 ppg Depth= 10000’ Gas BHP= surface pressure + mud hydrostatic head = 0 +5000
= 5000 psi BHP= surface pressure + mud hydrostatic head =5000 +5000 = 10,000 psi In a real well if gas expansion is prevented as was seen in the closed tube example then the hole will fracture when gas reaches the surface. In addition, Shale Resistivity, Rsh (Ohm-m) temperature normally increases uniformly with depth and Hence resistivity

values can be corrected for the temperature increase. Any rock which is lowered in the geothermal gradient could develop abnormal pressure due to the expansion of fluids with increasing temperature. What is the principle used in cement evaluation tools? Journal of Petroleum Technology October 21-29. If this pump is to be operated at, say, 80-90%
of its rated value, then the pressure drop across the bit is simply pump pressure minus Pc. Procedure A. WASHES AND SPACERS Optimal mud removal will be obtained by the use of a simple wash, as this type of fluid will achieve turbulence around the complete annulus at relatively low annular velocities. Large pore pressure decreases reduce the
fracture gradient. c. Some of the most common reasons are as follows: 176 • The repair of a faulty or inadequate primary cement job • To shut-off the flow of unwanted water or gas • The isolation of a zone prior to perforating for production • To abandon a non-productive or depleted zone • To repair casing leaks. EAT . If the thawed permafrost refreezes later in winter, then ‘freeze-back’ pressures will result. A system which uses synthetic base oil is called a Pseudo Oil Based Mud (SOB) and is designed to behave as close as possible to low toxic oil based mud (LTOBM). It has been demonstrated that good centralisation can reduce casing running difficulties by helping to prevent differential
sticking. This is usually the best time to test the casing while the cement is still wet. Alternatives:Specific Gravity SG (g/cm3),Kpa/m, psi/ft 218 Well Engineering & Construction Figure 7.3 Mud balance, Ref 2 Funnel Viscosity . Where turbulent flow cannot be achieved it is still possible to achieve effective displacements by using a carefully designed
laminar displacement. However, the earth movement required to increase the temperature significantly typically occurs at such a slow rate that any fluid expansion should be compensated by fluid expulsion1. In the North Sea, the diagenesis process of clays is thought to occur at temperatures of 90-100 deg C and at depths from 6500 – 9750 ft. When
the top plug lands on the bottom plug a pressure increase is observed at surface. Reduce the displacement rate prior to the bump. Plot a graph of pressure against depth, as shown in Figure 5.5, starting the depth and pressure scales at zero. Transitional flow occurs when the fluid flow changes from laminar to turbulent or vice versa. A temperature
survey can be used to indicate the presence of cement and TOC. According to the Hubbert and Willis method, the total injection (or fracturing) pressure required to keep open and extend a fracture is given by: FG = σ ′3 + Pf (2.2) where σ ′3 is the effective minimum principal stress (= minimum principal stress minus pore pressure) In terms of
overburden gradient, Poisson’ ratio (ν) and formation pressure, the above equation becomes: ( σv – Pf ) P ν FG = æ ------------ö æ ----------------------ö + -----f è 1 – νø è D ø D (2.3) Example 2.1: Fractur e Gradient Calculations Given that the formations pressure at 5000 ft is 2400 psi and the overburden stress is 1 psi/ft (determined from bulk density logs),
estimate the formation fracture gradient at 5000 ft. Be able to plot hydrostatic pressure (limit of pore pressure on left), pore pressure and overburden pressure (limit of pore pressure on right) on same graph paper as shown in Figure 1.13. Thinners and deflocculants function as filtrate reducers by separating the clay flock’s or groups enabling them
to pack tightly to form a thin, flat filter cake. Any pressure testing after the cement has set should be carried out in a manner that minimises the pressures seen by the casing. The presence of calcium ions in mud help to stabilise the open shales and prevent sloughing and heaving. 4.1.3 DISPERSED INHIBITED SYSTEMS Lime /Gypsum Muds: These
muds are built from fresh water but can also be built using seawater. Downhole temperature and pressure changes will cause the casing to deform. CEMENTING Balanced Plug Technique 2. I. The last practice was actually performed by the author and was found successful in areas with FG less than 15 ppg. In other words, the well is actually
stronger than planned. List functions of cement 2. It should be noted that fluid densities, measured in ppg or SG, are also gradients. The major properties of the fluid should be measured and reported daily in the drilling morning report. Burst pressures are most severe at the top and, again, casing must be strong enough on top to resist failure in
burst. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Figure 5.6 Selection Based On Burst And Collapse Selection Based on 0 Pressure Collapse B1 K55 Burst Strength Collapse Line Burst Burst and Collapse N80 Burst Line N80 Depth N80 K55 K55 Casing Setting Depth B2 N80 K55 K55 Collapse Strength C2 6.0 . Determine nozzle sizes in multiples of 32 seconds
Example 8.1: Hydraulics cal culations Using the Bingham plastic and power-line models, determine the various pressure drops, nozzle velocity and nozzle sizes for a section of 12.25 in (311mm) hole. The resulting material is called clinker. Nonionic or neutral 2. If it is uncertain that the dart has gone, close the Kelly cock and open the plug dropping
head to check. Exercise 1: Two Stage Cementing The following data are given: Casing size = 9 5/8" Hole size = 12 1/4" Hole depth = 10400 ft Casing Grades = 0-3200ft, C95, 53.5#, ID = 8.681", 0-3200 ft ID= 8.535", 3200-10400ft, L80, 47.0# Mud Weight = 9.8 ppg Shoe Track = 80 ft Pumping Rate = 450 gal/min Mixing Rate = 25 sack/min Time for
release of plugs = 15 min. Volume of mix water 3. Retrievable squeeze packer 2. 26 Well Engineering & Construction Corrected D Exponent TOC Previous Next . The purpose of the pressure gauges is to record the downhole pressure during the sequence of flow and shut in periods that comprise the DST. Weighting Agents: materials which increase
slurry density including barite and haematite, see Chapter Seven for full description. .EHAVIOUR . However, in deviated wells and in areas where σ3 is considerably different from σ2, the calculated FBG can be lower than σ3. Explain the functions of casing hardware required while cementing 5. A small increase in pressure will rupture the bottom
plug and allow cement to flow through it, through float collar, shoe track, casing shoe and then around the casing. To prevent or minimise damage to the formations penetrated by having minimum fluid loss into the formation. .TO. If this occurs in a sealed environment, high pore pressures could result. depth, which is generated from wireline logs.
Abnormal pressure can be thought of as being made up of a normal hydrostatic component plus an extra amount of pressure. 8 Content 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Pressure losses Hydraulics Fundamentals Flow Regimes Fluid Types Rheological models Bingham Plastic model Power Law Model Herschel-Bulkley (yield-power law [YPL]) Model Practical
Hydraulics Equations Optimisation of Bit Hydraulics Mud Carrying Capacity Learning Milestones . Journal of Petroleum Technology, October, 21-29. D. .XERCISES ..................................................................... The burst design factor (DF-B) is given by: DF-B = Burst Strength Burst Pressure (B) Similarly, the collapse design factor is given by: DF-C =
5.6.3 Collapse Strength Collapse Pressure (C) RECOMMENDED DESIGN FACTORS Collapse = 1. The author suggests using this method for all casings likely to be in the ground for more than five years. Describe various mud contaminants 9. Aerated cement in a silo has Well Engineering & Construction 151 6 CEMENTING Blended Cements TOC
Previous Next an average density of ± 75 lbs/cu. The following tools are used to evaluate the quality of the cement and the bond between the cement and the casing: 180 • Cement Bond Log (CBL) • Variable Density Log (VDL) Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next • Cement Evaluation Tool (CET) • Ultrasonic Borehole Imaging (USI) •
Segmented Bond Tool (SBT) . Hence in practice once the rock is fractured, the shut-in pressure value is taken as equal to the minimum horizontal stress. Shoes have either inner parts made of aluminium or cement; both being easily drillable, with the advantage that cement is more resistant to impact. If a factor such as mud weight or drillstring
geometry is changed, then the kick tolerance must be recalculated. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S FORMATION BREAKDOWN GRADIENT Knowledge of the formation breakdown gradient (FBG) is of paramount importance during kick situations when the casing shut-in pressure, CSIP, is being monitored. The kick tolerance and MAASP
are always based on the calculated or direct measurement of fracture gradient. Halite is an evaporitic rock formed from the evaporation of sea waters; its thickness varies from a few feet to thousands of feet. The best possible casing centralisation should be obtained by running a centralisation program. Assume a surface equipment type of 4. It
assumes all muds and cements behind casing degrade with time to a density equivalent to salt-saturated mud having a density of 0.465 psi/ft. Hence the ITT values will be higher. 9.2 THE EFFECT OF MUD RHEOLOGY The force required to initiate movement in a mud which has been left to gel can be considerable and will increase with time. Loss of
slurry volume lowers the hydrostatic head of the whole cement column, possibly allowing gas to enter the slurry. While CBL tools measures the attenuation of a sonic 182 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . HEOLOGICAL . Figure 6.1 cement manufacture flow diagram, after ref 5 CALCAREOUS-2 parts • Limestone (CaCO 3) •
Cement rocks • Chalk • Marl • Marine shells and coral • Alkali waste Grind + Heat Treat in Kiln ARGILLACEOUS- 1 part • Clays • Shales • Slate and Mudstones • Blast furnace slag • Ashes (fly ash) • Cement rock Temperature + 1500oC CEMENT CLINKER • • • • • C3S : Tricalcium Silicate (Ca3SiO 5):Major component C2S : Dicalcium Silicate C3A
: Tricalcium Aluminate C4AF : Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite Ca + Mg Oxides, Ca (OH)2, CaCO 3, Na2SO 4, etc Controlled Cooling To second grinding mill ADD 3 - 5% Gypsum (Ca.SO 4. In Alaska, ‘freeze-back’ pressures of the order of 0.66 psi/ft to as high as 1.44 psi/ft have been recorded.Damage to surface casing may result from these pressures.
Mud is injected tangentially into the hydrocyclone and the resulting centrifugal forces drive the solids to the walls of the hydrocyclone and finally discharges them from the apex with a small volume of mud, Figure 7.9. The fluid portion of mud leaves the top of the hydrocyclone as an overflow and is then sent to the active pit to be pumped downhole
again. Measurements should be limited to a maximum speed of 300 rpm (shear rate 511 1/s). DEPTH GRAPH The calculation and compilation of the overburden gradient for a given field or area is the building block for a well plan. The slope of a line connecting any point on the straight line to the origin is described as the apparent viscosity at that
particular shear rate, Figure 8.4. Figure 8.4 Bingham Plastic model τ PV YP µa = Apparent Viscosity γ Well Engineering & Construction 243 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Power Law Model TOC Previous Next The Bingham Plastic model usually overpredicts yield stresses (shear stresses at zero shear rate) by 40 to 90 percent. NTRODUCTION
...................................................................... Give two uses for kick tolerance in drilling engineering. The two pumps are to be operated at a maximum standpipe pressure of 2,200 psi. another situation which results in complete evacuation is a blowout which unloads the entire hole. Oil and Gas Journal, February, 92-106. If the fault is non sealing, it
may transmit fluids from a deeper permeable formation to a shallower zone, causing abnormal pressures in the shallow zone. • Prevent over-displacement of cement • Give surface indication that cement placement is complete • Allow the casing to be pressure tested In effect, the cement plugs act as barriers between mud and cement providing
physical separation between the two fluids. Calcium (Ca2+) and /or Magnesium (Mg2+) may originate from the make-up water, formation water or during the drilling of evaporite formations. Therefore, a British Petroleum (BP) settlement test should be carried out. 7.3 DOWNHOLE TEMPERATURE The difference between downhole annulus
temperature and temperature of the fluid entering the well will give an indication of the amount of heat imparted to the fluid. It can be a simple guide or may contain a ball valve or flapper valve, Figure 6.2. When a guide shoe contains a valve element it is described as a float shoe. The process of setting a cement plug involves the placement of a
relatively small amount of cement slurry inside an open hole or inside casing. Calculate the corresponding values for B1 and B2 as above. The rate of penetration is affected by numerous parameters namely: Weight On Bit (WOB); Revolutions Per Minute (RPM); bit type; bit wear; hydraulic efficiency; degree of overbalance; drilling fluid properties,
hydrostatic pressure and hole size. On deviated wells, surface torque readings are usually useless due to the drillstring contact with the well, however, measurement of downhole torque to a great degree, eradicates the drillstring effect. Several methods are available to do this: 16.6 • Viscosify the interstitial water of the cement slurry • Prevent the
interstitial water by using bridging agents and polymers • Use latex additives that coalesce in the pore spaces when they contact gas. Pumping of the slurry must be continuous and without any interruptions. Min. Figure 6.7 shows the plugs arrangement prior to being drilled out. A good example of a current deposition situation is the Nile Delta in
Egypt formed by sediments carried by the Nile river into the Mediterranean sea. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS 8.91 x 10-5 x 8.80.8 x 7001.8 x 120.2 x 6,480 = –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– (4.276)4.8 = 670 psi Pressure losses inside drill collars Following the same procedure as for drillpipe losses, we obtain V′ = 24.5Q --------------2 D = 24.5Q ×
700 --------------------------------------2 ( 2.875 ( 4.276 ) ) 2 = 2,074.9 ft/min 2 97x12 + 97 12 + 8.2 × 8.8 × 2.875 × 12 V c = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.8 × 2.875 Since V′ >Vc, =373 ft/min flow is turbulent and pressure loss inside drill collars P3 is determined from 8.91 x 10-5 x 8.80.8 x 7001.8 x 120.2 x 620 P3 =
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– = 431 psi (2.875)4.8 Annular pressure losses A rough sketch always helps in simplifying the problem. The previous examples clearly show the influence of fracture gradient on kick tolerance. Aquifer systems can exhibit abnormal pore pressure dependent upon the structure of the aquifer and the relative elevation of
the wellsite to the water table elevation. When collecting pore pressure data for a new well, it imperative to label the data points according to the source used to measure or calculate them. These materials cause a change in the physical and chemical interactions between solids and/or dissolved salts such that the viscous and structure forming
properties of the drilling fluid are reduced. Starting at hole TD (11 000 ft), draw a vertical line (line 1) through the mud gradient until it intersects the fracture gradient line. These service loads represent extra set of load cases which must be checked before the casing is selected. Although, there is a great deal of maths required to explain some of the
ideas presented here, the chapter gives the minimum amount of mathematical derivations to keep the book practical. 13. Variations in drag, torque and fill are usually encountered in both normally pressured and abnormally pressured zones. Component Weight (lb) Absolute Volume (gal/lb) Volume gals Cement 94 0.0382 3.59 Bentonite 7.52 0.0454
0.341 Water 8.34 x 0.1202 x Total 101.52 + 8.34 x ( 101.52 + 8.34X ) Slurry density = 13.0 = -----------------------------------------( 3.93 + X ) 3.93 + x lb------gal X = volume of water =10.82 gals Well Engineering & Construction 155 6 CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield TOC Previous Next Ex a mp l e 6 . Mud Weight (bbl) (ppg) 12000 12.4 11 799 3.4
13000 12.4 12 525 3.4 13500 15.1 13 330 0.7 14190 15.5 14 197 0.3 9.0 . Three collapse points will have to be calculated using the general form: Collapse pressure, C=external pressure - internal pressure (1)Point A: At Surface C1= Zero (5.9) (2)Point B: At depth (CSD-L) = 0.052 (CSD-L) x ρm - 0 C2 = 0.052 (CSD-L) ρm (5.10) C3=0.052 CSD x ρm 0.052 L x ρm1 (5.11) (3)Point C: At depth CSD where ρmis the mud weight in which casing was run in. Stove Pipe Stove pipe (or marine-conductor, or foundation-pile for offshore drilling) is run to prevent washouts of near-surface unconsolidated formations, to provide a circulation system for the drilling mud and to ensure the stability of the ground
surface upon which the rig is sited. Unlike laminar flow, mud parameters (viscosity and yield point) are not significant in calculating frictional pressure losses for muds in turbulent flow. Below is a list of salt types and their density ranges 1: Sodium Chloride Calcium Chloride Sodium Chloride /Calcium Chloride Calcium Chloride / Calcium Bromide
Calcium Bromide / Zinc Bromide 4.3 8.4 to 10.0 ppg 8.4 to 11.63 ppg 9.0 to 11.23 ppg 10.83 to 13.33 ppg 13.33 to 18.33 ppg OIL BASED MUDS An oil based mud system is one in which the continuous phase of a drilling fluid is oil. Pitman, London. 4.2.1 CONDUCTOR The conductor is usually set at a shallow depth ranging from 100 ft to 1500 ft. H2S
intrusions remove lime from an invert emulsion fluids and may cause emulsion instability. Inhibited means that the fluid contains inhibiting ions such as chloride, potassium or calcium or a polymer which suppresses the breakdown of the clays by charge association and or encapsulation. Haematite can be used to attain densities up to 22.0 ppg in both
water- based and oil -based drilling fluids. Uniquely the molecule forms a rigid rod like structure in solution. Always start at the highest mud weight; in this example the highest mud weight is used at TD. The influence of piezometrics is most noticeable in onshore wells in arid areas and in near shore wells affected by the sea and flowing rivers.
Current API test procedures do not adequately evaluate settling stability. broken shear mechanism Closed position e. After a leak-off test and prior to drilling ahead, the kick tolerance should be calculated at intervals through the hole section to be drilled at the expected mud weight. The scab tie-back liner is a section of casing extending from the top
of an existing liner but does reach the surface. In addition the use of pressure gradients accentuates variations in pressure regimes in a given area when values are plotted or tabulated. Other designs in industry assume a 40% evacuation level. It should be noted that the actual behaviour of drilling fluids downhole is not accurately known and fluid
properties measured at the surface usually assume different values at the elevated temperature and pressure downhole. The pressure is a function of the average fluid density and the vertical height or depth of the fluid column. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S high tectonic activities such as mountain belts, the maximum principal stress
may be horizontal and the minimum principal stress is vertical. FITs are typically carried out once in each open hole section after drilling out the casing shoe. Problem 2 at the end of this chapter gives the reader a chance to practice these calculations. At 1000 ft below seabed Water pressure = 223 psi Weight of formation = 0.433 x 1.9 x1000 ft =
822.7 psi Overburden gradient (OBG) = total weight of sea water and rocks /total depth = (223 + 822.7)/ (500+65+ 1000) = 0.668 psi/ft = 12.9 ppg e. HILE . Other loadings that may develop in the casing include: (a) bending with tongs during makeup; (b) pull-out of the joint and slip crushing; (c) corrosion and fatigue failure, both of the Well
Engineering & Construction 127 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Compression Loads TOC Previous Next body and of' the threads; (d) pipe wear due to running wire line tools and drillstring assembly which can be extremely detrimental to casing in deviated and dog-legged holes; and (e) additional loadings arising from treatment operations. Ideally
the two values of gel strength should be close rather than progressively far apart. The magnitude of normal pore pressure varies with the concentration of dissolved salts, type of fluid, gases present and temperature gradient. What determines the casing test pressure 130 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next C EMENTING .....
CEMENTING Length of overlap between 7 in liner and 9.625 in casing = 280 ft Height of cement inside casing = 200 ft Drillpipe OD = 5 in, ID= 4.276 in Weight= 19.5 lb/ft Mud weight = 10 ppg Pump factor = 0.092 bbl/stroke Pumping rate = 300 gpm Mixing rate = 10 sacks/min Time for release of plugs = 10 min Length= 6,600 ft Cement: API G
Cement weight = 15.8 ppg Cement water requirement = 5 gal/sack Cement yield = 1.47 ft3/sack Percentage excess in open hole = 150 Additives = 35% silica hour Calculate 1. 24 Well Engineering & Construction . TOC Previous Next Celestite SrSO4 3.7-3.9 0 Dolomite CaCO3.MgCO3 2.8-2.9 99 Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 2.6-2.8 99 3.1.1 ..... This
excess pressure is the reason why surface control equipment (e.g. BOPs) are required when drilling oil and gas wells. .A. Another point to remember is the large possible discrepancy between the pressure values calculated using the annular flow models (see later).Three models will be discussed: Bingham Plastic, Power law and HerschelBulkley. 20"
casing ( inside) – 13 3/8" casing ( outside)= 1.9175 - 0.9757 = 0.9388 ft3/ft 16" Hole – 13 3/8" casing ( outside)= 1.3963 - 0.9757= 0.4206 ft3/ft 16" OH = 1.3963 ft3/ft 13 3/8" casing ( inside) = 0.8314 ft3/ft (0.1480 bbls/ft) 5" 19.5# drillpipe ( inside) = 0.0997 ft3/ft (0.01776 bbls/ft) (b)Volumes 1. In other words, casings of various grades and of
differing weights are used at different depths of hole, each grade of casing being capable of Well Engineering & Construction 119 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Tension Criterion TOC Previous Next withstanding the imposed loading conditions at that depth. The integrity of surface casing in compression should be checked by adding the buoyant
weight of all subsequent strings.This weight is then compared with the compressive strength of casing (assumed equal to the minimum yield strength) to obtain a minimum design factor of 1.1. 10.0 BIAXIAL EFFECTS ............................................................................. From Figure 3.6 the following tables may be constructed to give the kick size which
can be tolerated without shoe fracture. PORE PRESSURE 9. Calculate pressure loses inside the drillpipe first then inside drillcollars as follows: • Calculate critical velocity of flow • Calculate actual average velocity of flow • Determine whether flow is laminar or turbulent by comparing average velocity with critical velocity. (c) Pull the stinger back
300 ft. 6.1 CASING SEAT SELECTION METHOD Steps 1. However, at very high muds weights (22.0 ppg), the rheological properties of the fluid become extremely difficult to control due to the increased solids content. These causes may be summarised under: 12 • Depositional Effects • Diagenetic Processes • Tectonic Effects • Structural Causes; and
• Thermodynamic Effects Well Engineering & Construction Depositional Effects . The acoustic transducers are mounted on six pads positioned in contact with the interior casing wall to provide compensated attenuation measurements. Using the following data: 9 5/8" = 14,500 ft Next Hole TD = 17000 ft FG at 9 5/8" shoe = 16 ppg Temperature
gradient = 0.02 F° /ft Max. TOC Previous Next Figure 1.1 Construction of Overburden Gradient 0 0 2 2 Upper limit of all data point 4 Depth 1000 ft 6 8 4 6 8 Lower limit of all data points 10 1 0 12 1 2 14 1 4 16 1 6 18 1 8 20 20 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 a. Describe types and functions of water-based muds 7. (ii) Large increases in mud weight cause
lower values of dc. .W . The highest values in the range apply to exploration wells; the lowest values to development wells. SPE Drilling Engineering, April, pp 141-151 13.0 EXERCISES ............................................................................. Production Casing Production casing is the last casing string. Treating lime contamination involves reducing the pH
and controlling the calcium concentration. This property is provided by gels and low shear viscosity properties. Understand significance of liner lap 10. Pore pressure is defined as the pressure acting on the fluids in the pore spaces of the rock. Eaton B et al (1999) "Fracture gradient prediction for the new generation" SPR reprint series: pore pressure
and fracture gradients. It may or may not, be cemented in place. DRILLING FLUIDS Filtration Control Materials Being anionic, CMC easily adsorbs on clay surfaces. "Wellbore stability: the effect of strength criteria on mud weight". Liners are hung on the intermediate casing by use of a liner-hanger. CEMENTING Dump Bailer Method 3.1 bbl x (5.62
ft3/bbl) = ––––––––––––––––––– = 356 ft 0.049 68 ft3/ft Height of cement and water inside tubing = 323 +356 = 679 ft Height of mud to fill remaining length of tubing = 6,000 - 679 = 5,321 ft Table 6.3 API Neat Cement Slurries Class Slurry Weight Mixing water Mixing Water Slurry/sack of cement Slurry weight Percentage mixing water (Ib/gal)
(ft3/sack) (gal/sack) (ft3/sack) (lbm/ ft3) A 15.60 0.696 5.20 1.18 116.70 46 B 15.60 0.696 5.20 1.18 116.70 46 C 14.80 0.844 6.32 1.32 111.10 56 D 16.46 0.573 4.29 1.05 123.12 38 G 15.80 0.664 4.97 1.15 118.12 44 H 16.46 0.573 4.29 1.05 123.12 38 (5) Displacement volume = 5,321 x capacity of tubing = 5,321 x 0.04968 = 264.4 ft3 = 47 bbl (6)
Number of pump strokes to displace cement 47 bbl = ––––––––– = 470 0.1 bbl/stroke (7) Volume of cement = height of plug x hole capacity Well Engineering & Construction 175 6 CEMENTING Squeeze Cementing TOC Previous Next π (8.5)2 = 500 ft x ––– x ––––– 4 144 Number of sacks = 197 ft3 volume of slurry = –––––––––––––––– slurry yield 197 =
––––––––– = 171 sacks 1.15 14.0 SQUEEZE CEMENTING ............................................................................. The field units used here are: OD = outside diameter (in),ID = inside diameter (in),L = length (ft),ρ = density (ppg) V = velocity (ft/sec) or (ft/min),PV = viscosity (cP),YP = yield point (lbf/100ft2) 9.1 BINGHAM PLASTIC MODEL A. Hence,
pressure loss calculations around the drillpipe must be split into (a) losses around the drillpipe inside the casing and (b) losses around the drillpipe in open hole. In directional wells, the formation breakdown pressure can occur at values higher or lower than the fracture propagation pressure (minimum horizontal stress) depending on the hole
inclination and azimuth. Additives: Increasing mud density should only be done with additions of a weight material, e.g. barytes, haematite or acid soluble, calcium carbonate, and not through build up of drilled solids. In wells with a high overbalance, the gas will be flushed away from the wellbore resulting in low levels of gas seen at surface. The
formation pore pressure measured by RFT is used to verify the estimates made while drilling the well and to construct a reservoir pressure profile. However, unless the formation remains totally sealed, the increase in pressure due to uplifting is offset by a decrease in pressure due to cooling effects caused by moving from greater depth to a shallower
depth. • Basic mud properties required for each open hole section before it is cased off. AW . The aim of this operation is to fill perforation cavities and interconnected voids with dehydrated cement. When entering an abnormally pressured shale, the drillbit sees a shale section which is undercompacted. Example 2.2: Casi ng Seat Selection Using the
data in columns 1 and 2 of Table 2.1, calculate the fracture gradient at the various depths for the following land well using Equation (2.3). Journal of Petroleum Technology, August,.910-914. As an abnormally pressured shale is drilled, the shale tends to cave into the wellbore due to the inability of the mud density to prevent encroachment of the
formation into the open hole. 16.2.3 CEMENT GEL STRENGTH During and immediately after placement, the cement slurry behaves as a liquid and so fully transfers hydrostatic pressure. lock ring d. Once the above data is obtained, it may be organised in the format given in Table 5.2 which would greatly help in casing design calculations. Salt
exhibits plastic behaviour at elevated temperatures and pressures and due to its low density will move upwards to form salt domes in overlying formations. calculate shock loads due to arresting casing in slips; and 6. Dynamic derrick load, assuming 10 lines strung with an efficiency factor of 0.811, weight of blocks etc. Shear stress, τ (lb/100 ft2): The
force per unit area required to move a fluid at a given shear rate. Mixing on the fly subjects slurries to a short period of high rate shearing, batch mixing to a long period of low rate shearing. The effects of increased viscosity can be felt by the increased resistance to fluid flow; in drilling this would manifest itself by increased pressure losses in the
circulating system. Record the static differential pressure prior to the bump. An idealised flowline temperature plot on encountering abnormal pore pressure is shown in Figure 1.9. In practice, the flowline temperature in not a definitive indicator of abnormal pressure as it is influenced by several factors including: circulation rate, ROP, length of
static time in well, mud conditions, additions of new mud to the mud system and cooling effect of the sea around marine risers Due to the difficulty in interpreting temperatures, the flowline temperature is regarded as a qualitative indicator which is used to support and validate other pressure data. 5.6.2 DESIGN FACTOR Design factor uses a rating
based on the minimum yield strength of casing. 106 Well Engineering & Construction Burst Criterion . The two measurements are combined to derive a compensated value that does not depend on receiver sensitivities or transmitter power. The mechanisms of inhibition vary according to the type of inhibitive product being used. The vertical
component of the matrix stress is that portion which acts in the same plane as the overburden load. All formations penetrated during the drilling of a well contain pressure which may vary in magnitude depending on depth, location and proximity to other structures. If pumping was continued beyond point 4 (ie after formation breakdown) the fracture
created would propagate at a pressure lower than that at point 4. Since the hydrostatic pressure of a column of mud increases with depth, collapse pressure is highest at the bottom and zero at the top, see Figure 5.1a. Conf & Exhib Oct 6-9, 1991 12. ROPERTIES ..................................................... Through an impermeable section an API fluid loss of
around 150ml/30min is adequate. A drilling fluid can be classified by the nature of its continuous fluid phase. 13 3/8" casing/16" open hole volume ( volume 2, Figure 6.8 ) Volume = 1.3 x (5980 - 2000)x0.4206 =2176.2 ft3 (Note: 1.3 is used to allow for 30% excess) 3. The plug is usually placed with a smaller pipe than the drillpipe, called stinger. In
vertical and near-vertical holes the FBG is invariably greater than the FG. if perforations are likely to be plugged during production as in gas wells. Drilling Mud Course Seminar For Entrac Engineers. Kick tolerance therefore depends on the maximum kick size, maximum formation pressure at next TD and the maximum mud weight which can be
tolerated without fracturing the weakest point in the open hole, usually the previous casing shoe. The water remains held at the halite/ anhydrite boundary and supports very large portions of the overburden gradient. 12.0 EXERCISES ............................................................................. Despite the fact that this force acts for a short duration, it must be
used in the 126 Well Engineering & Construction . In this family, the tetrahedra in the tetrahedral sheets of atoms do not all point in the same way, but some tetrahedra in the sheets are inverted. There are two basic types of fluids: Newtonian and non-Newtonian. (ii) Good centralisation. The selected casing setting depth is then the deeper of the two
depths arrived at under items (a) and (b) above. .OLLECTION .............................................................. Guide shoes A guide shoe is used to guide the casing through the hole, avoiding jamming the casing in washed-out zones, or in deviated wells. Moderate to high sulphate resistance. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Figure 5.2 Mud level Inside casing
After Loss Circulation The length of the mud column remaining inside the casing can be calculated as follows (refer to Figure 5.2) Assuming that the thief zone is at the casing seat, then during lost circulation: Pressure in thief zone =CSD x 0.465 (5.3) Internal pressure at shoe=L x pm1 x 0.052 (5.4) where ρm1 = mud density used to drill next hole
(ppg) Pf = formation pore pressure of thief zone, (psi/ft) (or ppg) (assume = 0.465 psi/ft for most designs) L = length of mud column inside the casing CSD = casing setting depth (TVD) of the casing string being designed, ft Well Engineering & Construction 101 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Lost Circulation TOC Previous Next Combining Equation
(5.3) and Equation (5.4) gives (L), the length of mud column remaining inside casing: L = CSDx0.465 ----------------------------0.052xρ m1 (5.5) Depth to top of mud column = CSD - L (5.6) [Note another method of calculating the internal pressure during lost circulation is to use the formation pressure (Pf) and depth of the loss zone (Dlz) in the calculation.
4.1.3 DIAGENETIC PROCESSES With increasing pressure and temperature, sediments undergo a process of chemical and physical changes collectively known as diagenesis. Salt Saturated Mud: In this system, the continuous phase, water, is saturated with salt (sodium chloride) usually at 180 mg/L, and mud viscosity is developed with PAC (for
filtration) and XC Polymer (for viscosity) and starch is used to control fluid loss. This trace should be used to better discriminate between casing and formation arrivals. Weight (lb) B. Rabia, H. If this data is not available, then the casing seat depth may be determined using the following methods: Y Fracture Gradient Line Pore Pressure Pressure Gas
Behaviour in a Well . Multi-Stage Collar A multi-stage collar (or DV tool) is used to allow the casing to be cemented in two stages to prevent weak formations being subjected to excessive hydrostatic pressure of long cement columns.The tool is actually a small section of casing with the same strength properties as the remaining string. This
compromise is achieved in the form of a combination string. Using the ID of the tubing, the reader can verify that the capacity of the tubing is 0.04968 ft3/ft. As shown in Figure 2.1a, there are three normal stresses: vertical stress (σV) and two horizontal stresses (σH and σh). .HEORY . Organophillic Clay: These are clays treated to react and hydrate
in the presence of oil. Retrievable squeeze packers can be either compression set or tension set. This action is independent of the salt level in the mud. Solution Convert pore pressure gradient to psi: 8000x 0.465 = 3720 psi Well Engineering & Construction 41 1 PORE PRESSURE Resistivity Logs TOC Previous Next This is the Pn value in the
following equation: ∆t n 3 PP = σ ov – ( σ ov – P n ) × æ --------ö è ∆t oø 110 3 PP = 7500 – ( 7500 – 3720 ) × æ ---------ö è 130ø RESISTIVITY LOGS Shale resistivity values were obtained originally from the amplified short normal log. However, today’s advanced MWD technology allows much more accurate monitoring of BHT and consequently accurate
evaluation of geothermal gradient.Increased bottom hole temperature usually sometimes coincides with high pressure zones. 10. Halite is totally impermeable to fluids and behaves like a sponge (highly viscous) absorbing the overburden stress from above and then exerting equal stresses in all three directions. CEMENTING Displacement Rate taking
into account the properties of the mud and cement slurry. Conductor There is no burst design for conductors. Failure will occur if the actual load is greater than the failure load and in this case the safety factor < 1.0. For the above reasons, safety factors are always kept at values greater than 1. .LURRY . (iv) A minimum cement thickness of 1". For
ease of interpretation, the SBT measurements are displayed in two log presentations. Move vertically from point B (line 2) until the fracture gradient line is intersected at 8850 ft at point C. Carry out design for burst & collapse loads for both drilling and production casings 5. The time to travel through one foot (or one metre) is termed the Interval
Transit Time (ITT). As discussed in the causes of abnormal pore pressure, with increasing depth and pressure montmorillonite diagenesis to illite occurs, resulting in expulsion of water. .ACTORS . Drilling liners are used to isolate lost circulation or abnormally pressured zones to permit deeper drilling. SIDP (psi) 50 100 150 200 310 255 197 143 Hole
Depth 14190 ft 50 100 118 74 10.0 MODIFYING THE CALCULATED KICK TOLERANCE ............................................................................. For wells where a good cement job will be difficult to achieve (e.g. highly deviated holes where centralisation of the liner will generally be poor), isolation will be achieved by the use of integral liner packers. It is my
aim that the methods presented in this chapter can be used directly in well designs and field operations with little modifications. Organophillic Clays 1 Organophillic clays are made from normal clays (bentonite or attapulgite) and organic cations. When designing casing across salt sections, the effective collapse loading is calculated using: Well
Engineering & Construction 129 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Exercises TOC Previous Next • External mud pressure • External and internal mud pressure • 1 psi/ft external pressure and internal pressure due to mud • highest casing available on the market (MUST CASING) 5. This is achieved by running a Gamma Ray (GR) and Casing Collar Log
(CCL) in combination with the CBL to provide a correlation for any subsequent operations e.g. perforating. Applications: The gel strength quantifies the thixotropic behaviour of a fluid; its ability to have strength when static, in order to suspend cuttings, and flow when put under enough Well Engineering & Construction 221 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Fluid
Loss and Filter Cake TOC Previous Next force. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield = 1095 psi (5) Annular velocity Using Q = VA (where V = velocity; Q = volume flow rate; A = annular area) Q V = –– = A 300 (gal/min) (ft2/7.48 gal) –––––––––––––– x –––––––––––– = 316 ft/min 2 2 2 (π/4) x (8.5 - 7 ) (in ) (ft2/144 in2) (6) Mud returns Mud returns =
steel volume + volume of water ahead = + total slurry volume 3 1 ft π --- x ( 7 2 – 6.184 2 ) --------- x æ ------ö 13891 ( ft ) + ( 30 bbl ) + ( 748.9 + 103.5 )ft 3 144 è ft ø 4 = 815.1 ft3 + (30 bbl x 5.62 (ft3/bbl)) + 852.4 ft3 = 1,836.1 ft3 = 326.7 bbl Well Engineering & Construction 165 6 CEMENTING Cementation Of Liners TOC Previous Next 12.0
CEMENTATION OF LINERS ............................................................................. Table 1.1 Overburden Gradient For Offshore Operations Formation Deph, ft Overburden Gradient, ppg Water Depth, ft 100 500 1000 5000 5.2 7.6 8.05 8.47 200 11.0 9.74 9.28 8.75 500 13.2 11.5 10.54 9.13 1000 14.32 12.9 11.81 9.68 3000 16.3 15.4 14.61 11.62 Seabed 2.6
MATRIX STRESS Matrix stress is defined as the stress under which the rock material is confined in a particular position in the earth’s crust. 5.1 HUBBERT AND WILLIS METHOD The Hubbert and Willis method is based on the premise that fracturing occurs when the applied fluid pressure exceeds the sum of the minimum effective stress and
formation pressure. There is still a debate as whether casing reciprocation or casing movement provide the best displacement aid. 4 Well Engineering & Construction Overburden Pressure . In addition, the reduced differential pressure (less CHDP) between the mud hydrostatic and pore pressure further increases ROP. When analysis of the ECDs
shows that an un-weighted wash will cause well control or stability problems, a weighted spacer must be used. In drilling, we are rarely interested in propagating a fracture. Marsden, R (1999). Other synthetic base fluids have been developed and discarded such as ethers and benzene based formulations. A normal pore pressure trendline is
established through known normally pressured shales and thus any decrease in shale resistivity value away from the trendline indicates abnormal pore pressure (See Figure 1.12). PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS • Determine whether flow is laminar or turbulent by comparing average velocity with critical velocity. It should be emphasized here that
this subject alone requires more than one book to cover in detail. The matrix stress acts in all directions and is usually represented as a triaxial stress, using the Greek symbol σ , pronounced Sigma (further details are given in Chapter 2. A safety margin is always included in casing design, to allow for future deterioration of the casing and for other
unknown forces which may be encountered, including corrosion, wear and thermal effects. However, the pressure data can only be obtained from permeable formations that exhibit sufficient hydrocarbon reservoir potential to warrant the expense of DST. Shear rate,γ (sec -1): This is a term most applicable to laminar flow. PORE PRESSURE addition
the degree of overbalance in permeable formations will affect background gas levels. Maximum SIDP = 364 psi at 13500 ft and 156 psi at 14190 ft (point 1) 3. Foam 4. Treatment: 6.4 • Add Sodium Bicarbonate. • Restrictions that might be enforced in the area i.e. government legislation in the area, environmental concerns etc. 13,127 lb (142 sacks);
4. TOC Previous Next H = height of gas bubble at casing shoe, ft G = gradient of gas = 0.05 to 0.15 psi/ft TD = next hole total depth, ft ..... Guar gum can also be attacked by micro organisms unless protected by high pH, high salinity, or a biocide. List parameters measured when testing a cement slurry 4. (a) Desanders Desanders are hydrocyclones
with 6 in ID or larger.The primary use of desanders is in the top hole sections when drilling with water based mud to help maintain low mud weights. mud weight for next hole =14.9 ppg Well Engineering & Construction 87 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Exercises TOC Previous Next Max formation pressure at next hole = 14.3 ppg Assume next hole 8
½" 5" drillpipe from surface to TD Calculate a. Once the casing has been run, the mud should be further conditioned to remove gelled mud which will have formed beneath the casing in areas of poor centralisation. Any reasonable value of overbalance may be used depending on company policy. In this case a 250-500 ft liner lap should be used.
565,796 lb; 7. However, despite the fact that the casing operation is a one-way job (running in), there are many occasions when a need arises for moving casing uphole, e.g. to reciprocate casing or to pull out of hole due to tight hole. K I C K TO L E R A N C E Circulation Kick Tolerance CSD = casing setting depth, ft ρm Figure 3.5 = maximum mud
weight for next hole section, ppg Circulation Of The Gas Influx Using The Drillers Method Re-arranging the above equation in terms of H and replacing Px by the fracture gradient at the shoe (FG) gives: 0.052xρ m ( TD – CSD ) + FGxCSDx0.052 – P f H = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.052ρ m – G (3.4)
where FG = fracture gradient at the casing shoe in ppg Well Engineering & Construction 77 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Additional Mud Weight TOC Previous Next Pf = pore pressure in psi Note: Refer to Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of fracture gradient (FG) and formation break down gradient (FBG) determination. The bowl contains a doublescrew type conveyor which rotates in the same direction as the steel bowl, but at a slightly lower speed. However, its use will greatly enhance the chances of a successful plug. In this book, a general design method will be presented and guidelines for its application will be given. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Salt induced casing collapse occurs in
many part of the world; Southern North Sea, Red Sea and Offshore Qatar are a few examples. 17. (Ans: 252.7 bbl) 5. .RITERIA ............................................................ (c) Mud Cleaners A mud cleaner consists of a battery of hydrocyclones placed above a high energy vibrating screen, Figure 7.11. The fracture gradient is actually dependent on several
factors including: formation type, rock strength, mineralogy, permeability and orientation of planes of weakness such as bedding planes. In addition, the overburden gradient is used in the analysis of pore and fracture pressures.There are many techniques for the quantification of pore pressure and fracture pressure from drilling and petrophysical
data which all require input of overburden gradient data. Figure 6.17 Bradenhead Placement Method 15.0 CEMENT EVALUATION TOOLS ............................................................................. To control sub-surface pressures by providing hydrostatic pressure greater than the formation pressure. This overbalance prevents formation fluids from entering
the wellbore while drilling. ft. Well Engineering & Construction 217 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Gas Based Fluids TOC Previous Next 4.4 GAS BASED FLUIDS There are four main types of gas based fluids: 1. The following sections discuss and illustrate the required calculations. The main problem with this method is knowing what realistic values for kick
size to use for each hole size and how to distinguish between exploration and development wells. Accurate knowledge of pore pressure and fracture gradient plays a major role in the selection of proper casing seats that allow the drilling of each successive hole section without fracturing. This is particularly important in the case of oil-based and
pseudo oil-based muds. 4. The external pressure is caused by the mud column in which casing was run. 258 TM) Exercise 2:Liner Cementi ng The following data are given. These act at the interface between the oil and the water droplets. Normal pore pressure gradient is 0.465psi/ft. Consequently, production casings are not designed for compression
loading. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS SURFACE CONNECTION LOSSES (P1) Pressure losses in surface connections (P1) are those taking place in standpipe, rotary hose, swivel and kelly. Herschel-Bulkley (yield-power law [YPL]) model 242 Well Engineering & Construction Bingham Plastic model . Therefore it is better to prevent annular gas
migration with effective primary cementing. It looks like you're offline. Until recently, the following simplified procedure was used for collapse design: (1) Casing is assumed empty due to lost circulation at casing setting depth (CSD) or at TD of next hole, see Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 Collapse Criterion Pressure Pressure (2) Internal pressure inside
casing is zero (3) External pressure is caused by mud in which casing was run in CSD Next hole section (4) No cement outside casing Hence using the above assumptions and applying Equation (5.1), only the external pressure need to be evaluated. Fluid loss is important in horizontal wells because it is likely that the slurry is exposed to long
permeable sections of formation. The formation pore pressure. The free water is absorbed by the sponge like material which aids in the reduction of fluid loss. These mud systems are the most common in drilling problematic formations like reactive clays, sloughing heaving shales and halite salt sections. Inclining the test container at forty-five
degrees is a variation of the free water test that may be more applicable to cementing horizontal wells. Attapulgite Attapulgite belongs to a quite different family of the clay minerals. 146,204 lb) 3. .UIDELINES ................................................. Recall mud is made up of fluid (water, oil or gas) and solids (bentonite, barite etc).The aim of any efficient
solids removal system is to retain the desirable components of the mud system by separating out and discharging the unwanted drilled solids and contaminants. Well Engineering & Construction 141 CEMENTING 6 Casing And Cementing Hardware TOC Previous Next Figure 6.6 Stage Collar (DV Tool), Courtesy of Davis Lynch e a opening sleeve
brass shear mechanism anti-rotation Opening bomb g c body connection Running position f b d Opened position a. When planning exploration or wildcat wells, where there is little or no reliable offset well data, the fracture gradient can be estimated using various predictive techniques. The cause of abnormal pore pressure is attributed to a
combination of various geological, geochemical, geothermal and mechanical changes. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES For practical purposes, collapse pressure should be calculated as follows: Collapse pressure = External pressure – Internal pressure (5.1) The actual calculations involved in evaluating collapse and burst pressures are usually straight
forward. Trip Gas Trip gas is produced by the same mechanism as connection gas, but the effect of swabbing is increased due to the higher pulling speeds when tripping. Continue the test to the pre-calculated surface pressure value. The cement transmits full hydrostatic pressure through the cement column up to when the cement begins to set, and
develops a low permeability matrix rapidly enough to prevent gas invasion. .ELL ............................................. Pre-mix the cement slurry. Thus, volume of preflush ––––––––––––––– annular capacity volume of spacer inside tubing = –––––––––––––––––––––––––– capacity of tubing 10 V –––––––– = –––––––– 0.3068 0.04968 V = 3.1 bbl In general, the volume of
spacer required is calculated from capacity of tubing V= ––––––––––––––– x volume of preflush capacity of annulus (4) Height of water inside the tubing 174 Well Engineering & Construction . The equations necessary for the calculation of jet velocity, pressure drop across bit and nozzle sizes are given later in this chapter. Pipe rotation is commonly
undertaken for liners at rates between 10-40 rpm. The packer is set and a DST valve is opened to allow the reservoir to communicate with the inside of the drillstem which is run either empty or with a small calculated cushion. 6.6.2 SHALE FACTOR Shale factor is a measure of the Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) of the shale. A service model for
casing strings. The flat, "plate like" structure of bentonite packs tightly together under pressure and forms a firm compressible filter cake, preventing fluid from entering the formation Polymers such as Polyanionic cellulose (PAC) and Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) reduce filtrate mainly when the hydrated polymer chains absorb onto the clay
solids and plug the pore spaces of the filter cake p preventing fluid seeping through the filter cake and Well Engineering & Construction 209 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Rheology Control Materials TOC Previous Next formation. Select a casing string that satisfies both collapse and burst. • For testing in critical areas where open hole testing is not practised.
Using the following data taken during an FIT test, calculate the fracture gradient at the casing shoe: Casing setting depth = 5000 ft Mud weight = 10.5 ppg Surface pressure at fracture = 1230 psi (Ans: 0.79 psi/ft, 15.2 ppg) 7. To apply this method, assume a realistic kick size and calculate the internal pressures at surface and at shoe assuming the
kick is being circulated out of hole using the driller’s method of well control. .YPES ................................................... T1 (at shoe) = 60 + 0.02(F° /ft) x 14500 (ft) + 460 = 810 R T2 (at TD) = 60 + 0.02 x 17000 + 460 = 860 R P1V 1 P 2V 2 = T1 T2 110x16x14500x0.52 810 V2 =115 bbl If V2 x14x17000x0.052 860 (compared to 107.8 bbl without
temperature effects) FG= 15.2 ppg, then H = 1482.87 ft V1 = 68 bbl 80 = Well Engineering & Construction . 337 bbl; 3. C A S I N G F U N C T I O N S & TY P E S 3. ESIGN ................................... The flow rate of mud is also critical in cleaning the hole. 12.3 HANGER LOADING FORCES Determine the maximum loading possible on the casing (being
hung on) during the hanger setting procedure. fluid ports c. In oil well drilling, the fracture gradient may be defined as the minimum horizontal in- situ stress divided by the depth. Any gas entering the well will flow upwards, expanding and permanently damaging the cement sheath. (b) Increasing pore pressure increases the fracture gradient. Before
embarking on a casing design exercise, the essential data must be obtained from various sources including: geologists, petrophysicists, reservoir engineers etc. 7.1 TENSION CALCULATIONS The selected grades/ weights in Figure 5.6 provide the basis for checking for tension. The two values are compared to verify stability of the tool, and should be
within a few psi’s of each other. Number of sacks 3. ft Average bulk density for the blend 127= --------1.47 = 86.4 lb/cu.ft. How many values of wellbore strengths can be measured during a full FIT test? 13.0 CEMENT PLUGS ............................................................................. &. At the well planning stage, the fracture gradient can be estimated from the
offset well data. To provide a passage for hydrocarbon fluids; most production operations are carried out through special tubings which are run inside the casing. Viscosity, µ (centipoises (cP)): This is the ratio of shear stress to shear rate. Readings should be taken at ambient conditions and at BHCT when possible. .REDICTING . (c) Cement
Evaluation Tool (CET) The CET is an ultrasonic tool consisting of eight focused transducers arranged in a helical pattern around the body of the tool. Figure 5.4 Burst Design For Production Casing Burst values are calculated as follows: Burst pressure= Internal pressure - External pressure Burst at surface (B1) =Pf - G x CSD (or the maximum
anticipated surfacepressure, whichever is the greatest) Burst at shoe (B2)= B1 + 0.052 ρp x CSD - CSD x 0.465 (5.19) where G =gradient of gas, usually 0.1 psi/ft Well Engineering & Construction 113 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES 5 Burst Calculations For Individual Casing Strings TOC Previous Next Pf =formation pressure at production casing
seat, psi ρp =density of completion (or packer) fluid, ppg 0.465 =the density of backup fluid outside the casing to represent the worst case, psi/ft. Hence reference to Figure 5.3, and assuming a gas kick of pressure Pf from next TD, and the gas fills the entire well then the internal pressures at surface and casing shoe are given by: Internal pressure at
surface = Pf - G x TD (5.13) Internal pressure at shoe = Pf - G x (TD - CSD) (5.14) where G is the gradient of gas (typically 0.1 psi/ft). .E. Lost Circulation Control Agents: materials which control the loss of cement slurry to weak or fractured formations. Well Engineering & Construction 143 6 CEMENTING Casing Movement TOC Previous Next If
washouts are expected, or are known to have occurred, then the number of centraliser required should be calculated to take the increased hole size into account. TD Effects of next hole on current casing Origin of collapse pressure Therefore: Collapse pressure (C)= mud density x depth x acceleration due to gravity C = 0.052 x ρ x CSD….psi (5.2)
where ρ is in ppg and CSD is in ft Well Engineering & Construction 99 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Lost Circulation TOC Previous Next The above assumptions are very severe and only occur in special cases. Brittle formations, (limestone, cemented sandstones etc.) show little or no plastic deformation prior to fracture. The combination string
method represents the most economical way of selecting casing consistent with safety. The March Funnel is a simple device used for the routine monitoring of the viscosity, and should be performed alongside the mud weight check. 16.0 ANNULAR GAS MIGRATION ............................................................................. Monitor the string weight while
cementing. An absolute minimum of three shale shakers is recommended and that these shakers are fitted with retrofit kits to allow quick and simply replacements. For deviated wellbores, a more critical test is to incline the column at 45 degrees. Each model is based on a set of assumptions which cannot be completely fulfilled in any drilling
situation. ESIGN . The absolute reading is a function of casing size and thickness, cement bond quality, wellbore fluid, tool type and tool centring. Therefore, production from a specific zone can be achieved. The reduced permeability impedes the flow of fluid from the clay causing the entrapped fluid to carry a greater proportion of the overburden and
in turn be overpressured. As the gas moves toward the top of the degasser it is removed by the vacuum pump. Bariod 2000. Maximum mud weight to be used 3. The following are guidelines on cement displacement and plug bumping: • Displacement of the plug should be slowed when within 10% of the required strokes to bump the plug to avoid the
risk of shearing the relief valve or overpressuring the casing. Non-welded centraliser with bow springs b. Illmenite is the main source of titanium. This aides the solids removal process on surface. Filtration is also reduced as the polymer viscosifies the mud thereby creating a viscosified structure to the filtrate making it difficult for the filtrate to seep
through. LASSES . (b) Desilters Desilters, in conjunction with desanders, should be used to process low mud weights used to drill top hole sections, Figure 7.10. The output is only valid however, if the tool is properly centralised and there is no microannulus. 11.1 PRE-JOB CALCULATIONS The following calculations are required prior to a cement job:
(a)Lead and Tail slurry volumes mix water and additive volumes (b)Total quantity of cement (c)Displacement volume (d)Hydrostatic pressure for various cement positions (e)Differential pressure at the end of cement displacement (f) Collapse pressure at the casing shoe at the end of displacement. "Offshore fracture gradients". If it is required to raise
the mud weight this must be done with the additions of barytes, and not by allowing the build up of low gravity solids. Job time 7. 100 Well Engineering & Construction Lost Circulation . The complexity is also increasing daily as more difficult and challenging drilling conditions are encountered. 8. .XCESS ........................................................... A typical
distribution of abnormal pore pressure regimes around a salt dome is shown in Figure 1.4. Platten Dolomite rafters are usually encountered while drilling zechstein sequences in the Southern North Sea. A useful guideline is to ensure that the annular velocity (assuming concentric casing) is above 260 ft/min. Under the action of stress, rock can be
behave elastically and then rupture; this is called brittle failure and most rocks fail under this type. Well Engineering & Construction 231 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment TOC Previous Next The use of mud cleaners with oil based muds should be minimised since experience has shown that mud losses of 3 to 5 bbls/hr being discharged
are not uncommon, coupled with the necessity to adhere to strict environmental pollution regulations. Snyder, R. By using an orifice fill shoe (automatic fill-up shoe), RIH time can be reduced as the casing is filled up while running in hole, see bottom illustration in Figure 6.2. Once the casing reaches TD, the float valve can be activated by dropping a
ball from surface and pressuring on it to remove an insert and activate the valve, Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2 Types of casing shoes G u id e S h o e: C e m en t N ose G u id e S h o e:D ow n J et Float Shoe: Ball Valve Float shoe: spring loaded (Halliburton) Float shoe cement nose with flapper valve and automatic fill up 138 Well Engineering & Construction .
In general, the cost of a given casing grade is proportional to its weight, the heaviest weight being the most expensive. The degree of compaction is controlled by original porosity, the amount of pore fluid and shape and degree of sorting of rock grains. The gas levels resulting from these sources are dependent on the mud weight, cuttings
concentration, differential pressure, formation porosity and permeability and gas saturations. Well Engineering & Construction 181 6 CEMENTING Cement Evaluation Tools TOC Previous Next An important feature when using the CBL is to provide a correlation to the open hole logs. Weight of casing string in air and in mud 6. CASING DESIGN
PRINCIPLES Casing hits a bridge or jumps off an edge downhole Shock loading is a dynamic force with a very short duration: approximately one second.It can be shown that the shock is given by 1: Fshock = 1780 V As (5.27) where As = cross-sectional area V = pipe running velocity in ft/s, usually taken as the instantaneous velocity (some operators
use V = 5 ft/s as the instantaneous velocity) The main difficulty with using Equation (5.27) is knowing which value to use for casing running speed when shock loading occurs. Channels behind the casing may not be directly connected with the perforations, or small cracks or microannuli may permit the flow of gas but not of a cement slurry. 6.3 DRAG,
TORQUE AND FILL Drag, rotating torque and fill can be used as indirect, qualitative indicators of abnormal pore pressure. Fracture gradient estimates made whilst drilling are normally the responsibility of the mud logging contractor. The value from the Marsh funnel should only be used for comparison purposes and for monitoring trends. A typical
size for a stove pipe ranges from 26 in. Shock Load Shock loading in casing operations results when: 122 • Sudden decelerations are applied • Casing is picked off the slips • Slips are kicked in while pipe is moving Well Engineering & Construction (5.26) Tension calculations . Well Engineering & Construction 37 1 PORE PRESSURE Drill Cuttings
Parameters TOC Previous Next Depth The inaccuracy of the shale Figure 1.10 Shale Density Trend For Picking Up density measurements limits Overpressured Zones, After Ref 1 the usefulness of this parameter for pore pressure calculation.Other limitations Normal shale trend line include: effects of drilling mud on cuttings, contamination Top of
overpressures with other open zones and consistency of mud logging personnel in measuring density. .I.N. .T. Further, one can add several scenarios to each casing size including type of kick, swabbed kick or overpressured kick with kick margin, effects of temperature and gas compressibility, type of well etc. This is equal to the minimum horizontal
earth stress. The parameters that do affect the acoustic log are formation type and compaction related effects such as porosity/density and are therefore directly applicable to pore pressure evaluation. List the earth stresses around the wellbore? In this book we will stick with the name FBG, formation breakdown pressure. Example 1.5: Pore pressure
fr om D Exponent Using the Eaton Method, calculate the pore pressure at depth 12000 ft given: (refer to Figure 1.8 for trend) dcn (from normal trend) = 1.5 d-units dco (from new trend) = 1.1 d-units Overburden gradient = 19 ppg Normal pore pressure in area = 9 ppg Solution a. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield Capacity of 13 3/8" casing from
seabed to top of shoe track = [(5980 - 40) - 450] x 0.1480 = 5490 ft x 0.1480 bbl/ft (refer to sketch in Figure 6.8) Total Displacement = 812.52 bbls = 7.9 + 812.52 = 820.42 bbls (c) Lead Slurry Details: Lead slurry volume = 2463.53 ft3 Slurry Yield = 1.99 ft3/sk, Therefore number of sacks cement required = 2463.53 / 1.99 = 1238 The amount of
additives is based on the number of sacks (sks) of cement. • 5" rillpipe, 19.5 lb/ft is used as the running string You are required to base cement volumes on open hole volume plus 30% excess. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield = 103.4 ft3 3 103.5ft = ---------------------3 ft 1.15 ----------sack Number of sacks of Class G cement = 90 sacks Class H Volume
of slurry = (6,562 - 656) x annular capacity 2 1ft π 2 2 = --- × ( 8.5 – 7 ) × --------------------2- × ( 5906 ⋅ ft ) 4 144 ⋅ in = 748.9 ft3 Number of sacks of Class H cement 3 748.9ft = ---------------------3 ft 1.22 ----------sack = 614 sacks (2) Volume of mix water Volume of mix water = water required for Class G and Class H cement. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS
Laminar flow: In laminar flow, fluid layers flow parallel to each other in an orderly fashion. They are also useful in drilling high angle/horizontal wells because of their superior lubricating properties and low friction values between the steel and formation which result in reduced torque and drag. 96 Well Engineering & Construction _Factors
Influencing Casing Design TOC Previous Next . Gelled mud can only be removed by applying sufficient shear stress to overcome the gelled strength of the mud. To minimise the swelling stresses caused by the reaction of the mud with the shale formations. The casing sees the maximum surface pressure when: • Casing is full of gas and the well is then
shut-in • When a large kick is detected but the casing is immediately shut-in • When an underground blowout occurs • 80% burst strength 6. In this case the final pumping pressure will always be higher than the stabilised pressure. This notation is widely used in Rock Mechanics as it is usual to have shear stresses associated with planes containing
normal stresses. K I C K TO L E R A N C E 5. (b) Establish a normal pressure trendline through dc values corresponding to known clean, normally pressured shales. List the major steps in the casing design process 2. Given that the formations pressure at 6000 ft is 2800 psi and the overburden stress is 1 psi/ft (determined from bulk density logs),
estimate the formation fracture gradient at 6000 ft if Poisson’s ratio is 0.4. (Ans: 0.82 psi/ft 8. CMC Gel Mud: Used as an alternative to the spud mud when the mud system is closed in. TOC Previous Next All points to the top and right of the line represent internal blowout and lost circulation conditions. 4.3.2 PSEUDO OIL BASED MUD To help in the
battle against the environmental problem of low toxicity oil based muds and their low biodegradability, developments have been made in producing a biodegradable synthetic base oil. "Log Interpretation Principles". Well Engineering & Construction 185 6 CEMENTING Techniques for Minimising Annular Gas Problems TOC Previous Next Where gas
migration is a possible problem short transition time slurries should be used (see below: Right-Angle Set Cements). (iii) dc exponent values are affected by lithology, poor hydraulics, type of bit, bit wear, motor or turbine runs and unconformities in the formation. Point C establishes the maximum depth that can be drilled before changing to the new
mud gradient of 0.88 psi/ft. Spacers are difficult fluids to design. .ETHODS .................................................... The external pressure is caused by the mud in which the casing was run. .ROCEDURAL . The temperature log can sometimes be used for detecting flowing fluids immediately outside the casing. Turbulent flow: This flow occurs at high shear
rates where the fluid particle move in a disorderly and chaotic manner and particles are pushed forward by current eddies. The units of 'K' are either lbs/100ft2, dynes-sec or N/cm2. Ward C et al (1998) "Pressure-While –Drilling Data Improve Reservoir Drilling Performance" SPE Drilling & Completion, pp 19-24. A Drill stem with a packer is run and
set just above the zone to be tested. Even brines which are used as completion fluids are not truly Newtonian fluids, as the dissolved solids in them make them behave in a non-Newtonian manner. OMPRESSION . Fertl W.H. (1976) "Abnormal Formation Pressures". 7.0 MEASUREMENT WHILE DRILLING (MWD) & LOGGING WHILE DRILLING (LWD)
DATA ............................................................................. Well Engineering & Construction 149 6 CEMENTING Cementing Calculations TOC Previous Next (d) For laminar displacements the spacer should be weighted above the drilling fluid weight, but below the cement slurry - in order to minimise channelling. Shoe track volume ( volume 4, Figure 6.8
) Volume = 40 x 0.8314 = 33.26 ft3 Well Engineering & Construction 157 6 CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield TOC Previous Next Figure 6.8 Example 6.4 5. While the RFT(Repeat Formation Tester) and DST (Drillstem Test) data provide definitive values of pore pressure for the well, these direct measurements are only possible in Well
Engineering & Construction 45 1 PORE PRESSURE Learning Milestones TOC Previous Next permeable formations and are obtained after the well is drilled. Float shoes have all the advantages of the guide shoes, plus the float valve to avoid back flow and provide casing buoyancy. Laminar 6. New Hole TD Pf UNLIMITED KICK The use of unlimited
kick (or gas to surface) used to be the main design criterion in burst calculations. Failure of the mud to meet its design functions can prove extremely costly in terms of materials and time, and can also jeopardise the successful completion of the well and may even result in major problems such as stuck pipe, kicks or blowouts. Knowledge of formation
pressures is vital to the safe planning of a well. Using data from the previous example, a table of revised pore pressure and mud weight values together with calculated kick tolerances are given below: TVD (ft) Estimated Mud Weight Pore Pressure (ppg) (ppg) Kick Tolerance Kick Size Add. Extra caustic soda needs to be added because of acidic
tendencies of system. it is impossible to ensure a continuous cement sheet around the casing 2. Additional chemicals are used to control slurry density, rheology, and fluid loss, or to provide more specialised slurry properties. In fact, the author used the above to design high pressure/high temperature wells in the North Sea. The drilling mud must
perform the following basic functions: 1. kick volume which can be circulated out without fracturing the previous casing shoe. The background gas level is a function of the porosity of the formation, the hole size (column cut), ROP and mud circulation rate. • Yield = 1.13 ft3/sk Well Engineering & Construction . Figure 1.8 Response Of Corrected dc In
Transition And Overpressured Zones Normal Compaction Trend Line Depth The correction has no sound theoretical basis, however it makes the dc exponent more sensitive to changes in mud weight (therefore overbalance) and increasing pore pressure and is therefore universally used. When dealing with low weight muds, the solids underflow is
discarded as a means of solids control to obtain desirable particle size distribution and reduce mud weight. .ECHANICS ....................................................... The following equations are useful for carrying out cement calculations. Lubricating materials include: oil (diesel, mineral, animal, or vegetable oils), surfactants, graphite, asphalt, gilsonite,
polymer and glass beads 3.8 SHALE STABILIZING MATERIALS There are many shale problems (see Chapter 12) which may be encountered while drilling sensitive highly hydratable shale sections. 13.2 DUMP BAILER METHOD This method allows the placement of a cement plug by wireline techniques. In this instance the salt prohibits further dewatering of the rafter and abnormal pressure will develop. Bentonite imparts viscosity and suspension as well as filtration control. Bulk density (g/cc) 2.5 ..... Repeat step four for flow around drillpipe in the open and cased hole sections. Limit tests should ideally be carried out in area after the true fracture gradient has been determined. The surface
casing also serves to provide protection against shallow blowouts, hence BOPs are connected to the top of this string. The term Formation Integrity is one of the most widely misused term in the oil industry. This is because during lost circulation, the fluid column inside the casing will drop to a height such that the remaining fluid inside the casing just
balances the formation pressure of the thief zone, irrespective of the magnitude of pore pressure of the thief zone (see Figure 5.2). The YPL model is very complex and requires a minimum of three shear-stress/shear-rate measurements for a solution c. Calculate overburden and matrix stress for both onshore and offshore wells. In practice, although
casings are cemented (partially or totally to surface), the external pressure is not based on the cement column. .LAW . Describe types and functions of viscosifiers 5. • Thermal degradation of organic compounds at high temperature. The Eaton Method 10 ,11 is used in most sedimentary basins for calculating pore pressure from shale point dc values.
172 Well Engineering & Construction Figure 6.13 Dump Bailer . A poor cement bond is noted by strong parallel black and white vertical striped. This will in turn reduce torque and drag which is essential in highly deviated and horizontal wells. Figure 1.12 Use of shale resistivity for abnormal pressure determination Normal Compaction Depth 7.6 =
5210 psi Cap Rock Top Of Overpressure The salinity of the pore water does not normally vary greatly with depth and hence its 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 0.8 effect is often discounted. Surface Casing Surface casing is run to prevent caving of weak formations that are encountered at shallow depths. porosity of the rock is maintained at the new depth and
fluids can not escape and compaction of the rock is prevented 14 Well Engineering & Construction Depositional Effects . 68 Well Engineering & Construction 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Exercises TOC Previous Next 9.0 . 4.1.1 NON-DISPERSED, NON-INHIBITED MUD SYSTEMS Spud Gel Mud: Used for top hole drilling, usually in
40 to 50 bbls pills on each connection, and hole volume sweeps and displacement at hole TD. Similar to ASTM Type II, and has a lower C3A content than Class A. In the Middle East, a typical size for a conductor pipe is either 18 5/8 in. What is the minimum length for a liner lap in a vertical and directional well. Variations in overburden pressure

SAND CLAY SAND Overpressured sandstone CLAY SAND PRESSURE Well Engineering & Construction 15 1 PORE PRESSURE Depositional Effects TOC Previous Next If beds of permeable sandstones are present within a clay sequence and these permeable sands possess a hydraulic conduit to a zone of a lower potential 1 then rapid de-watering of
the clay can occur at the clay/sand boundary as compaction increases. The following cumulative forces should be taken into account. Any spacer designed for turbulent flow must be sufficiently viscous to suspend the weighting agent. Dispersant = 215 sks x 0.05 gal/sk = 10.75 gal Retarder = 215 sks x 0.05 gal/sk = 10.75 gal Seawater = 215 sks x 4.8
gal/sk = 1032 gal Total volume = 25.1 bbl = 2.5 tanks The amount of each additive has to be divided according to the number of 10 bbl tanks of mix water e.g. Dispersant = 10.75 gals per 2.5 tanks = 4.3 gals per tank Retarder = 10.75 gals per 2.5 tanks = 4.3 gals per tank Ex a mple 6 .5: Pri ma ry Cementi ng Of 7 " Producti on Casing Hole depth =
13,900 ft Hole size = 8.5 in Casing Shoe = 13,891 ft Mud weight = 11.6 ppg Casing dimensions= OD/ID = 7 in/6.184 Grade C95 29# Cement = cement column should be 6,562 ft long, as follows: From shoe to 656 ft, use API Class G cement 160 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . When salt is deposited, the pore fluids in the
underlying formations cannot escape and therefore become trapped and abnormally pressured. On initial burial, marine clays are composed of predominantly smectite clays of which montmorillonite is by far the most common. During placement water is driven from the slurry into a permeable formation to form a cement filter-cake which hardens to
form a seal. Calculate kick tolerance for any well with and without temperature corrections 4. Retarders: chemicals which retard the setting time (extend the thickening) of a slurry to aid cement placement before it hardens.These additives are usually added to counter the effects of high temperature.They are used in cement slurries for intermediate
and production casings, squeeze and cement plugs and high temperature wells. 16. Hence any filter cake formed on productive zones can be easily removed thereby enhancing production. Lime will flocculate freshwater bentonite systems causing increases in viscosity and fluid loss. 104 Well Engineering & Construction . List functions of casing type
2. This shear stress can come from pipe movement or from the mobile mud (or other displacing fluids). The addition level of starch is relatively high in the region of 3-6 lb/bb. Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . The depth of the loss zone can be any where between the casing setting depth and the TD of next hole. Determine the
formation breakdown gradient for the following well at Angles: 0, 30, 70 and 90 Depth 69 = 9452 ft Well Engineering & Construction 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Exercises TOC Previous Next σ1 = 1 psi/ft σ3 = 6143 psi at 9452 ft Pore pressure = 3500 psi Tensile strength (T) =0 9. Drillbit. This will be shown in Example 3.3. 6.0 .
The main benefits of acoustic logs are that they are relatively unaffected by borehole size, formation temperature and pore water salinity. Selection is based on a design factor of 1.6 to 1.8 for the top joint. DRILLING FLUIDS 11.8 13.3 VISCOSIFIERS The ability of drilling mud to suspend drill cuttings and weighting materials depends entirely on its
viscosity. OLLAPSE . Understand principle of cement evaluation tools 13. PORE PRESSURE Effects of Water Depth On Overburden Gradient Water pressure= 223 psi Weight of formation= 0.433 x 1.9 x 500 ft = 411.4 psi Overburden gradient (OBG) = total weight of sea water and rocks /total depth = (223 + 411.4)/ (500+65+500) = 0.605 psi/ft =
11.5 ppg d. 10.2 SPACERS (a) Where a weighted spacer is to be used turbulence is the preferred flow regime. In other words, the collapse pressure must be less than the collapse strength of the casing and so on. Gas will readily flow through such a channel. Data: plastic velocity = 12 cP yield point = 12 lb/100 ft2 mud weight = 8.8 lb/gal drillpipe ID
= 4.276 in OD = 5 in length = 6,480 ft drill collars ID = 2,875 in OD = 8 in length = 620 ft (189 m) Last casing was 13.375 in with an ID of 12.565 in. Hydroxyethyl Cellulose Hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) is made by a similar process to CMC but with ethylene oxide after the caustic soda. A pill is not required if the cement plug is to be set on bottom,
or on top of a bridge plug. DRILLING FLUIDS 6.0 . 1991 5. However, care must be taken not to reduce the mud rheology below the minimum level required to suspend the weighting agent such as barite. This pipe does not usually carry any weight from the wellhead equipment and can be driven into the ground or seabed with a pile driver. 5.4
EXTERNAL PRESSURE FOR BURST DESIGN The external pressure (or back-up load) is one of the most ambiguous variables to determine. Several models exist for the calculation of pressure losses in pipes and annuli. From field experiences the following rules-of-thumb are suggested: 8.4 • reciprocate 20-40 ft strokes over a period of 2-5 minutes •
rotation rates of 10-40 rpm. Calculate annular flow around drillcollars (or BHA) as follows: 246 • Calculate critical velocity of annular flow • Calculate actual average velocity of flow in the annulus Well Engineering & Construction Bingham Plastic Model . Depending on the type of MWD/LWD tool selected for the well any or all of the following
parameters may be available. volume pumped should be plotted whilst the FIT test is being carried out, Figure 2.3. Ram preventer closed Drill pipe Mud Bit Casing seat 10-20 ft of open hole Care should be taken to halt the test as soon as divergence from the pressure/volume slope is seen or if the pre-determined pressure limit has been reached. This
slope reflects the increasing density and decreasing porosity and drillability in a normally pressured shale with increasing burial. The slurry viscosity is measured using a rotational viscometer, such as a Fann. "How to predict formation pressure and fracture gradient". Between 10 500 ft and 11 000 ft the open hole should be cased with either a
production liner or a production casing. Starch is the principal component of the seeds of cereal grains (such as corn, wheat and rice) and of tubers (such as potato and tapioca). = 1psi/ft, and using Table 2.2, the fracture gradient at 5000 ft, for example, is cal- culated as follows: 64 Well Engineering & Construction Casing Seat Selection Method TOC
Previous Next . K I C K TO L E R A N C E 3.0 . This results in shale drill cuttings being easier to remove and less contamination in the system. To provide a hole of known diameter and depth to facilitate the running of testing and completion equipment. During the process large volumes of water are released and this is accompanied by a 30-40%
reduction in formation volume. 44 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next 8.2 . The method can be easily programmed into an Excel sheet. Foam cements do not work well at high pressure and are therefore limited to use at shallow depths. Well Engineering & Construction 219 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Plastic Viscosity (PV) TOC Previous
Next Alternatives: Seconds per litre (sec/lt). A design factor (= coupling or pipe body yield strength divided by total tensile loads) in tension of 1.6 to 1.8 should be used. in air/gas drilling all casing strings should be designed for complete evacuation. To determine the density, divide the total pounds weight by the total volume in gallons. Using
Equation (3.4) to calculate H gives H = 0.052 x 15.5 (14190 - 10008) + (8226 - 10268) (0.052 x 15.5 - 0.15) = 2025 ft Hole capacity between 5"DP and 12¼" hole = 0.1215 bbl/ft V1 82 = = 0.1215 x 2025 246 bbl Well Engineering & Construction . capacity of hole/DP c. E x a m p l e 5 . Essentially then if one attempts to pressurise a wellbore and if a
graph of pressure vs. The estimates made should be used to establish a predicted leak-off pressure prior to conducting an FIT. When it reaches the surface its pressure will be superimposed on the hydrostatic pressure of mud. The following conditions are required for a reliable CBL/VDL log: (i) Casing sizes preferably 9 5/8" or less. The following
example illustrates a method for the selection of casing seats. Describe types and functions of weighting additives 4. Smith TR & Ravi KM ’Investigation of Drilling Fluid Properties to Maximise Cement Displacement Efficiency" paper SPE 22775 presented at 65th Annual Tech. The current understanding of how best to mobilise gelled mud is poor,
mainly due to the difficulties of characterising the gelation properties of 146 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . Note:If a series of plugs are to be set on top of each other, then reverse circulate clean immediately above the bottom plug before attempting to set the next plug. .UD . SODIUM CHLORIDE CONTAMINATION Salt
contamination can come from make-up water, saltwater flows, salt domes or evaporite formations. AS . Gas may also break down weak cement to casing and cement to formation bonds. These deformations may degrade the cement to formation and cement to casing bond. Protect water zones 2.0 . The functions of casing may be summarised as
follows. Job time for each stage 4. DRILLING FLUIDS DESCRIPTION OF MOST COMMONLY USED WEIGHTING MATERIALS 1. The first deviation from the pressure/volume relationship will be at formation fracture. Above 10 500 ft the hole must be drilled with a mud weight less than 0.94 psi/ft. Consequently, xanthan polymer gives excellent
suspension properties that cannot be matched by other polymers at equivalent concentrations. DRILLING FLUIDS Completion and Workover Fluids sites and inhibit the dispersion of solids into the mud system by encapsulating the clay particles. Tie-back liner packer- set mechanically and run on existing liner tie-back Multi-cone hangers are
preferred to single cone hangers due to increased loading capacity. 9.3 THE EFFECT OF CASING ECCENTRICITY When casing is run in a deviated well, the resulting eccentricity will trap pockets of mud against the low side of the hole resulting in cement channelling and possible incomplete zonal isolation, or gas migration problems. In Figure 1.2,
at 6000 ft the formation pressure would be greater than the normal pressure of 2700 psi, but would be less than the overburden pressure of 6000 psi, assuming an overburden gradient of 1 psi/ft. The organic cations replace the sodium or calcium cations originally present on the clay plates. volume of kick at shoe d. The groups that can be attached to
the polymer can be divided into three groups: Figure 7.2 Structure of Polymers Linear Crosslinked Branched 1. Rearranging the latter equation as matrix stress equal to σov – Pn, where Pn is normal formation pressure, shows that the Eaton formula uses the factor ( σ ov – P n ) d co -------d cn 1.2 to calculate the actual matrix stress. The value of the
minimum horizontal stress is the Fracture Gradient at the point the test is carried out. Open ended tubing is run to the desired depth, the slurry is placed using the balanced plug method and the string raised above the plug. However before a load case is applied, the casing grades/weights should initially be selected on the basis of burst and collpase
pressures, then load cases should be applied.If only one grade or one weight of casing is available, then the task of selecting casing is easy. This results from variations in lithology and pore fluid densities. A float shoe prevents cement from flowing back into the casing once the cement Well Engineering & Construction 137 6 CEMENTING Casing And
Cementing Hardware TOC Previous Next is displaced behind the casing. • Secondly the salt may encapsulate rafters of overlying formations (usually limestones and dolomites) as it flows upwards, trapping pressures within the rafters. Understand the use of design factors 4. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS For a given length of drill string (drillpipe
and drill collars) and given mud properties, pressure losses P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 will remain constant. (a) Cement Bond Log (CBL) The CBL log provides a measure of the cement to casing bond and cannot be used to quantify the amount of cement present. Fjaer E et al (1992)." Petroleum Related Rock Mechanics". Fracture gradient is equal to the
earth horizontal minimum strength. Direct methods: DST, production tests and RFT All available data should be used in evaluating pore pressure regimes. One or more BOPs may be mounted on this casing or a diverter system if the setting depth of the conductor pipe is shallow. Gas is a highly compressible fluid. The difficulty arises when one
attempts to determine realistic values for internal and external pressures. Mark C1 at zero depth, C2 at depth (CSD-L) and C3 at CSD. With weighted muds, the solids underflow containing barytes may be returned to the mud system and the liquid phase containing viscosity building colloids discharged. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield From
656 ft to 6,562 ft, use API Class H cement with 2% bentonite and 0.3% HR-4 (Note: HR-4 is a type of cement retarder) To prevent contamination of cement by mud, 30 bbl of fresh water should be pumped ahead of the cement. The volume of influx at the casing shoe is V1= H x Ca bbl (3.5) where Ca = capacity between pipe and hole, bbl/ft At bottom
hole conditions the volume of influx (V2) is given by: P2 V2 = P1 V1 (The effects of T and Z are ignored for the moment) P1 V1 V 2 = -----------P2 (3.6) where P1 =fracture pressure at shoe, psi P2 =Pf, psi The value of V2 is the circulation kick tolerance in bbls. Formation pressure, psi 2. This enables a series of pressure readings to be taken and permits
the Well Engineering & Construction 43 1 PORE PRESSURE Repeat Formation Tester (RFT) Data TOC Previous Next logging engineer to pre-test the formation for permeable zones before attempting to take a fluid sample or a pressure recording. Calculate pore pressure using D Exponent 8. Casing design involves the determination of factors which
influence the failure of casing and the selection of the most suitable casing grades and weights for a specific operation, both safely and economically. Support the wellbore Well Engineering &Construction 131 6 CEMENTING Cement Manufacture & Chemistry TOC Previous Next 5. Squeeze cementing is the process of forcing a cement slurry through
perforations in the casing to a desired location to provide a seal across an undesired gap. of 22000 lb, and K = 0.9615 7. Divide the annulus into an open and cased sections 5. TOC Previous Next 44 - 2 2-0 7.1 Ultra Fine Colloidal ..... In some cases the available ions may cause a shrinkage effect on the clay plates and decrease the viscosity. drilling
extremely high porous and permeable zones (1-3 darcies) 2. On the same graph paper, plot the pore pressure gradient, the mud pressure gradient and the fracture gradient against depth as shown in Figure 2.6. Some engineers, also plot the overburden gradient (extreme right of graph) and hydrostatic pressure (extreme left) to represent the limits of
the wellbore pressures.The author recommends using only pore pressure, mud pressure and FG for casing seat selection. Only a few years ago, the closest approach to measuring BHT is to record downhole temperature during wireline logging runs. Petroleum Engineer, May 138-148. At point 3 the rock starts to deform plastically and there is no
longer a straight line relationship between pressure and volume. The maximum mud density achieved is 13.3 ppg. Compression set packers are generally preferable based on industry experience. The situation is shown in Figure 3.3 for the open tube and Figure 3.4 for the closed tube. Well Engineering & Construction 177 6 CEMENTING Placement
Techniques TOC Previous Next The preferred method of the above is the hesitation squeeze. Christman S.A. (1973) "Offshore Fracture Gradient". Fracture Gradient at current casing shoe 4. 10.0 WASHES AND SPACERS ............................................................................. 4.3 COLLAPSE DESIGN ACROSS SALT SECTIONS There are several areas
around the world where casing strings have to be set across salt sections. The section may then be drilled to a shallower depth with less pore pressure or a cement plug is placed at the shoe to artificially strengthen the shoe. The polymer also has application in completion fluids where suspension of weighting materials is required
Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (usually abbreviated as CMC) is an anionic polymer produced by the treatment of cellulose with caustic soda and then monochloro acetate. R. 12.7 LINER CEMENTING GUIDELINES 1. The slurry yield of Class G neat cement is determined from services companies' handbooks, of which
Table 6.3 is an example. Calcium Carbonates Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is one of the most widely weighting agents especially in nondamaging drilling fluids. To suspend the cuttings and weighing material when circulation is stopped (gelation). "Initiation and extension of hydraulic fractures in rocks". From previous calculations, determine pressure
drop across bit, using Pbit = Pstandpipe - (P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5) B. The assumption that the fracture gradient is lowest at the previous casing shoe is not necessarily true. ICK . Gel strengths are commonly measured after 10 seconds, 10 minutes, and 30 minutes intervals. In addition fractures induced in brittle formations tend not to heal.
Apparatus: Both tests work on filling a cell with drilling fluid, and sealing it shut. There are three types of drilling fluids: 1. Hence the Power Law model is mathematically more complex than the Bingham Plastic model and produces greater accuracy in the determination of shear stresses at low shear rates. The most common form is sodium chloride
(NaCl), but chlorides of potassium, magnesium or calcium or combinations of all types can also enter the mud system. In a shale sequence showing a normal compaction profile (and therefore normal pressure); the transit time should decrease with depth due to the decreased porosity and increasing density, Figure 1.11. Thus, the shear stresses
generated can be increased by increasing the mud flow rate, or varying the properties of the mobile fluid. Background Gas All drilled wells will have a background gas level which is usually measurable. The tie-back liner is a section of casing extending upwards from the top of an existing liner to the surface. The casing pressure test should be carried
out at the same pump rate as the proposed FIT and a graph plotted of pressure vs. (b) Spot a viscous mud pill having the same density as the mud in hole. .RACTURE . Lead slurry volume Volume = (2706.79 - 243.26) ft3 = 2463.53 ft3 = 438.35 bbl 8. Bentonite, polymers, starches and thinners or deflocculants all function as filtration control agents.
EFFECTS OF HOLE DEVIATION ON FORMATION BREAKDOWN GRADIENT All previous equations were given for the case of vertical holes in which the vertical principal stress had no influence on the magnitude of fracture pressure. When drilling into areas of overpressure with rapid pore pressure increase, and increasing mud weight to
compensate, the kick tolerance (limited by formation strength at the previous casing shoe) will be rapidly reduced. LOSSES ............................................................ The casing lengths are first calculated as if the well is a vertical well and then these t lengths are corrected for the appropriate hole angle. ILESTONES .........................................................
.QUATIONS .......................................... However, it has been found to give accurate results in interpreting pore pressures from clastic limestone data in the Middle East. and Kelly, J. Dispersed-non-inhibited fluids do not contain inhibiting ions in the continuous phase, but they do rely on thinners or dispersants such as phosphates, lignosulfonate or
lignite to achieve control of the fluids' rheological properties. • CLASS C: Intended for use from surface to a depth of 6,000 ft (1,830 m) when conditions require early strength. ETERMINATION .............................................. ELECTION ....................................................... .Carry out Tensile (Installation) calculations 12.0 REFERENCES
............................................................................. This method was explained in detail in “Casing Seat Selection” on page 63 Figure 3.1 Casing Seat Selection Based On Mud Weights Mud Weight 1 X (b) The FBP or fracture gradient data together with pore pressure and kick circulation pressure should be plotted against depth as shown in Figure 3.2.
The shallowest casing setting depth is point Y. Then there are a multitude of additives which are added to either change the mud density or change its chemical properties. (e) Pump sufficient volume for a 500 ft plug or as specified in the drilling programme. .ERVICE . 11.0 CEMENTING CALCULATIONS
............................................................................. Well Engineering & Construction 203 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Viscosifiers TOC Previous Next 3.2.1 CLAYS Clays are defined as natural, earthy, fine-grained materials that develop plasticity when wet. Continue displacing until both plugs land on the landing collar. If a well is planned for a given kick
tolerance say 50 bbls based on an estimated fracture gradient of say 15 ppg, and if while drilling the well the actual fracture gradient was found to be different from the design value, then two scenarios may be considered: 1. Non-dispersed - Inhibited 3. This reaction can cause hole erosion or cavings resulting in an unstable wellbore (See Chapter 12
). 92 Advanced casing Design Advantages of a Liner TOC Previous Next . OMBINATION . Turbulent flow has been shown to be the most effective way of removing mud from the annulus and minimising mud/cement contamination. Collapse Line: Mark point C1 at zero depth and point C2 at CSD. and Willis, D. 98 Well Engineering & Construction
Collapse Criterion . This pressure becomes the maximum surface gauge pressure during a limit FIT. Hence, the use of downhole temperature for overpressure detection is the same as flowline temperature. (f) Pump sufficient spacer behind the cement to balance the pre-flush. Porosity is thus the major factor affecting resistivity values. calculate
weight of casing in air (positive value) using true vertical depth; 2. This makes interpretation of fracture gradient in these formation very difficult. There are several types of evaporites: • Halite NaCl • Gypsum CaSO4 2H2O • Anhydrite CaSO4 • Sylvite • Carnalite KCl KMgCl3 6H2O When a salt section is made up entirely of sylvite or carnalite, then
the salt section becomes mobile and behaves like a super-viscous fluid. The tool is used to evaluate the percentage of the pipe circumference bonded by cemented, and the cement compressive strength. Limiting displacement rates to those necessary to achieve turbulence is not sufficient, due to the inadequacies of estimating the onset of turbulence
and the variable casing eccentricity. Sedimentary beds are broken up, moved up and down or twisted.There are a variety of reasons why abnormal pressure develop due to faulting: 1. Mud logging is carried out in a specially instrumented unit designed to: 1. An increasing porosity, and thus higher pore water content, is indicative of abnormally
pressured shales and will result in lower resistivity. the cement sheath is usually highly porous but with little permeability and when it is in contact with the formation, it can theoretically transmit the formation pressure to the casing Because of the above, the exact degree of back-up provided by cement is difficult to determine. 8.3 CASING
MOVEMENT Whenever possible the casing should be reciprocated or rotated. K I C K TO L E R A N C E Influence of FG on Kick Tolerance At bottom hole conditions = V2 246 x(8226) = 197 bbl (10268) Therefore kick tolerance in terms of maximum kick size at hole TD is 197 bbl. Esters are non-petroleum oils and are derived from vegetable oils.
Effort should be directed at reducing the low shear-rate rheology of the mud (i.e. gel strengths and yield points). Mud density, ppg gradient As above 5. To remove the drilled cuttings from the hole. The float valve can either be a ball type or a flapper, Figure 6.3. Flapper type valves are normally used where a small hydrostatic pressure difference is
expected, providing a better seal than a ball type valve. 2. Such a pre-flush is very effective in removing mud from the annulus as turbulence can be achieved around the complete annulus. Figure 1.10 shows a typical bulk density plot and shows the response to abnormal pressure. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Service Loads During Drilling And
Production Operations final selection as the casing could fail if it is subjected to similar pressures during kicks, production, injection, leaks etc. It is also useful in combating acidic gases such as CO2 and H2S. Lime/gypsum muds are often used in areas where shale hydration and swelling result in significant borehole instability. DRILLING FLUIDS
Inhibited dispersed contain inhibiting ions such as calcium (Ca2+) or potassium (K+) in the continuous phase and rely on chemical thinners or dispersants to control the fluids rheological properties. Figure 1.13 Basic wellbore pressures Actual formation pressure 2. Hence collapse pressure is equal to the external pressure only. (d) Ultrasonic
Borehole Imaging (USI) The USI operates in a similar way to the CET but provides full 360o coverage of the casing circumference by use of a rotating transducer acting as both transmitter and receiver. List functions of cement. .EMENTING . The symbols and units are given with the definitions. • CLASS G + CLASS H: Intended for use as a basic well
cement from surface to 8,000 ft (2,440 m) as manufactured, or can be used with accelerators and retarders to cover a wide range of well depths and temperatures. "Fracture gradient prediction and interpretation of hydraulic fracture treatments". Provide zonal isolation 2. Field experience indicate that elliptical shakers work better with water based
muds and linear motion shakers are more suited to oil based muds. .OLERANCE ........................................ Mud and cement are often incompatible and contact between them can lead to severe channelling or the formation of an un-pumpable viscous mass. Annular areas around drillpipes, drillcollars, etc. using low technology kick detection equipment
or using old rigs 3. Well Engineering & Construction 39 1 PORE PRESSURE Downhole Torque TOC Previous Next 7.2 DOWNHOLE TORQUE Measurement of downhole torque may be used to indicate bit wear or as an overpressured indicator as discussed earlier. Casing pressure testing is usually carried out for approximately 15 minutes. 433,603 lb;
6. Describe basic structure of smectite clays Well Engineering & Construction 233 7 DRILLING FLUIDS References TOC Previous Next 6. For example, if a leak off tests is carried out to full formation fracture then this test gives three values: leak off value, formation breakdown strength and fracture gradient value, Figure 2.3. We will use the term
Formation Integrity Test (FIT) to describe the test irrespective of what value is eventually determined. Write down the equation for calculating the hydrostatic pressure of mud when a. PORE PRESSURE Figure 1.4 Overpressure caused By Salt Diapairism Possible overpressure due to sealing by salt (zone A) and by upward movement (zones B & C)
The creation of the salt dome can lead to abnormal pressure development in surrounding formations in two ways: • Firstly, the movement of the salt creates additional tectonic stresses within the overlying sediments whilst at the same time providing a lateral seal limiting pore water expulsion. Drilling Kick Tolerance: This is the maximum pore
pressure which can be tolerated without the need to exceed the maximum allowable mud weight. To aid in establishing a normal pressure trendline it is often convenient to plot shale point dc values only. Thickening time Thickening time = mixing time + surface time + displacement time + plug release time + 150 safety time (6.1) Volume of dry
cement V Mixing time, Tm = ------------------------------------------------------ = -----------------------mixing rate sacks/min (6.2) Well Engineering & Construction . (b) When using weighted spacers in turbulent flow, the Engineer should ensure that the ECD does not exceed the fracture gradient at the previous casing shoe. 3.1 DEFINITION For practical purposes, kick
tolerance may be defined as the maximum kick size which can be tolerated without fracturing the previous casing shoe. Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable. The major source of commercial clays is volcanic ash; the glassy component of which readily weathers very readily, usually to bentonite. 1423 psi; 5. The CEC of a shale
sample increases with the montmorillonite content; a highly reactive clay mineral. If solids become water wet they will not be suspended in the fluid, and would settle out of the system. Understand squeeze cementing 12. As the interstitial or pore fluid is in contact with the sea the pressure in the pores (or pore pressure) is normal, see Figure 1.2. The
value of this normal pressure at say 1000 ft is approximately 450 psi assuming a sea water gradient of 0.45 psi/ft, as shown in Figure 1.2. As sedimentation continues, the clays are compacted further; the solid layers are squeezed closer together and the pore water is expelled to the sea. PORE PRESSURE Measurement While Drilling (MWD) &
Logging while drilling (LWD) Data In general variation in the shale factor are usually smaller than other indicators and for this reason the shale factor should be used with caution as an approximate qualitative method. Solids, classified by specific gravity, may be divided into two groups: • High Gravity Solids (H.G.S.) sg = 4.2 • Low Gravity Solids
(L.G.S.) sg = 1.6 to 2.9 The solids content of a drilling fluid will be made up of a mixture of high and low gravity solids. 4.3.2 AQUATHERMAL EFFECTS The earth temperature normally increases linearly with depth. The volume of a sediment is reduced as the grains are squeezed together due to the weight of the overlying sediments. This allows the
cement to be pumped through the casing and the holes in the stage collar and placed around the casing. 7.4 GAMMA RAY The gamma ray log is used to identify lithology. Currently, there is no accepted analytical method for designing for collapse loads resulting from salt movement.The accepted method is to use an external pressure of 1 psi/ft across
the salt section. 20 Well Engineering & Construction Structural Causes TOC Previous Next . Other tension loadings can arise due to: bending, drag, shock loading and during pressure testing of casing. Solution (see Figure 3.6) 1.Maximum kick volume = 330 bbl at 13500 ft and 197 bbl at 14190 ft (point 2). However, the presence of high-pressured
zones at different depths along the wellbore, and the presence of weak, unconsolidated formations or sloughing, shaly zones, necessitates running casing to seal off these troublesome zones and to allow the drilling to TD. 8.6 BUMPING THE PLUG The bottom plug (Figure 6.5) is first released and is followed by cement. Society of Petroleum Engineers
Journal, September, 310-311. Forces (4) and (5) exist only when the pipe is in motion. This flow occurs at low to moderate shear rates when friction between the fluid and the channel walls is at its lowest. Point 4 is known as the formation breakdown pressure. If the pump is stopped at this point the pressure would usually stabilise at point 5 and no
further fracture propagation would occur. Therefore if from calculations, 600 sks of cement are required to give a certain yield, then the weight of silica blended cement required is 600 x 127 lb = 34.6 MT. The gel strength is a time-dependent measurement of the fluid shear stress when under static conditions. However, despite these problems, drill
cuttings can provide important information about the formation being drilled and the magnitude of pore pressures contained with the rocks. Figure 7.11 Mud cleaner, after reference 2 (d) Centrifuges Centrifuges use centrifugal forces to remove heavy solids from the liquid and lighter components of the mud. .EARNING . TOC Previous Next
Potassium Chloride (KCl) 1.16 9.7 Sodium Chloride (NaCl) 1.20 10.0 Sodium Formate (NaHCO2) 1.33 11.1 Calcium Chloride (CaCl2) 1.42 Potassium Formate (KHCO2) 1.60 Calcium Bromide (CaBr2) 1.85 15.4 Caesium Formate 2.36 19.7 Zinc Bromide (ZnBr2) 2.46 20.5 3.2 ..... Gas migration is a complex problem and is controlled by the following
factors: 16.2 • Mud displacement • Displacement fluid and slurry densities • Cement gel strength • Cement hydration • Fluid loss • Free water • Cement permeability • Micro-annuli (formation and casing bonds) • Applied annulus pressure TECHNIQUES FOR MINIMISING ANNULAR GAS PROBLEMS In areas where annular gas migration may be a
problem, every effort should be made to ensure that good cementing practices are used and that the slurry is designed with the likely cause of gas migration in mind. (b) 8% Bentonite Blend Bulk density of bentonite 152 Well Engineering & Construction = 60 lb/cu.ft . For example, to produce a mud weight of 19 ppg (2.28 gm/cc), the solids content
from using only barite (sg = 4.2) is 39.5% compared with haematite (sg = 5.2) with solids content of 30%. The mud is prepared by pre-hydrating bentonite at 30 ppb (pounds per barrel) for 4-6 hrs prior to use to allow time for the clay to yield. MODEL ................................................... H. In horizontal wells this will not be the case and cement company
advice should be followed. Pressure is applied to the cell which forces the mud and solids through the filter paper. Baskets and Centralisers These are used to centralise the casing within the hole to improve the cementing process, Figure 6.4. Well Engineering & Construction 139 6 CEMENTING Casing And Cementing Hardware TOC Previous Next
Figure 6.4 Types of Centralisers, Courtesy of Davis Lynch a. Well Engineering & Construction 207 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Viscosifiers TOC Previous Next Chemical modification of starch can significantly increase its stability to temperature and mechanical shear and the correct type of starch must be selected to match the prevailing bottom hole
temperatures. A mud system with a low value of filtrate loss cause minimum swelling of clays and minimum formation damage. These points are discussed later under “Optimisation of Bit Hydraulics” on page 257''. Montmorillonite has a swelling lattice and contains approximately 70-85% water during initial deposition. (iii) Rate of penetration often
increases due to reduced differential pressure and higher porosity of the formation. • To provide a PBR (Polished Bore Receptacle) completion. Treatments If the contamination is from the make-up, or formation water it is usual to treat it out with Soda Ash at 0.000931 ppb of soda per 1.0 mg/L of Ca2+. Small concentrations in the air can be fatal in
minutes, and hence protective measures should be taken whenever there is a possibility that this gas will be encountered. SURFACTANTS Under the right circumstances surfactants added to the cement slurry entrain invading gas and create a stable foam. (3) Drilling Kick Tolerance Hence for the above example if a maximum kick size of 100 bbls is
to be maintained then the maximum allowable pore pressure at next TD is calculated as follows: H = 100 0.1215 = 823 ft Solving equation Equation (3.4) for Pf and using a mud weight of 15.5 ppg gives: 823 = 0.052 x 15.5 (14190 - 10008) + (8226 - Pf) 0.052 x 15.5 - 0.15 Pf = 11056 psi = ______11056_____ (14190 - 85) x 0.052 Well Engineering &
Construction 83 K I C K TO L E R A N C E 3 Kick Tolerance While Drilling TOC Previous Next = 15.1 ppg Drilling Kick Tolerance = = Max. A graph of gauge pressure vs. Well Engineering &Construction 95 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES _Factors Influencing Casing Design TOC Previous Next Table 5.1 Sources of data for casing design Data Source
1. height of bubble at shoe b. The following guidelines outline the typical equipment, preparation and procedures required to perform a successful FIT, see Figure 2.4. (a) Equipment (i) Mud pressure gauges are not sufficiently accurate for these tests. The fracture plane is assumed to be always perpendicular to the minimum principal stress. What are
the factors that control annular gas migration 196 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next D RILLING F LUIDS ..... Salt Diaparism Diapirism is the piercement of a formation by a plastic, mobile, less dense underlying formation, typically salt. Rocks can also deform elastically, plastically and then rupture, just like steel. .UNCTIONS
................................................... The following information should be collected and used when selecting drilling fluid or fluids for a particular well. (b) Preparation 56 Well Engineering & Construction FIT Procedural Guidelines TOC Previous Next . In exploration wells, there are many problems when one attempts to estimate the actual formation
pressure including: • the exact depth of the zone (formation pressure increases with depth) • type of fluid (oil or gas) • porosity, permeability • temperature The above factors determine the severity of the kick in terms of pressure and ease of detection. Check that the correct amount of fluid has been displaced according to the volume in the mud
tanks. Higher molecular weight CMC is most effective in filtration control. free fall opening bomb Multi-stage cementing is used to: 142 • reduce total pumping pressure or pumping time • reduce total hydrostatic pressure of cement on weak formations or on casing • allow selective cementing of formations within the open hole Well Engineering &
Construction TOC Previous Next • . The “K” value is the CONSISTENCY INDEX and is a measure of the the thickness of the mud.The constant 'K' is defined as the shear stress at a shear rate of one reciprocal second. Strength properties (burst, collapse, yield) 8. ft Therefore 101.5 lb weight occupies a volume of 1.13 cu.ft Average bulk density of the
blend is 89.8 lb/cu.ft. As the transducers are of 1-inch diameter, the percentage of casing circumference investigated will vary depending upon the casing size (approximately 36% for 7" liners to 26% for 9 5/8" casing). If no bump is detected, the displacement should continue until the cement is circulated out of the hole and clean mud returns are
observed. V1 = 1 bbl (Assumed values) P1V 1 P 2V 2 = T1 T2 14.7xV 5000 × 1 ----------------------- = --------------------260 + 240 240 + 460 Well Engineering & Construction 73 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Gas Behaviour in a Well TOC Previous Next V2= 253 bbl When gas is injected into the closed tube it will travel up the tube with its pressure unchanged,
although a slight decrease in its volume will be observed. The test duration is 30 minutes and results are quoted as ml/30 min. The rate should be slowed down to 2 barrels per Well Engineering & Construction 171 6 CEMENTING Dump Bailer Method TOC Previous Next minute (BPM) when the cement is 10-20 bbls away from the ported sub in the
stinger and kept at this rate. To achieve high early strength, the C3S content and the surface area are relatively high. • CLASS F: Intended for use from 10,000 ft (3,050 m) to 16,000 ft (4,880 m) depth under conditions of extremely high temperatures and pressures. In casing design, neither the actual applied load or failure loads are known exactly,
hence design factors are used to evaluate the integrity of casing. In porous and permeable rocks the drilling mud normally penetrates the formation, thereby changing the magnitude of the stress concentrations around the borehole. CEMENTING 20.0 EXERCISES ............................................................................. .-B. The pressure, flow rate and time
data from the pre-test sample can be used to calculate reservoir characteristics, such as permeability. However, the pressure loss across the bit is greatly influenced by the sizes of nozzles used, and volume flow rate. The types of casing currently in use are as follows: 1. 1.3 PRESSURE DROP ACROSS BIT As will be discussed in Chapter 9 , drillbits
are provide with nozzles to provide a jetting action, mainly required for cleaning and cooling, but can also help with rock breakage in soft formations. Any one parameter taken in isolation can lead to misleading and possibly incorrect conclusions. 3.1 NORMAL PORE PRESSURE Normal pore pressure is equal to the hydrostatic pressure of a column of
formation fluid extending from the surface to the subsurface formation being considered In other words, if the formation was opened up and allowed to fill a column whose length is equal to the depth of the formation then the pressure at the bottom of the column will be equal to the formation pressure and the pressure at surface is equal to zero. The
gases are extracted from the mud for analysis in the mud logging unit. Soluble Salts Soluble salts are used to formulate solids free fluids and are used mainly as workover and completion fluid. Establishing a normal compaction trendline (normal pore pressure trendline) is of great importance when calculating pore pressure from logderived shale
properties. The suitability of selected casing depends on the accuracy of data collected in Table 5.2. For directional wells a correct well profile is required to determine the true vertical depth (TVD). As the only unknown is the acoustic impedance of the material in the annulus, knowledge of the energy emitted from the transducer allows this to be
calculated. This will yield information on the pressure gradients and nature of the reservoir fluids. How to Predict Formation Pressure and Fracture Gradient. Example 1.1: Hydrostatic Pressure Calculate the hydrostatic pressure for the following wells: a. The reader must always take advantage of previous experience in the area, for example,
complete lost circulation can be found in a very few areas below the 13 3/8" Well Engineering & Construction 103 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Collapse Calculations For Individual Casing Strings TOC Previous Next casing. Ratio Method 32 Well Engineering & Construction Drag, Torque and Fill TOC Previous Next . • The smaller the particle size,
the more difficult it is to remove it or control its effects on the fluid. Mud temperatures recorded from successive logging runs are used to predict the actual BHT, assuming that the maximum temperature is at the bottom of the hole. 25 Tension = 1.3 –1. double seals g. In the case of air the maximum depth drillable is currently about 6-8,000 ft
because of the capabilities of the available compressors. Bradenhead placement. We shall limit ourselves to the most common types of additives used in water-based and oilbased muds. Cavings are much larger than normal drilled cuttings and are easily identifiable at the shakers. How to calculate FBG or FBP. TOC Previous Next Kick Tolerance=
(FG- ρ m) ..... Annular Flow Determine average velocity and critical velocity( V′ and Vc): 24.5Q V′ = -------------------------2 2 D h – OD Equation (8.13) 4 3.878 × 10 × K V c = æ ---------------------------------------ö è ø ρ 1 ö æ ----------è 2 – nø 2.4 × ( 2n + 1 ) × æ ----------------------------------ö è D e × 3n ø n ö æ ----------è 1 – nø (8.21) where De = Dh – OD If V′ > Vc, flow is turbulent;
use –5 0.8 1.8 0.2 8.91 × 10 × ρ × Q × ( PV ) × L P = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 1.8 ( D h – OD ) ( D h + OD ) Equation (8.15) If V′ < Vc, flow is laminar; use: Well Engineering & Construction 249 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS 8 Pressure Loss Across Bit TOC Previous Next 2.4V′ × ( 2n + 1 ) n KL P = æ ----------------ö
× æ ----------------------------------------ö è 300D eø è ø D e × 3n 9.3 (8.22) PRESSURE LOSS ACROSS BIT The object of any hydraulics programme is to optimise pressure drop across the bit such that maximum cleaning of bottom hole is achieved. CEMENTING Classes of Cement 3.0 . Instead, a factor is used to derate the casing strength to ensure that the
casing is never loaded to failure. 16.2.7 MICRO-ANNULI (FORMATION AND CASING BONDS) If a micro-annulus has developed at the cement to casing or the cement to formation contact, then gas will flow along it. PV = θ600 - θ300 (7.3) If temperature is a factor, then the mud sample should be tested at 120 o F, with the mud in a heating cup 5.4
YIELD POINT Unit: lbf/100sq ft Alternatives:Pascals (Pa) = lbs/100sq.ft x 0.48 Apparatus: Same equipment as used for measurement of plastic viscosity. URING . Displacement volume and number of strokes to displace combined plug to landing collar 5. This eliminates the confusion brought about by erratic dc values resulting from the drilling of
other lithologies. Use of desanders prevents overload of the desilter cones and increases their efficiency by reducing the mud weight and solids content of the feed inlet. CEMENTING Cementing Mechanics allow entire length of casing to be cemented The position of the stage cementer is dictated by the total length of the cement column and the
strength of the formations in the open hole. kick tolerance for well with temperature (Ans: 1991 ft, 0.045 bbl/ft, 91.4 bbl, 87.8 bbl, 93.2 bbl) 6. Provide casing protection against corrosive fluids 4. "World Oil’s Handbook of High Pressure Well Completions". 6.5 TEMPERATURE DATA 6.5.1 FLOWLINE TEMPERATURE The radial flow of heat from the
earth‘s core causes the subsurface temperature to increase with depth. Desanders should never be used with oil based muds, because of its very wet solids discharge.The desander makes a cut in the 40 to 45 micron size range. Attapulgite-based muds have excellent viscosity and yield strength and retain these properties when mixed with salt water.
Treatment The pH should be kept at a minimum of 10.0 using Lime, not caustic, at all times. Journal of Petroleum Technology. • Improved completion flexibility. In most cases, salt is immobile and causes no problems while drilling or production. 7.1 DOWNHOLE WEIGHT-ON-BIT (DWOB) Field evidence indicates that actual DWOB values are usually
less than surface WOB values due to the frictional drag of the drillsting on the borehole wall. The overburden load is supported at any depth by the vertical component of the rock matrix stress ( σ mat) and the pore pressure. McLean, H R and Addis, MA.(1990). W . Gas generating expansive cements work in the same way as gas generating
compressible cements, but with less gas-generating material added. Measure gas levels from well 4. In RAS slurries, the heat 188 Well Engineering & Construction . 12.5 TIE-BACK PACKERS • • A compatible tie back packer should be run if the integral packer is found to be leaking, Figure 6.11. Under simulated wellbore conditions, the slurry is
tested for filtrate loss across a standardised filter press at differential pressures of 100 psi or 1000 psi. .ASING .......................................................... To ensure that the stand-off is greater than 70% at all points along the string, a centraliser programme should be run. Non-Dispersed means that the clay particles are free to find their own dispersed
equilibrium in the water phase. The concentration of lime is usually held in excess of 2 to 6 ppb, depending on conditions. The main disadvantage of a float shoe is the extra time it takes to run casing in hole (RIH); with casing running operations temporarily stopped to fill the casing from the top. Point B in Figure 2.6 gives the new mud gradient as
0.88 psi/ft. Table 7.1 : Materials used as densifiers, After Reference 1 Material Principal Component Specific Gravity %Acid Soluble Galena PbS 7.4-7.7 0 Haematite Fe2O3 4.9-5.3 50+ Magnetite Fe3O4 5.0-5.2 0 Illmenite FeO.TiO2 4.5-5.1 20 Barite BaSO4 4.2-4.6 0 Siderite FeCO3 3.7-3.9 95+ 200 Well Engineering & Construction Weighting
Materials . An aerated amount of the above cement will have a bulk density of: 0.8 x 89.8 = 71.8 lb/cu.ft. They are formed from the chemical weathering of igneous and metamorphic rocks. the fluid begins to support the increasing weight of the overburden and consequently its pressure increases and further compaction is inhibited. ANUFACTURE .
Salt has no porosity and no permeability and therefore can be a perfect seal.Indeed, the Rotliegendes gas reservoirs in the Southern North Sea owe their existence to the perfect seal provided by the Zechstein salt. We shall divide the circulating system into four sections: 1. It is measured using a Garrett Gas Train or a Drager tube. and Suman G
(1978, 1979) "World Oil's Handbook of High Pressure Well Completions World Oil". The largest nozzle is one inch in size, often termed open, but more often the nozzles used are a fraction of an inch. It is run to isolate producing zones, to provide reservoir fluid control and to permit selective production in multizone production. Advanced Casing
Design 91 4 C A S I N G F U N C T I O N S & TY P E S Types Of Liners TOC Previous Next 6. 6.7 WATER FLOWS A water flow causes a decrease in the base fluid water ratio of the mud and, possibly, increases in the funnel viscosity, plastic viscosity, and yield point. The normal transit time (∆tn) for this depth is 110ms and from logs (∆t0) is 130 ms.
Determine the difference between pore pressure values as determined from direct methods (DST, RFT) and indirect methods (sonic, resistivity and mud logging) 11. Pull running tool out of hanger and pull back above the Polished Bore Receptacle (PBR). The name, bentonite, is a commercial name used to market a clay product found in the Ford
Benton shale in Rock Creek, Wyoming, USA. The effect of fluid penetration is to create a force radially outward which reduces the stress concentration at the walls of the hole, thereby making it easier to fracture the wellbore. Mud weights higher than water (8.3 ppg) are required to control formation pressures and to help combat the effects of
sloughing or heaving shales that may be encountered in stressed areas. Well Engineering & Construction 107 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Burst Calculations TOC Previous Next Clearly, one must design exploration wells for a greater degree of uncertainty than development wells. Therefore, burst pressure is highest at the top and lowest at the
casing shoe where internal pressures are resisted by the external pressure Well Engineering & Construction 111 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Burst Calculations For Individual Casing Strings TOC Previous Next originating from fluids outside the casing. The second shut-in period is used for determining the final shut-in reservoir pressure. The
compressive strength of the cement in the annulus can then be estimated. High gravity solids (H.G.S) are added to fluids to increase the density,e.g. barytes, whilst low gravity solids (L.G.S) enter the mud through drilled cuttings and should be removed by the solids control equipment. The following subsections will briefly discuss and illustrate the
numerous techniques to detect and in some cases quantify abnormal pore pressure whilst drilling. Incomplete mud removal can lead to cement channelling, allowing hydrocarbon invasion and communication between permeable zones. Spacers need to be designed specifically for each cement job. Well Engineering & Construction 167 6 CEMENTING
Liner Lap Length TOC Previous Next 12.6 • Both rotating and non-rotating liner hangers may be used. When clay is dispersed in water, viscosity is developed when the clay plates adsorb water layers on to their structure. Fracture propagation pressure is the Fracture Gradient. When a turbulent wash, or spacer, is used a minimum contact time of 10
minutes must be achieved. The oil industry borrows many of its measurements from other industries. Cement Plugs The main functions of cement plugs are, Figure 6.5: • Separate mud from cement • Wipe the casing from mud before cement is pumped and then wipe casing from th cement film after the complete volume of cement is pumped. Figure
2.3 FIT Graph Leak-off pressure Formation Breakdown Pressure 4 3 Gauge Pressure, psi 5 2 6 Propagation Pressure Bleed Off 1 Volume Pumped, bbls However, as the wellbore strength has been artificially increased by the presence of the wellbore it will take pressure in excess of the minimum horizontal strength to fracture the wellbore. The valve is
operated by a stinger run at the end of a work string. In normal compaction trendline, the montmorrillonite content should decrease with depth. Water-wet sediments are usually carried by rivers and deposited in seas. Thixotropic and high gel strength slurries can also be effective in certain circumstances. The most common size of this casing is 9 5/8
or 10 ¾ in. 5.6.1 SAFETY FACTOR Safety factor uses a rating based on catastrophic failure of the casing. The kick is assumed to enter the well, displace the entire mud and then the well is shut-in the moment the last mud drop leaves the well. This is the string through which the well will be completed. The liquid and clay particles are collected as as
overflow from ports at the large end of the bowl. Strong and heavy casing is used at the surface, light yet strong casing is used in the middle section, and heavy casing may be required at the bottom to withstand the high collapsing pressure. The following equation produces more realistic values of yield stress at low shear rates: Figure 8.5 Bingham
Plastic model τ YP (Low Shear Rate)= (2 × θ3) - θ6 This equation assumes the fluid exhibits true plastic behaviour in the low shearrate range only a. Well Engineering &Construction 1 1 PORE PRESSURE Definitions TOC Previous Next 2.0 . TOC Previous Next ∆t n 3 PP = σ ov – ( σ ov – P n ) × æ --------ö è ∆t oø Figure 1.11 Response Of Shale Point
Acoustic Transit Time To Abnormal Pressure Normal Compaction Trend Line Depth By constructing a logarithmic plot of ITT vs linear depth a normal pressure trendline can be established through clean shales. 3. During drilling, the potassium ion is being readily used up on the wellbore and cuttings and further additions of potassium is required to to
maintain the potassium concentration in the mud system. The difference between design and safety factors are given below. Table 7.2 Maximum Densities Of Single Salt Brines, After Baroid 1 Material 202 Well Engineering & Construction g/cm3 lb/gal Viscosifiers . However, when the overbalance is greater than 500 psi, ROP shows little change over
large changes in differential pressure. It refers to the change in fluid velocity divided by the width of the channel through which the fluid is flowing in laminar flow. (Note a: Yield stress is a time-independent measurement and is usually denoted in the Herschel-Bulkley (yield-power law [YPL]) model as τ o and Bingham model as YP. calculate buoyancy
force (negative value); 3. Iron Minerals Iron ores have specific gravities in excess of 5. .LOW . From Equation (1.2): HP (psi) = 0.052 x ρf (ppg) x D (ft) = 0.052 x 9 x 9900 = 4632 psi b. Ideally the fluid should form a thin, flexible, impermeable layer (filter cake) against the wall and prevent fluid (filtrate) from entering the rock and reacting with the
formations. List sources of information required to develop a mud programme 2. 6.2 CORRECTED D EXPONENT From the previous section it is clear that a method of correcting, or normalising ROP for changes in drilling parameters is desirable to make interpretation of drilling rate easier and Well Engineering & Construction 27 1 PORE PRESSURE
Corrected D Exponent TOC Previous Next improve its effectiveness as an indicator of pore pressure. Table 6.1 below lists absolute volumes and specific gravities of common cementing materials. Subnormal pore pressures are encountered less frequently than abnormal pore pressures and are often developed long after the formation is deposited. 3.1
LITHOLOGY EFFECTS The rock type and the existing stress system play a major role in the shape, size and length of fractures created. Flow will favour the wide side of the annulus possibly leading to the situation where turbulent and laminar flow exist in different areas across the annulus. As will be shown later, in production casing the burst
pressure at shoe can be higher than the burst pressure at surface in situations where the production tubing leaks gas into the casing. CEMENTING Dump Bailer Method Example 6.6: Balanced Pl ug calculations It is required to balance 100 sacks of Class G neat cement in an 8.5 open hole by use of a 3.5 in OD/3.068 in ID, 8.9 lb/ft tubing. FIT . Conf &
Exhib.Oct 6-9, 1991 8. It should be noted that the majority of pressure detection techniques are based on establishing a normal clay compaction trend and any deviation from this normal trend is an indication of overpressure or less frequently underpressure. August 910-914. Because the calculation of drag force is complex and requires an accurate
knowledge of the friction factor between the casing and hole, shock load calculations will in most cases suffice.The effect of the drag force lasts for the duration of running a joint of casing; shock loading lasts for only 1 second or so. It is normally supplied to a specification where the specific gravity is about 4.2. Barite is preferred to other weighting
materials because of its low cost and high purity. Linear approximation Slope =PV 4/3 YP YP True curve γ 7.0 . 12.25” hole Drillcollars 24.5Q V′ = --------------------------------2 2 ID c – OD dp 2550 ft 7100 ft Well Engineering & Construction 253 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Pressure Loss Across Bit TOC Previous Next 24.5 × 700 V′ = ---------------------------2 2 12.565 – 5 = 129.1 ft/min 2 2 97PV + 97 PV + 6.2ρD e YP V c = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------ρD e 2 2 + 97 12 + 6.2x8.8x ( 12.565 – 5 ) x12V c = 97x12 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.8x ( 12.565 – 5 ) = 299.6 ft/min Since V′ Hydrostatic pressures can easily be converted to equivalent
mud weights and pressure gradients.Hydrostatic pressure gradient is given by: HG = HP / D … (psi/ft) (1.3) It is usual to convert wellbore pressures to gradients relative to a fixed datum, such as seabed, mean sea level or ground level. The fault plane act as a seal against a permeable formation thereby preventing further pore fluid expulsion with
compaction. ARDWARE .......................................... 7.1.2 SETTLING SEPARATION IN NON-STIRRED COMPARTMENTS The solids control pits work on an overflow principle. Cement slurry is the mixture produced when dry cement is mixed with water. Batch mixing is recommended to maintain close control and consistency of slurry properties. These
models approximate the annulus as two parallel plates, with the effects of rotation being ignored. Advanced Casing Design 93 4 C A S I N G F U N C T I O N S & TY P E S Learning Milestones TOC Previous Next 6.0 . Synthetic base fluids include Linear Alpha Olefins (LAO), Isomerised Olefins (IO), and normal alkanes. Name three values which can be
measured during a complete Formation Integrity Test (FIT) a. .ORMATION . To calculate pore pressure, use the following formula: Well Engineering & Construction 31 1 PORE PRESSURE Corrected D Exponent TOC Previous Next d cn PP = P n × æ --------ö è d coø (1.13) where PP= Pore pressure (ppg) Pn= Normal pore pressure (ppg) dco= Observed d
exponent dcn= Normal trendline value of d exponent The ratio method is considered unsuitable for use in most shale sequences. 6.0 . For a given concentration, the differential osmatic pressure is also found to increase with temperature. A limit FIT test would be terminated at point below point 3, preferably at or near point 2. In exploration wells
where the values of pore pressure and mud weight are revised constantly, it is advisable to recalculate kick tolerance as the hole is drilled. Mist 3. In most oilwell applications, the rock under consideration is subjected to in-situ stresses with have no shear stresses. Jaeger, JC, Cook NGW (1979). 210 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous
Next 3.6 . Production liners are run instead of a full casing to provide isolation across the production or injection zones. 5.6 FLUID LOSS AND FILTER CAKE Fluid loss: Unit: ml / 30 minutes at100 psi (for API test) or 500 psi and BHT ( ° F) for high temperature/high pressure (HTHP). 5.2 FREE WATER AND SEDIMENTATION The separation of water
from a slurry, once it has been placed, can lead to channel formation and gas migration problems - particularly in deviated wells. Hole Depth = 13500 ft Well Engineering & Construction 85 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Modifying The Calculated Kick Tolerance TOC Previous Next Kick Volume (bbl) Max. 4.3.1 ORGANIC MATTER TRANSFORMATION
(THERMAL CRACKING) At high temperatures and pressures associated with deep burial, complex hydrocarbon molecules (kerogen) will break down into simpler compounds. Control of salinity in invert oil muds is necessary to "tie-up" free water molecules and prevent any water migration between the mud and the open formation such as shales. Pore
pressure can then be calculated at the point of interest using the following Eaton equation: ..... 5.1 BURST CALCULATIONS Burst Pressure, B is give by: B = internal pressure – external pressure Figure 5.3 Burst Design Internal Pressure CSD 1. TOC Previous Next Q A = 0.32 -----Vn ..... Ideally, the problem should be minimised by reducing the mud's
low shear-rate viscosity and gel-strength during circulation before the casing is run. Plastic viscosity is dependent on the size, shape, and number of particles in a moving fluid. volume and is known as the leak-off point If the test were continued beyond the leak-off point the formation would continue to deform plastically until it fractures (point 4). Clay
inhibition can also be obtained from products like Glycols, Cations and Mixed Metal Hydroxides. 2H2O). The casing also serves to connect the blowout prevention equipment (BOPS) which is used to control the well while drilling. The reason behind this is that in mobile salts, all the earth stresses become equal to 1 psi/ft. CEMENTING The Effect of
Casing Eccentricity muds. In North Sea exploration wells, the size of the conductor pipe is usually 26 or 30 in. In addition, when drilling a well, fracture gradient should be calculated for each new lithology drilled. These pressure values should be used in casing design. Oil Based Muds 3. In this case a high flow rate is required with bigger nozzles.
Galena is expensive and toxic and is used mainly on very high pressure wells. The filter cake should be in the region of 1 to 2 /32" and should never be greater than 3/32", even in an HPHT test with WBM. .EMENT ........................................................ 11.0 REFERENCES ............................................................................. The density of a cement slurry is
described in terms of lbm/gal. Aerated Drilling Fluid These are not common systems as they have limited applications such as the drilling of depleted reservoirs or aquifers where normal mud weights would cause severe loss circulation. List advantages and disadvantages of liners 94 Advanced casing Design TOC Previous Next C ASING D ESIGN P
RINCIPLES ..... The magnitude of abnormal pore pressure can be determined by calculation using a equivalent depth method, or from empirical curves. In this initial state, as long as the rate of sedimentation remains fairly slow, the pore fluid will continue to escape as compaction increases and therefore the clay will continue to exhibit a normal pore
pressure (see Figure 1.2) If the equilibrium between compaction and expulsion of water is disrupted such that the pore fluid cannot escape, abnormal pore pressure will result. In this case the mud pressure exactly balances the formation pressure of the thief zone and fluid loss into the formation will cease. 6.1 CONTAMINATIONS The vast majority of
problems associated with drilling fluids can be directly attributed to the detrimental effects of some type of contamination that enters the mud system.Contaminants can be solid or liquid. Friction between the fluid and the channel walls is highest for this type of flow. Treatment Salt cannot be precipitated by chemical means and so the only method to
treat it is by dilution with fresh water. 72 Well Engineering & Construction Fracture Gradient Line Pore Pressure Pressure Due To Mud Weight PRESSURE Figure 3.2 Casing Seat selection based On Gas Influx Pressures Maximum Pressure Exerted in Well While Circulating Out An Influx Depth For exploration wells, it is preferable to use offset well
data to select casing seats for the well under consideration. Hence calculating one force will be sufficient in most cases. Hubbert, M. The D exponent is the culmination of the work of Bingham (1965) and Jordan and Shirley (1967) 2. PORE PRESSURE Figure 1.7 ROP As An Indicator of Overpressure, Ref 1 Limitations of ROP ROP is affected by
changes in WOB, RPM, bit type, hole size, bit wear, hydraulics, mud parameters and lithology. No additions other than calcium sulphate or water, or both, shall be interground or blended with the clinker during manufacture of Class G and H well cements. Field experience indicates that complete shale stabilisation can not be obtained from polymers
only and that soluble salts must also be present in the aqueous phase to stabilize hydratable shales. Normal pore pressure is not a constant. In any successful primary cementing operation the cement slurry must displace the fluid surrounding the casing. Figure 5.5 Collpase And Burst Lines 0 1 2 B1 Pressure 1 Collapse Line 2 Burst Line Depth Casing
Setting Depth B2 C2 5. The removal of cuttings depends on the viscous properties called "Yield Point" which influences the carrying capacity of the flowing mud and "gels" which help to keep the cuttings in suspension when the mud is static. Emulsifier: Often divided into primary and secondary emulsifiers. H2S can enter the system from various
sources, including hydrocarbon reservoirs, sulphides formations reaction with mud from bacteria within the mud. Hook load before cementing (Answers: 1.587 ft3; 2. Measure properties of drill cuttings from samples collected at the shale shaker 3. Liners Figure 4.1 Types of Liners A liner is a string of casing that does not reach the surface. Starches
function in a similar way to polymers. Interval Calliper Suggested Cement Volume CONDUCTOR None 200% Excess over gauge hole SURFACE CASING No Calliper Survey 100% Excess over gauge hole 4-arm Calliper run Integrated volume + 20% INTERMEDIATE CASING No Calliper Survey 50% Excess over gauge hole * 4-arm Calliper run
Integrated volume + 10% * PRODUCTION CASING No Calliper Survey 50% Excess over gauge hole 4-arm Calliper run Integrated volume + 10% LINER No Calliper Survey 20% Excess over gauge hole 4-arm Calliper run Integrated volume + 10% * Note: Care should be taken to ensure cement does not reach the subsea wellhead or mudline.Volumes
pumped may be adjusted to plan the top of cement at 500 ft below seabed. Its main advantage lies in its ability to hydrate in all types waters. Starches1 are subject to fermentation by many micro organisms (yeasts, molds, bacteria) and unless a mud containing starch is saturated with salt or the pH is about 12, a biocide should be added. Newtonian
fluids are characterised by a constant viscosity at a given temperature and pressure. 10.0 LEARNING MILESTONES ............................................................................. and Warnock, F. Hence the data may come from mud logging, LWD or RFT and DST sources. As a design rule, it usually accepted that casings which are subjected to a great deal of wear
as a result of drilling and wireline operations should be upgraded to the next weight up. Transactions of the ASME, December, 101, 232-239. The combination of low internal pressure and thin liquid film causes gas bubbles to expand in size, rise to the surface of the mud inside the vessel and break from the mud. 6.4 GAS LEVELS Hydrocarbon gases
enter the mud system from various sources during drilling operations. This happens when oil is cracked to gas. Thus, different sizes of casing are employed and this arrangement gives a tapered shape to the finished well. The gas pressure will be transmitted through the packer fluid from the surface to the casing shoe (see Figure 5.4). Formulating
these cements must be carefully controlled. However, this overbalance (CHDP) also acts to keep the rock cuttings held to the bottom of the wellbore. Dispersants: chemicals which lower the slurry viscosity and may also increase free water by dispersing the solids in the cement slurry. The induced stresses exist across a thin shell around the 54 Well
Engineering & Construction Theory Of Wellbore Breakage TOC Previous Next . Common Newtonian fluids include: • Water • Diesel • Glycerin • Clear brines Non-Newtonian fluids have viscosities that depend on measured shear rates for a given temperature and pressure. Therefore it is obvious that for the aquathermal pressuring to have any effect
on the pore pressure gradient, the formation would have to be totally sealed without loss of any fluid. In non-consolidated and loose formations, very low pressures result in leakage of mud to the formation. April 13, 2010 Edited by Open Library Bot Linked existing covers to the edition. If the actual FG is greater than the design value, then the open
hole section below the casing shoe can be drilled further than planned if desired. Beirute RM et al "Large-Scale Experiments Show Proper Hole Conditioning: A Critical Requirement for Successful Cementing Operations" paper SPE 22774 presented at 65th Annual Tech. Note: The slurry yield refers to only the cement in the blend. Stagnant areas
form due to the distorted velocity profile that occurs when the casing is eccentric. PORE PRESSURE Top Of Overpressures (1.14) where PP =Pore pressure (ppg) σov =Overburden (ppg) Pn 60 70 80 90 100 Shale Interval Travel Time 150 200 ∆t =Normal pore pressure (ppg) ∆ tn =Normal pore pressure trendline ∆ to =Observed ∆t ∆t value at depth
of interest value at the depth of interest. 11.4 SLURRY DENSITY AND YIELD The density of a cement slurry is calculated by adding the weights of the separate constituents and dividing by their absolute volumes. Tectonically active area , σ3 = maximum stress σ1 σ2 σ2 σ3 σ3 σ2 σ3 σ2 σ1 Induced fracture will be vertical σ1 Induced fracture will be
horizontal σ1 = Overburden Stress σ2 = intermediate horizontal principal stress σ3 = minimum horizontal principal stress Hence the major factor determining the pressure required to fracture the formation will be the magnitude of the minimum stress underground. DEPTH The top of an abnormally pressured zone Figure 1.9 Flowline Temperature
As An should therefore be marked by a sharp Indicator Of Overpressure increase in temperature and geothermal gradient as shown in Figure 1.9. The increase in geothermal gradient may well be indicated by an increase in mud temperature at the flowline. The shale factor would then decrease on leaving the abnormal pressure zone and entering a
lower pressure zone. Liner cement calculations are similar to the calculations presented earlier. 7.6.1 FORMATION DENSITY LOGS A typical formation density logging tool consists of a radioactive source which bombards the formation with medium energy gamma rays. The tool has two internal sleeves and openings which are covered by the lower
sleeve,Figure 6.6. The lower sleeve is opened by dropping a bomb which pushes the sleeve down and uncovers the holes. Draw a straight line through points C1 and C2. As with RFT pressure data, the reservoir pressure calculated from the DST may, or may not be the same as the pore pressure in the adjacent formations. 11.3 BLENDED CEMENTS
The most common blended cement is Class G mixed with 35% by weight of cement (BWOC) silica flour which is used in high temperature situations to prevent strength retrogression of the set cement mass. TOC Previous Next 1.1 ..... For production casing, the highest pressure will be at casing shoe. The desilter makes a cut in the 20 to 25 micron
size range. There should be sufficient overbalance at all times during the cement job. On the graph, this is seen as a drop in pressure, see Figure 2.3. The constant pressure (point 5) required to propagate a fracture is called the Fracture Propagation Pressure. Define kick tolerance. 11. 2 Content 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Formation Integrity Tests Fracture
Gradient Determination Theory Of Wellbore Breakage FIT Procedural Guidelines Predicting Fracture Gradient Casing Seat Selection Learning Milestones . Generally, a higher OWR is used for drilling troublesome formations. 6.5 CARBONATE / BICARBONATE CONTAMINATION Carbonates may exist in three forms depending on the pH: carbonic
acid, bicarbonate, or carbonate. More often than not, the turbulent displacement will result in gelled mud remaining in the narrow section of the annulus. Measure Drilling parameters (ROP,WOB, RPM, flow rate) 2. .S. The decrease in rock strength results in a greater rate of penetration and hence a reduction in dc exponent. Examples of rafting
resulting in extreme abnormal pressure can be seen in the Gotnia formation in Kuwait, where abnormal pore pressures of 19.5 ppg are observed in limestone Well Engineering & Construction 17 1 PORE PRESSURE Depositional Effects TOC Previous Next rafters. The increased porosity and decreased density of the undercompacted section results in
the formation becoming more ‘drillable’ as there is less rock matrix to remove. The test should be repeated when weaker zones are drilled into as this lower fracture gradient may have a vital impact on well design and primary well control. mud density is in ppg. Then determine the pressure rating of the pump used. Understand and carry out cement
plug calculations 11. Well Engineering & Construction 187 6 CEMENTING Thixotropic and High Gel Strength Cements TOC Previous Next Gas generating cements maintain cement pore pressure by chemically producing gas downhole (usually hydrogen). Both reciprocation and rotation are beneficial, however, reciprocation suffers the following

drawbacks: (a) Induced swab and surge pressures which can lead to well control problems, especially with small annular clearances. 7. This figure can then be used to generate an overburden gradient vs. However for any abnormal pressure to develop there has to be an interruption to or disturbance of the normal compaction and de-watering process
as will be outlined later in this chapter. C. Dispersed - Non-inhibited 4. For a given maximum pump pressure, the pressure drop across the bit is obtained by subtracting Pc (= P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5) from the pump pressure. The drilling fluid hydrostatic pressure (two readings). Guar gum flocculates drilled cuttings when added in low
concentrations while drilling with water. G. Rigid centraliser c. Various types of FIT pressure vs. 6 Content 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Functions of Cement Cement Manufacture & Chemistry Classes of Cement Cementing Additives Slurry Testing Cement Excess Casing And Cementing Hardware Cementing Mechanics Displacement
Theory Washes And Spacers Cementing Calculations Cementation Of Liners Cement Plugs Squeeze Cementing Cement Evaluation Tools Annular Gas Migration Cementing Horizontal And High Angle Sections Learning Milestones 1.0 . Similar to ASTM (American Society for Testing Materials) Type I cement. H2S has adverse effects on many of the
fluid properties. Invert emulsion fluids are often used to drill H2S bearing formations since their properties are relatively unaffected by the gas, and the drill pipe is maintained in an "oil wet" condition which minimizes corrosion. 4.1.2 DISPERSED, NON-INHIBITED SYSTEMS Lignite, Lignosulphonate or Phosphate Muds: This is a clay- based fresh
water mud which requires high treatment dilution levels while drilling reactive clays. the well is an offshore well with a water depth of 1000 ft (actual penetration is 4000 ft) and RKB (rotary table) to MSL (mean sea level) is 60 ft. The most widely used clay is bentonite. During lost circulation, the mud level in the well drops to a height such that the
remaining hydrostatic pressure of mud is equal to the formation pressure of the thief zone. A clay particle has a characteristic atomic structure in which the atoms form layers, see Figure 7.1. There are three layers which give the clays their special properties: • tetrahedral layers: These are made up of a flat honeycomb sheet of tetrahedra containing
a central silicon atom surrounded by four oxygens. The total surface tensile load (sometimes referred to as installation load) must be determined accurately and must always be less than the yield 120 Well Engineering & Construction Tension calculations . Uplift If a normally pressured formation is uplifted to a shallower depth then the formation will
appear to have an abnormal pressure due to the fact that the formation pressure has more hydrostatic pressure than a corresponding normally pressured zone at the same depth. The filter paper is also collected, washed, then examined and the deposited filter cake is measured. The weight of the overlying sediments causes a reorganization of the
grains of the volume of sediments below and the expulsion of intergranular fluid. Calculate the overburden gradient for a well having a bulk density of 15 ppg at 5000 ft TVD if: a. Barite is normally used when mud weights in excess of 10 ppg are required. This results in reduced porosity and pore water expulsion. The latter value is commonly known
as the Fracture Gradient and is given by point 5 in Figure 2.3. Well Engineering & Construction 55 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Lithology Effects TOC Previous Next It should be noted that the above discussion only applies to vertical wells. Well Engineering & Construction 147 6 CEMENTING The Effect of Annular Velocity
(Displacement Rate) TOC Previous Next 9.4 THE EFFECT OF ANNULAR VELOCITY (DISPLACEMENT RATE) Numerous studies have shown that if the displacing fluid is in turbulent flow the displacement will be highly effective. If the effects of temperature and gas compressibility are included then a curve is obtained. The calculations with
temperature correction are left as an exercise for the reader. As a visual check to see that the hydrocyclone operations are at an optimum, the discharge should be in the form of a fine spray and a suction should be felt at the apex when covered with the hand. The Compensated Density Tool (FDC) has a gamma ray source and two detectors mounted
on a skid which is forced against the formation by an eccentering arm. Desanders should be used if the sand content of the mud rises above 0.5% to prevent abrasion of pump liners. NFLUENCE . There is no theoretical basis to this test other than deciding on a cement strength value and carrying out a test to this value. If the string begins to pump
out of hole, set down extra weight on top of the liner. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 Gas Behaviour In A Closed Tube 0 0 ? If mechanically set liner hangers are used they should be the resetable type. The osmotic pressure across the membrane is proportional to the concentration differential. 6.2 CALCIUM / MAGNESIUM
CONTAMINATION Calcium / Magnesium contamination causes excessive viscosity and fluid loss increases, especially in fresh water clay based systems. Overburden stress gradient (psi/ft) EFFECTS OF WATER DEPTH ON OVERBURDEN GRADIENT In offshore operations, the depth of the sea (length of the water column) determines how much the
overburden gradient is reduced. .REAKAGE ........................................... When the well is opened and bled down, the volume of fluid returned should be approximately equal to the volume pumped. In addition picking up the pipe induces a further reduction of mud weight due to the induced ‘swabbing’ effect. 3.7 LUBRICATING MATERIALS Lubricating
materials are used mainly to reduce friction between the wellbore and the drillstring. Since the cost of casing in a given well constitutes a high Well Engineering & Construction 97 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Design Criteria TOC Previous Next percentage of the total cost of drilling and completion (in some cases up to 40%), the designer should
ensure that the lowest grades and lightest weights, consistent with safety, are chosen as these provide the cheapest casing. Pore pressure, mud weight and fracture gradient are used collectively to select casing seats. (1) At surface (Point A in Figure 5.2) Both the external and internal pressures are zero. From points 1-2 the rock is deforming
elastically in response to the applied stress (pressure). 4.3.4 PERMAFROST In Alaska and Siberia, drilling and production operations may result in extensive thawing of the permafrost around the wellbore. 1 Industry Range from various operators Collapse = 1.0 – 1. Eaton B.A. (1969) "Fracture Gradient Prediction and Interpretation of Hydraulic
Fracture Treatments". It is available in MSR (moderate sulphate resistance) and HSR (high sulphate resistance) types. The PHPA molecules bond on clay 214 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . Cement strength Support capability or fracture load (1b) F = 0.969 x Sc x d x H (6.5) where Sc = compressive strength of cement (psi) d =
outside diameter of casing (in) H = height of cement column 5. List sources of abnormal pressure 6. To determine the pressure drop across the bit, add the total pressure drops across the system, i.e. P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5, to give a total value of Pc (described as the system pressure loss). They are usually brines (salty water) which can be made up
with up to three different salts depending on the required density. However, in recent years the use of deep induction logs is preferred as these enable the use of data in all types of drilling fluid and affording a greater depth of investigation. Structurally, the polymer may be linear or 206 Well Engineering & Construction Viscosifiers . When run in
combination with a noise log, relative volumes and fluid composition can be estimated. 132 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . The RFT is only useful after the hole section is drilled and can only work across porous and permeable zones. PORE PRESSURE Effects of Water Depth On Overburden Gradient 2.5 2.6 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85
0.90 0.95 1.00 b. It is usually used to indicate a test to determine the fracture gradient. 5.5 RHEOLOGY Ensuring that the rheological behaviour of the slurry downhole is similar to that specified in the design is essential for effective cement placement. 48 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next F ORMATION I NTEGRITY T ESTS .....
Point 1 is the maximum SIDP as calculated by Equation (3.7). .[YPL]) . Bending Force Ae2 The bending force is given by: Bending force = 63 Wn x OD x θ where Wn = weight of casing lb/ft (positive force) θ= dogleg severity, degrees/100 ft 3. Depending on the type of salt used, fluid densities ranging from 9.0 - 21.5 ppg (sg =1.08 - 2.58) can be
prepared. The running procedures as specified in the liner manufacturer's operating manual must be adopted. TOC Previous Next 4.2.3 ..... Subnormal pressures may have natural causes related to the stratigraphic, tectonic and geochemical history of an area, or may have been caused artificially by the production of reservoir fluids. The advantage of
the retrievable packer is the fact that it can be set and released many times,(Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15). 6.6 DRILL CUTTINGS PARAMETERS The drilling process produces a large amount of cuttings which are transported to the surface and separated from drilling mud at surface at the shale shakers. For liners and in wells where gas may be
present, a zero freewater slurry should be used. There are many additives available for cement and these can be classified under one of the following categories: Well Engineering & Construction 133 6 CEMENTING Cementing Additives TOC Previous Next Accelerators: chemicals which reduce the thickening time of a slurry and increase the rate of
early strength development.They are usually use in conductor and surface casing to reduce waiting on cement time (WOC). 5.5 BURST CALCULATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL CASING STRINGS At the top of the hole, the external pressure is zero and the internal pressure must be supported entirely by he casing body. Well Engineering & Construction 47
1 PORE PRESSURE Exercises TOC Previous Next 7. CEMENTING Casing And Cementing Hardware 2. A rope discharge means than the mud has lost its circular motion and the cone is not working properly. 2 : P ro d u c t i o n C a s i ng C al c u l a t i o n s Calculate burst pressures for the following well: CSD = 15000 ft Pf = 8500 psi Packer fluid =
15 ppg S ol u t i o n Burst at surface (B1) = Pf - G x CSD =8500 – 0.1 x 15000 = 7000 psi Burst at shoe (B2)= B1 + 0.052 pp x CSD - CSD x 0.465 = 7000 + 0.052 x 15 x 15000 - 15000 x 0.465 = 11,725 psi 114 Well Engineering & Construction Design & Safety Factors . .. The kick tolerance values may be increased when: 1. The specific gravity of the
material controls how much solids material (fractional volume) is required to produce a certain mud weight. It is important to use a volume of spacer sufficient to ensure separation of the mud and cement when intermixing of the three fluids is taken into account. The following excess cement volumes are usually applied to the calculated theoretical
open hole and casing annulus volumes. Slurry density 4. • Pool depth. These are the actual forces that exist in the wellbore. ETERMINATION ........................................... Particle size is important in drilling muds for the following reasons: • The smaller the particle size, the more pronounced the affect on fluid properties. Figure 8.2 Rheological models,
after Baroid a The three rheological models that are currently in use are: 1. How to calculate FG. Hence External pressure = maximum expected pore pressure (5.16) In practice only conductor and shallow surface casings are cemented to surface. Hence, the substitution of sodium ions on the shale surface by the potassium ions enable the shale
platelets to be closer together and, in addition to this, the potassium ion fits inside the volume of the ion spacing on the clay surface, thereby neutralising the negative charge on the clay surface with a greater strength. The D exponent is an example of one such ‘normalised’ drilling rate. The hole depth is 6,000 ft and 10 bbl of water is to be used as
preflush ahead of the cement slurry. However, knowing which factors to use for calculating external and internal pressures is not easy and requires knowledge of current and future operations in the wellbore. Without this realistic assumption, casing of unnecessarily higher grade or weight would be required. Total tensile force = buoyant weight +
pressure testing force +bending force Load Case 3: Static Conditions This condition applies when the casing is in the ground, cemented and the wellhead installed. The format given in Table 5.1 show s where the data may be obtained. Simply stated, the design is based on unlimited kick, usually gas. The density of the combined weight is referred to
as the bulk density (ρb). Any free water in the cement slurry will migrate to the top side of the annulus and form an uncemented channel the length of the cement sheath. .(.YIELD . Air 2. .YDRAULICS . Determine nozzle velocity, total flow area and nozzle sizes The following equations are given for the Bingham Plastic and Power Law models. In
dipping reservoirs, formation pressures which are normal in the deepest water zone of the reservoir, will be transmitted to the updip part of the structure. The nature of the above layers and the way they are stacked together define the type of clay mineral. Increasing the casing roughness can help reduce these localised flaws in the bond. Pore
pressure from next TD 2. DDITIVES ........................................................ In highly deviated wells rotating hangers are preferred as they allow rotation of the liner during cementation. For a given length of drill string (drillpipe and drill collars) and given mud properties, pressure losses P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 will remain constant. With a spray 230 Well
Engineering & Construction . This is a cheap and easy mud system to maintain, however, it is not common in the oil industry today. Once the casing is landed and cemented, it will be subjected to additional forces if drilling is continued beyond this casing or if this casing is used as a production casing. It should be observed that if a limit test is carried
out to a pre-determined safe pressure, then all the FIT result will indicate that the rock is strong enough to that pressure value. PORE PRESSURE 3.0 . "Mechanics of Solids and Structures". Total tensile force = buoyant weight + bending force + (miscellaneous forces) It is usually sufficient to calculate the total force at the top joint, but it may be
necessary to calculate this force at other joints with marginal safety factors in tension. The following methods are used by a number of oil companies for calculating external pressure for burst calculations: 1. The casing programme should also reflect the completion and production requirements. (240 mm) in the Middle East and 18 5/8 in. CASING
DESIGN PRINCIPLES Example 5.3: Design Factor If the burst strength (Minimum Internal Yield Strength) of casing is 6300 psi. The volume of the pill should be sufficient to cover the 300 ft interval. Buchan R & Little MTS "Advanced Techniques Improve Liner Cementation in North Sea Wells: An Operator's Experience", SPE Drilling Engineering,
Sept 1988 9. LEMENTS .................................................. Add the values from step 1 to 5, call this system losses 8. The drillstem is run with several pressure gauges. This disruption can result from: • an increase in the rate of sedimentation • reduction in the rate of fluid expulsion caused by (i) a decrease in permeability due to solids blocking the
passages or (ii) the deposition of a permeability barrier such as limestone or evaporite stringers. Mark the CSD on this graph. • CLASS D: Intended for use from 6,000 ft (1,830 m) to 10,000 ft (3,050 m) under conditions of moderately high temperatures and pressures. The plotted trendline predicts the dc value at any depth in shale sections which
exhibit normal compaction and normal pore pressure. This contact time should take account of the effects of U-tubing. .UNDAMENTALS ....................................................... When plastic viscosity rises, this is usually an indication that the solids control equipment are running inefficiently. This casing is to be cemented in two stages as follows: Stage
One: Shoe to 5480 ft from surface Stage Two: From 5480 ft to 3000 ft from surface. Such mechanisms of clay undercompaction and resulting abnormal pore pressure development are common throughout the world, the Gulf of Mexico and Papua New Guinea are largely attributed to this cause.High rates of sedimentation are proposed by many
authors as being the dominant cause of North Sea tertiary clay overpressures. RILLING .......................................... Hoek,E and Brown E T (1980). List applications of mud logging 7. 0 Burst = 1.1 Tension = 1.6 –1. This will ensure that formations at the casing shoe will not fracture at the high hydrostatic pressures which may be encountered later.
Write down the ideal gas law with temperature. C A S I N G F U N C T I O N S & TY P E S 5. The need for squeeze cementing can arise for a variety of reasons during the drilling and production phases. Each should be calibrated at the start of the job to weigh 8.33 ppg with fresh water.As shown in Figure 7.3 a cup is filled with a sample of mud and is
then balanced on the mud balance which is calibrated to read mud weight directly. Below are some useful formulae for calculating changes in the fluid volume or density as a result of addition of solids or dilution: Weight increase using barytes X = 1470*(W2 - W1) / (35 - W2) (7.1) Volume increase using Barytes V = 100*(W2 - W1) / (35 - W2) (7.2)
where X = No of 100 lbs sacks per 100 bbls of mud V = No of bbls increase per 100 bbls of mud W1 = Initial mud weight (ppg) W2 = Desired mud weight (ppg) 5.2 FUNNEL VISCOSITY Unit:Seconds per quart (sec/qt). "Fracture gradient estimates in tertiary basins". Pipe Flow 248 Well Engineering & Construction Power Law Model . CEMENTING
Cement Evaluation Tools compression wave propagating axially along the casing, the CET induces casing resonance by transmitting a broad band pulse (270 Hz to 650 kHz) normal to the casing wall. Surface and Intermediate Casings For gas to surface (unlimited kick size), calculate burst pressures as follows: Calculate the internal pressures (Pi)
using the maximum formation pressure at next hole TD, assuming the hole is full of gas, (see Figure 5.3). Distinguish between normal and abnormal pressure. The task of estimating surface pressure losses is complicated by the fact that such losses are dependent on the dimensions and geometries of surface connections. PORE PRESSURE If the water
released in this process cannot escape during compaction, then the pore fluid will support an increased portion of the overburden and will thus be abnormally pressured. Normal hydrostatic pressure 5. PORE PRESSURE 3. Careful monitoring of ROP during drilling is useful in detecting the onset of an abnormal pressure, however, the value of the
ROP parameter on its own is limited as outlined below. When run into the hole the tool can be re-set any number of times. • CO2 build-up from formation gas and mud mixing equipment. B. 16.2.6 APPLIED ANNULUS PRESSURE Pump pressure applied to the annulus from the surface can be effective in preventing annular gas flow. This is a simplified
assumption and does not consider the effects of internal pressure. The gamma rays collide with electrons in the formation resulting in scattering of the gamma rays. This is the basis of well kill methods. In practice, there are many solids which can be used to increase the viscosity of water or oil. Mud cleaners must only be used when it becomes
impossible to maintain low mud weights by use of the shale shakers alone. Dispersed - Inhibited Non-Inhibited means that the fluid contains no additives to inhibit hole problems. .UD. There are two readings for gel strengths, 10 second and 10 minute with the speed of the viscometer set at 3 rpm. When cementing a horizontal section the slurry
designs are not that different to those used on vertical or near vertical sections but the control of slurry properties must be more stringent. The dual detectors are used to compensate for any filter cake effects. Power Law model 3. .ND . Analysis of the pressure build up from shut in periods leads to accurate determination of the formation pore
pressure. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S 2 FG = (1 − 0.49)+0.49=0.83 psi/ft 3 The same equation can be used to calculate FG at other depths (see Table 2.2). The latter operations include acidising, cementing and hydrofracturing operations. Hole irregularities further subject the casing to bending forces which must be considered
during the selection of casing grades. A minimum standoff of 70% is a good rule-of-thumb to allow unhindered circulation beneath the casing, when the mud rheology and displacement rates have been optimised. 1 : C o l l a p s e C a l c u l a t i o ns Calculate the collapse pressure for the following casing string assuming lost circulation at the casing
shoe: Current mud = 15 ppg Casing was run in = 11 ppg CSD = 10,000 ft S ol u t i o n First find the length of mud column remaining inside the casing: L=CSD x 0.465 = (10,000 x 0.465) / 0.052 x 15 = 5962 ft 0.052 x pm1 102 Well Engineering & Construction . Abnormally pressured shales tend to have higher porosity and lower density than
normally pressured shales at the same depth. Describe types and functions of oil-based muds 8. The process of designing and selection of casing weights/grades is predominately dependent on the utilisation of accurate values of formation pressure. • Allow 15 min for release of plugs • Shoe track: 80 ft Calculate: 1) quantity of cement from each class;
2) volume of mix water; 3) total time for the job; (Note: Mix cement at the rate of 25 sacks/min and displace cement at 300 gpm 4) pressure differential prior to bumping the plug; 5) annular velocity during chase; 6) total mud returns during the whole cementing operation. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Herschel-Bulkley (yield-power law [YPL])
Model The constant “n” is called the POWER LAW INDEX and its value indicates the degree of non-Newtonian behaviour over a given shear rate range. The most commonly used iron minerals are: Iron Oxides: principally haematite, Fe2O3. Tectonically pressured shales usually appear as 2.4 2.5 2.6 normal shales using the density Shale Density
(gm/cc) method alone. Figure 7.12 Decanting centrifuge, after reference 2 232 Well Engineering & Construction Learning Milestones . (g) The expected total volume of returns during the cement job, and the expected overall increase in pit volume. Two to three hole volumes are normally considered sufficient conditioning - however, this is highly
dependent upon the viscosity of the mud in the hole and the casing centralisation. 17.1 SLURRY DESIGN AND TESTING It is generally considered more difficult to effectively cement a horizontal section than it is a vertical section. The various thermodynamic processes which may cause abnormal pore pressure formation are discussed below. It is far
more efficient to use desilters and process the underflow with a centrifuge than to use the screens of a mud cleaner. The API classification of particle sizes is: Particle Size (µ) > 2000 2000 - 250 250 - 74 74 – 44 226 Classification Sieve Size (mesh) Coarse Intermediate Medium Fine Well Engineering & Construction 10 60 200 325 . The RFT tool
provides 3 distinct pieces of pressure data: 1. If 'n' = 1, the behaviour of the fluid is considered to be Newtonian. The smaller the nozzle the greater the pressure drop and the greater the nozzle velocity. The following elements determine the magnitude of kick tolerance: 1. Hence shock loading and drag forces can not exist simultaneously. The
transition from montmorillonite to illite is dependent on depth, temperature and ionic activity. The pressure is then released and a check made for back flow. .O. The total pressure differential, ∆P, is given by: ∆P = pressure differential due to density difference between: (i) mud in casing and cement (Grade G) in annulus for a height of (656 - 80 - 391)
= 576 ft. Because a liner is set Scab Scab Tie Tie Liner at the bottom and hung from Liner Back Liner back the intermediate casing, the Liner major design criterion for a liner is usually the ability to withstand the maximum expected collapse pressure. • Where rig capacity cannot handle full string; when running heavy 9 5/8" casing. This pressure is
termed the 58 Well Engineering & Construction Predicting Fracture Gradient TOC Previous Next . If a large bed of anhydrite / gypsum is being drilled, it might be prudent to change over to a lime or gyp system. Describe mud solids removal equipment 9.0 . 2.1 HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE Hydrostatic pressure is defined as the pressure exerted by a
column of fluid. List sources of gas in a well 10. 5.3 Figure 7.4 Marsh Funnel, Ref 2 PLASTIC VISCOSITY (PV) Apparatus: Viscometer or Figure 7.5 Fann viscometer rheometer is a device used to BO B (S tationary) measure the viscosity and yield point of mud, Figure 7.5. A sample of mud is R otationalS leeve placed in a slurry cup and rotation of a
sleeve in the mud gives readings which can be Slurry C up mathematically converted into plastic viscosity (PV) and yield point (YP)6. There are many tests a fluid can have; the major ones are explained below. Reference to Figure 5.3, shows that in most cases the maximum formation pressure will be encountered when reaching the TD of the next hole
section. (b) Expansive Cements Expansive cements may be effective in eliminating small gaps between the cement and the casing or formation, but are unlikely to be effective in eliminating large channels. • Use appropriate equation to calculate pressure drop 4. PORE PRESSURE Drill Stem Test (DST) Data DRILL STEM TEST (DST) DATA DST is a
method of testing formations for pressure and fluid. The primary advantage of an ester-based fluid is that it biodegrades readily, either aerobically or, more importantly, from a mud cuttings disposal viewpoint, anaerobically. The fracture gradient is equal to the fracture propagation pressure. The montmorillonite content is dependent on the level to
which montmorillonite conversion to illite has taken place. PORE PRESSURE Thermodynamic Processes elevation. Dispersants affect slurry stability and should therefore be used with care. The main reasons for setting a cement plug are as follows: (a) To plug back a zone or abandon a well (b) To sidetrack above a fish or to initiate a sidetrack (c) To
provide a seal for open hole testing (d) To cure a lost circulation zone. Where a micro-annulus is suspected the CBL must be run under pressure. The specified pressure test is a full cased hole test. 7 Contents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Drilling Fluid Selection: data Requirements Drilling Fluid Functions Drilling Fluid Additives Drilling Fluid Types Drilling Mud
Properties Drilling Fluid Problems Solids Control Equipment Learning Milestones . This function is provided by the formation of a stable mud cake on the walls of the wellbore, somewhat like plastering the walls of a room to keep them from flaking. The reader can verify that the pressure at the top of the gas is in fact abnormal (= 5466 psi or 10 ppg)
compared to adjacent formations at the same depth by carrying out simple hydrostatic pressure calculations as shown in Figure 1.6. 4.2.2 PIEZOMETRIC FLUID LEVEL A Piezometric fluid level is an imaginary surface which defines the level to which ground water will rise in a well. The main sources of gas in the drilling fluid are: • Gas liberated from
the physical action of cutting the rock and circulating the cuttings to surface. It is used to repair existing damaged casing. Inside the cell is a filter paper that has been placed between the mud and the aperture in the cell. Background gas may increase on drilling into an abnormally pressured environment as a result of the following: (i) Porosity
increases in abnormally pressured shales. Because the control of slurry properties is more stringent, care must be taken that testing methods and conditions model, as well as possible, the mixing regime to be used. Fill is often observed when an over pressured shale is drilled into. There should be no agitation from suction discharge lines or paddles.
OLERANCE ........................................ For liners, rotation is recommended - due to concerns over setting the liner and the increased danger of swabbing gas during the upstroke of reciprocation. This increased strength (or stress raisers) due to drilling a hole in a medium is a well established idea in Mechanical Engineering and was borrowed by
Drilling Engineers about fifty years ago. CEMENTING Techniques for Minimising Annular Gas Problems • Lack of casing and formation roughness • Cement bulk volume shrinkage • Mud films or channels at the cement to casing and cement to formation surface contacts • Free water layers in deviated wells • Downhole thermal stresses • Downhole
hydraulic stresses • Downhole mechanical stresses. As formations are buried deep into the earth, their temperature will also increase. In such a case gel strength is not a controlling factor. Geothermal temperatures Stock status report API or manufacturer‘s catalogues Offset wells 2.0 . Burst at surface = Internal pressure (Pi) (Equation (5.13)–
external pressure Burst pressure at surface (B1) = Pf - G x TD (5.17) (note external pressure at surface is zero) Burst pressure at casing shoe (B2) = internal pressure (Equation (5.14)- backup load = Pi - 0.465 x CSD B2 = Pf - G x (TD - CSD) - 0.465 x CSD (5.18) The back-up load is assumed to be provided by mud which has deteriorated to saltsaturated water with a gradient of 0.465 psi/ft. CEMENTING Techniques for Minimising Annular Gas Problems MUD DISPLACEMENT The best possible mud displacement practices should be used when cementing. Decide on which model to use: Bingham Plastic or Power Law 3. Information on formation strength is usually available from offset well
data. Figure 1.3 OverPressure At Clay/ Sand Boundaries, After Ref 1 Hydrostatic Pore Pressure (dotted line) DEPTH Actual Formation Pressure CLAY SAND CLAY Very high local pressure gradient adjacent to permeable zones due to low permeability of the clays Overburden pressure - will follow the formation pressure changes although magnitude of
change will be less. PORE PRESSURE Pore Pressure Development Due to Undercompaction 4.1 DEPOSITIONAL EFFECTS 4.1.1 UNDERCOMPACTION OF SHALES Normal compaction of sediments occurs as follows: 1. PV (in cP) is measured by 220 Well Engineering & Construction Yield Point . After the alcohol is recovered, the gum is dried and
milled. Cement slurry properties are sensitive to the duration and rate of shearing they undergo. Understand factors affecting liner hanger selection 9. TOC Previous Next An idealised response of the dc exponent or abnormal pore pressure with depth is shown in Figure 1.8. As the overpressured zone is encountered the formation becomes less dense
and will have a higher porosity than a normally pressured rock at the same depth. (473 mm) or 20 in. The response of shale density values in abnormally pressurised zones will vary with the type of mechanism that caused the overpressure. When water is added as the discontinuous phase then it is called an invert emulsion. OW . The casing is now
effectively a pressure vessel fixed at top and bottom.One can argue that other forces should be considered for this case such as production forces, injection forces, temperature induced forces etc. with the exception of WOB and torque, all the following parameters can be measured either by wireline methods after the well is drilled (as was done in the
past) or while drilling using Logging-while drilling methods. Calculate pressures and pressure gradients Overburden pressure 4. For example, the water table is a piezometric fluid level. At point A C1= Zero (2) At Point B The internal pressure is zero.This is where the new level of mud starts. • CLASS B: Intended for use from surface to a depth of
6,000 ft (1,830 m). To reduce the possibility of gas invasion and lower the cement permeability, the 30 minute High Pressure/High Temperature (HP/HT) API fluid loss should be below 50ml. .YPES .............................................................. ATA . 9.0 . Hence, a sudden increase in ROP may not be due to penetrating an abnormal pressure zone, but may be
caused by changes in any one of the above parameters. RAS slurries can be difficult to design for temperatures below 250 deg F. One tube is open to the atmosphere and the other is closed. In an abnormally pressured shale, compaction is often retarded, resulting in increased porosity and thus lower density than a normally pressured shale at an
equivalent depth. drilling from a semi-submersible rig 11.0 LEARNING MILESTONES ............................................................................. API 10: Materials and Testing for Well Cements. Jakobsen N et al "Displacements in Eccentric Annuli During Primary Cementing in Deviated Wells ’paper SPE 21686 presented at Petrol Ops Symp, Oklahoma, April 79, 1991 13. Exlog Applications Manual (various prints) "Theory and evaluation of formation Pressures" Exploration Logging Inc. (i) Pull out of hole. To provide a suitable connection for the wellhead equipment and later the christmas tree. Thus formations that contain large amounts of volcanic ash may become overpressured due to the production of
these gases. Extender = 1238 sks x 0.3 gal/sk = 371.4 gal Retarder = 1238 sks x 0.2 gal/sk = 247.6 gal Seawater = 1238 sks x 11.35 gal/sk = 14,051.3 gal Total = 14,670.3 gal = 349.3 bbl = 35 tanks Note:The displacement tanks on cement units are of 10 bbls capacity and are calibrated in 0.5 bbls increments. 42 Well Engineering & Construction
TOC Previous Next . .DDITIVES ................................................... The normal pressure in the area is assumed to be 9 ppg. .ELLBORE . Again this may be reflected by a FLOWLINE TEMPERATURE reduced mud temperature at the flowline. Like collapse, the burst calculations are straightforward. In our example the mud gradient at TD is 0.94 psi/ft and
a vertical line through it (line 1 in Figure 2.6) intersects the fracture gradient line at 10 500 ft (point A in Figure 2.6). Starches form very compressible particles that plug the small openings in the filter cake. TOC Previous Next 5.6 ..... CEMENTING Casing And Cementing Hardware Figure 6.5 Top & Bottom Plugs, Courtesy of Weatherford (left &
centre), Davis (right) 6. Our objective is to calculate the pressure (energy) losses in every part of the circulating system and then find the total system losses.This will then determine the pumping requirements from the rig pumps and in turn the horse power requirements. Mathematically, hydrostatic pressure is expressed as: HP = g x ρf x D (1.1)
where: HP = hydrostatic pressure g = gravitational acceleration ρf = average fluid density D = true vertical depth or height of the column In field operations, the fluid density is usually expressed in pounds per gallon (ppg), psi per foot, pounds per cubic foot (ppf) or as specific gravity (SG). Processing capacity of the centrifuge may limit its use for
this purpose to lower hole sections where the circulation rates are low as the bowl speed must be at a maximum, so lower capacities can be dealt with. Note that nearly all the magnesium in the system will be precipitated out when pH > 10.5. Anhydrite / Gypsum Contamination. The top plug is displaced by the drilling fluid and it, in turn, pushes the
cement slurry into the annulus. Examples of non-Newtonian fluids include: • Most drilling fluids • Cement slurries Well Engineering & Construction 241 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Rheological models TOC Previous Next In drilling operations, practically all drilling fluids are non-Newtonian. The pressures recorded during the test are used to
calculate reservoir characteristics such as formation pressure, permeability, skin damage and productivity index. Rock mechanics course notes For Entrac Consulting. (b) To determine the fracture gradient around the casing shoe and therefore establish the upper limit of primary well control for the open hole section below the current casing. Cement
basket 4. volume. Attapulgite clay can be used for viscosity particle distribution. At first glance, this seems strange that we go into a great deal of effort and expense to cement casing and not use the cement as a back-up load. Schlumberger (1972). in North Sea operations. 163 min stage one, 76.6 min stage 2; 4. The Power Law model actually
describes three types of fluids, based on the value of 'n': i) n = 1: The fluid is Newtonian ii) n < 1: The fluid is non-Newtonian iii) n > 1: The fluid is Dilatent 8.0 . Figure 2.4 FIT Set-Up (c) FIT Limit Test - Procedure Pumping unit Drill 10-20 ft of new formation and perform the FIT test. One of the most important criteria to consider when cementing
horizontal sections is the free water content. However, they have the disadvantage of suffering high water loss thereby giving poor sealing properties across porous and permeable formations. .RITERION ............................................................. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES production occurs under controlled conditions, the flow of gas poses no
problems to the surrounding casing. The molecular weight ranges between 50,000 and 400,000. The pressure required to rupture the walls of the wellbore is called the Formation Breakdown Pressure. For a given flow rate, the smaller the nozzles the greater the pressure drop and, in, turn the greater the nozzle velocity. Smith DK "Cementing ’SPE
Monograph Volume 4 1990,ISBN 1-55568-006 Well Engineering & Construction 191 6 CEMENTING References TOC Previous Next 4. If the actual FG is less than the planned, then the reverse of the above is true. Well Engineering & Construction 179 6 CEMENTING Cement Evaluation Tools TOC Previous Next 14.2.3 BRADENHEAD PLACEMENT
METHOD This squeeze technique (Figure 6.17) is the simplest of the squeeze techniques and does not use a packer. 8.1 CONDITIONING THE DRILLING MUD The viscosity of the mud should be reduced to the lowest practical level before the drillpipe is removed from the hole. Displace pump down plug using the cement unit until it lands and shears
out the liner wiper plug. A good knowledge of stress analysis and the ability to apply it are necessary for the design of casing strings. In addition, as pore pressure increases and differential pressure decreases, the increased porosity and fluid content of the formation, combined with a decrease in chip hold-down pressure, allow greater penetration of
the rock by the drillbit. The Eaton method has proved to be the most applicable calculation for most sedimentary sequence compared with use of a trend curve developed from one or several specific areas. The Rough field in the Southern North Sea is an example of a depleted reservoir with a subnormal pressure. The relatively small amount of filtrate
lost from the slurry makes continuous pumping, at a rate slow enough to replace the volume lost to the formation, impractical. CEMENTING Impermeable Cements generated from the rapid hydration that occurs is produced over a short period - possibly leading to the formation of micro-annuli. The increase in ROP on entering an abnormally
pressured zone is shown in Figure 1.7. As can be seen from this figure a sharp drillbit would pick up the onset of the transition zone much faster than a dull bit. Example 1.2: Overburden Gradie nt Calc ulations Calculate the overburden gradient for the following: Formation type: sandstone, density = 2.65 gm/cc Formation water: 1.03 gm/cc For
porosities 5%, 20% and 35%. In collapse calculations, however, the worst conditions occur at the bottom and heavy casing must, therefore, be chosen for the bottom part to resist collapse failure. The amount of each additive has to be divided according to the number of 10 bbl tanks of mix water e.g. Extender = 371.4 gals per 35 tanks = 10.60 gals
per tank Retarder = 247.6 gals per 35 tanks = 7.1 gals per tank Well Engineering & Construction 159 CEMENTING 6 Slurry Density and Yield TOC Previous Next (d)Tail Slurry Details = 243.26 ft3 Tail slurry volume Slurry Yield = 1.13 ft3/sk Therefore sacks of cement = 243.26 / 1.13 = 215 sacks The amount of additives is based on the number of
sks of cement. If the formation pressure of the thief is not known, it is usual to assume the pressure of the thief zone to be equal to 0.465 psi/ft. • For full casing strings, displacement should continue until the plug is observed to bump. 14.2 PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES There are 3 main placement techniques for carrying out a squeeze: 1. Due to the
high fluid content and the clay Well Engineering & Construction 23 1 PORE PRESSURE Thermodynamic Processes TOC Previous Next acting as an insulator of the earth’s heat, the increased temperature causes thermal expansion of pore fluids (pressure cooker effect) resulting in increased pore pressure. .P. • Octahedral layers: These are sheets
composed of linked octahedras, each made up of an aluminium or magnesium atom surrounded by six oxygens. It has a specific gravity of 2.60 - 2.80 which limits the maximum density of the mud to about 12.0 ppg Calcium carbonate is readily available as ground limestone, marble or oyster shells. The 13 3/8" casing is not expected to see the HP/HT
reservoir, but the formation pressure at next TD (12.25") is expected to be high. However, the formation pressure data can only be obtained from permeable formations, such as reservoir sandstones or limestones. Table 7.1 gives a list of the most commonly used weighting materials. Where turbulence for the spacer/wash can be achieved, the
displacement rate should be as high as possible to achieve the best results. (g) Displace with mud to the balanced position. It is hung on the previous casing string using a liner hanger. Figure 7.6 Complete mud removal system with mud cleaner and centrifuge, after reference 2 Well Engineering & Construction 227 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control
Equipment TOC Previous Next 7.1.1 SCREEN SEPARATION DEVICES Figure 7.6 shows a layout for solids control equipment for a weighted mud system. Pump equal increments of mud (usually 1/2 bbl) recording gauge pressure at each increment. Dynamic measurements using ultrasonic techniques correlate well with API test results, but can lead to
over-estimation of the strength. Plugging Back Operations Volume of cement V = H x (A + C), or V H = ------------A+C (6.6) where H = height of cement plug, ft A = annular capacity between drillpipe (or tubing) and open hole C = capacity of drillpipe or tubing 11.2 VOLUMES AND SILO CAPACITY The normal unit volume for cement is 1 sack which
corresponds to 94 lbs of weight occupying a packed volume of 1 cubic foot. These are compounds used to attain a specific pH and to maintain optimum pH and alkalinity in water base fluids. If selecting casing in such areas of complete loss circulation, then the 13 3/8" must be designed for external pressure only. Pipe losses Pressure losses inside
drillpipe V′ = 24.5Q --------------2 D = 24.5Q × 700 -----------------------------2 ( 4.276 ) = 937.97 ft/min Critical velocity 2 2 97PV + PV + 8.2ρD YP V c = -------------------------------------------------------------------ρD 2 2 97x12 + 97 12 + 8.2 × 8.8 × 4.276 × 12V c = -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.8 × 4.276 Since V′ >Vc, –5 flow is
turbulent and pressure drop inside drill pipe is calculated from: 0.8 1.8 0.2 8.91 × 10 × ρ × Q × ( PV ) × L P = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.8 D 252 = 356 ft/min Well Engineering & Construction Pressure Loss Across Bit . (a) Silica Flour Blend Bulk density of silica flour = 70 lbscu.ft 1 sack of cement is equivalent to
94lb 35% silica is equivalent to 33 lb (0.35 x 94) = 1 cu.ft = 0.47 cu.ft Total mass = 94 (cement) + 33 (silica flour) = 127 lbs Total volume = 1 (cement) + 0.47 (silica flour) = 1.47 cu. It is built in a fashion akin to normal oil based fluids, utilising modified emulsifiers. Iron oxides have several disadvantages including: magnetic behaviour which
influences directional tool and magnetic logs, toxciticity and difficulty in controlling mud properties. The cost of drilling and completing one such deep, well in the central North Sea was £55 million in the year 2000. To calculate the tensile load on the casing, the base load must first be calculated: Fbase load = Air weight – Buoyancy force + bending
force + pressure testing force + landing force (if applied) (5.30) The additional forces that must be added include ballooning force and temperature force. Pf - current estimate of Pf 15.1 - 14 = 1.1 ppg 8.0 . 4.1 LOST CIRCULATION If collapse calculations are based on 100% evacuation then the internal pressure (or back-up load) is to zero. Figure 8.1
Schematic of the circulating system P1 Hose Standpipe Pump Swivel Kelly Blowout Preventer Flowline Shale Shaker Mud Tank P2 Drill Pipe P5 P4 P3 Pb 236 Well Engineering & Construction Drill Collars Drill Bit SURFACE CONNECTION LOSSES (P1) . Trip gas can only be used to asses trends in increasing overpressure over several trips. Figure
5.6 provides the initial selection and in many cases this selection differs very little from the final selection. This system has a minimum mud weight of 10 ppg. If backflow occurs, pressure up to see if the plug can be re-bumped. The end product of such a design is a 'pressure vessel' capable of withstanding the expected internal and external pressures
and axial loading. Whatever volume of kick is used, a realistic value of formation pressure must be used as this is the variable that affects the calculations most. Hence, between points B and C, an Well Engineering & Construction 65 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S 2 Casing Seat Selection Method TOC Previous Next intermediate casing
can be set at point B.Another protective casing should also be set at point D, 8850 ft. • Use appropriate equation to calculate annular pressure drop 6. To keep the hole open and to provide support for weak, vulnerable or fractured formations. Non-dispersed-Non - inhibited 2. HPHT tests with the cell put under heat are usually carried out on wells
where the temperature is greater than 200o F. This practice created micro channels between the casing and the cement and allowed pressure communication between various zones through these open channels. 16.2.8 CEMENT SLURRY FORMULATION (a) Compressible Cements Compressible cements maintain the cement pore pressure above that
of the formation gas pressure. Pilkington, P.E. (1978). 16 Well Engineering & Construction Depositional Effects . 14.1.3 HIGH PRESSURE SQUEEZE In some instances a low pressure squeeze will not accomplish the objective of the job. Understand different types of casings 3. Upon encountering abnormal pore pressure, it Well Engineering &
Construction 35 1 PORE PRESSURE Temperature Data TOC Previous Next has been noted that the temperature gradient is increased when compared to normally pressured formations in the same area. 4.3.3 OSMOSIS Osmosis is defined as the spontaneous flow of fluid from a more dilute solution to a more concentrated solution across a semipermeable membrane. Both the potassium and the polymer are used to reduce shale hydration by ion substitution using the potassium ions and encapsulation of the shale by the polymer. • Gas flowing into the wellbore due to underbalanced conditions. .EGIMES .............................................................. Temperature surveys cannot be used for a
quantitative evaluation of the job. • For liners, if no bump is observed, pump the calculated displacement volume plus 50% of the shoe track volume. .ASING . 216 Well Engineering & Construction Oil Based Muds . For example, as the concentration of dissolved salts increases the magnitude of normal pore pressure increases. The geothermal gradient
is the rate of change in temperature per unit depth and is usually assumed constant for any given area. Elsevier, Amsterdam. Gypsum (CaSO4. .-.POWER . The shale tends to cave into the wellbore due to the inability of the mud density to hold back the wellbore. mud gradient in psi/ft 2. Define: normal pressure and abnormal pressure 3. They can
originate from: 224 • Over treatment to remove calcium cement contamination. Table 8.1 Types of surface equipment The values of the constant E in Equation (8.1) are given in Table 8.2. Well Engineering & Construction 237 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Pipe and Annular Pressure Losses TOC Previous Next Table 8.2 Values of constant E Value
of E Surface equipment type 1 2 3 4 1.2 Imperial units 2.5 x 10-4 9.6 x 10-5 5.3 x 10-5 4.2 x 10-5 Metric 8.8 x 3.3 x 1.8 x 1.4 x units 10-6 10-6 10-6 10-6 PIPE AND ANNULAR PRESSURE LOSSES Pipe losses take place inside the drillpipe and drill collars and are designated in Figure 8.1 as P2 and P3, respectively. .ODEL
...................................................... E. If the effect is relatively small then the same treatment as for calcium will be sufficient. Movement should be attempted for all stages of the cementing operation - from hole conditioning to displacement. The mud in the cell is pressurised for 30 min and the fluid or filtrate is collected and measured. F O R M A T I O
N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S (d) To collect regional information on the formation strength for optimisation of well design for future wells. Vol 1. The straight line joining points 1 and 2 is called the: Kick Tolerance graph. From cementing tables (Halliburton or Dowell Schlumberger), the properties of the two classes of cement including the additives are
as follows: Well Engineering & Construction 161 CEMENTING 6 Slurry Density and Yield TOC Previous Next Solution To aid visualisation, the data from this example are sketched out in Figure 6.9. Figure 6.9 Example 6.5 (1) Sacks of cement required Class G Volume of Class G slurry = volume of shoe track + volume of pocket below casing shoe +
volume of 656 ft of annular space 2 2 2 1ft 1ft 1ft π π π 2 2 2 2 = --- × ( 6.184 ) × --------------------2- × ( 80 ⋅ ft ) + --- × ( 8.5 ) × --------------------2- × ( 9 ⋅ ft ) + --- × ( 8.5 – 7 ) × --------------------2- × ( 656 ⋅ ft ) 4 4 4 144 ⋅ in 144 ⋅ in 144 ⋅ in = 16.7 + 3.5 + 83.2 162 Well Engineering & Construction . 16.2.4 FLUID LOSS Loss of fluid from the slurry reduces the
slurry volume and may also cause localised rapid hydration of the cement. As the filter cake builds up, the time for the pressure to bled off will steadily increase. 274 sacks of class G, 1664 sacks of Class H (stage 1), 637 sacks of Class H (stage 2; 2. Assume complete evacuation so that the internal pressure inside the casing is zero.
................................... Both shock and drag forces are only applicable when the casing is run in hole. 23.; 8. This is the scientific meaning of what is generally referred to as formation (pore) pressure. 7.5 SONIC LOGS In general, the acoustic logs are considered to provide the most reliable quantitative estimations of pore pressure. Apparatus:Marsh
Funnel. However, the pressure loss across the bit is greatly influenced by the sizes of nozzles used, and the latter determine the amount of hydraulic horsepower available at the bit. Base Oil on its own can only be used if hydrostatic conditions allow its use. The slurry samples are cured for 8, 12, 16 and 24 hours at bottom-hole temperatures and
pressures and the results reported in psi. Calculate 1. Example 3.2: Ki ck Tolerance For HPHT Well This data refers to a high pressure/ high temperature well. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES strength of the top joint of the casing. RILLING . It is largely determined by the type of casing being designed, mud type and cement density, height of cement
column and formation pressures in the vicinity of the casing. 2H2O) is added to control the setting and hardening properties of the cement slurry and to prevent the flash setting cement. Numerous laboratory and field studies have shown that pipe movement increases displacement efficiency by helping to break-up gelled pockets of mud. For the
majority of conventional wells, the base load case in Equation (5.30) provides most of the forces the casing is likely to see in its service life. 5.1 THICKENING TIME Thickening time tests are designed to determine the length of time which a cement slurry remains in a pumpable state under simulated wellbore conditions of temperature and pressure.
several transition zones with increasing pore pressure are expected in the same open hole section 4. For offshore operations, the external pressure is made up of two components: Collapse pressure at mud line=external pressure due to a column of seawater from sea level to mud line =(0.45 psi/ft) x mudline depth = C1 psi Collapse pressure at casing
seat =C1 + 0.052 x pm x CSD 4.2.2 (5.8) SURFACE CASING If surface casing is set at a shallow depth, then it is possible to empty out the casing of a large volume of mud if a loss of circulation is encountered in the open hole below. (1989) "Rig Hydraulics" Entrac Consulting publication. The API operating free water test (see section 3.3 Slurry
Testing) is the preferred API test. • Geological plot of the prognosed lithology. (d) Pump a 10-20 bbl weighted spacer (preflush). The tetrahedra are linked to form a sheet by sharing three of their oxygen atoms with adjacent tetrahedra. • Removal of gaseous contaminants by vacuum degassers or similar equipment • Forced settling by the action of
centrifugal devices including hydrocyclones (desanders, desilters and micro-cones) and centrifuges. EMENT . Float Collars A float collar is a one way valve placed at one or two joints above the shoe. Well Engineering & Construction 123 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Pressure Testing Issues TOC Previous Next 5. 1- 1.2 116 Well Engineering &
Construction Casing Selection- Burst And Collapse . "Fundamentals of Rock Mechanics". 238 Well Engineering & Construction Hydraulics Fundamentals TOC Previous Next . Example 5.6 shows how a combination string is selected. Figure 6.1 shows a flow diagram of the manufacturing process and the chemical composition of the clinker. FIT limit
tests are not designed to break the formation but merely to reach a value below the minimum horizontal stress. It may be argued that, for added safety, control should be based on the fracture propagation pressure (= σ3) rather than the FBG. Check floats are holding and that the annulus level remains constant. 8.0 . Although as many grades as
possible could be used for a string of casing, practical experience has shown that the logistics of using more than two grades (or two weights) create problems for rig crews. .ULKLEY . and Fairhurst, C. Cementing design, kick control, selection of wellhead and Xmas trees and even the rig rating are dependent on the formation pressures encountered
in the well. Indeed, some operators manuals detail separate design methods for development and exploration wells. As such a decrease in shale bulk density values from the normal compaction trendline is observed when entering a zone of abnormal pore pressure. The difference between lime and anhydrite contamination is that anhydrites will not
increase the pH of mud. There is however a "dead" volume in the bottom of each tank which should be taken into consideration when adding the first batch of cement additives to the tank, i.e. the first addition of liquid additives has to be slightly increased to maintain the correct concentration. 25 min; 6. Retarders work mainly by adsorption on the
cement surface to inhibit contact with water and elongate the hydration process; although there are other chemical mechanisms involved. Cement reacts with water to form calcium hydroxide which can yield up to 80% lime. ERSCHEL . It is inert but abrasive. As the well is drilled, Formation Integrity Tests (FIT) are carried out to determine the
approximate value of fracture gradient beneath each casing shoe. the well is a land well b. The reader should note that the cement strength increases with time until a certain peak value is attained, which under downhole conditions is difficult to ascertain. to 42 in. Centralisers should be fastened to allow pipe reciprocation, or rotation, in strings
where casing movement is to be employed. The period from the start of gelation until the slurry is sufficiently set to prevent gas percolation is known as the transition time. Lockyear CF et al "Cement Channelling: How to Predict and Prevent" SPE Drilling Engineering Sept 1990 pp 201-208 7. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES This condition applies
when the casing is run to TD, the cement is displaced behind the casing and mud is used to apply pressure on the top plug. Unlimited kick 2.Limited kick 5.2 Internal For the burst criterion, two cases can be designed for: Pressure Burst pressures occur when formation fluids enter the casing while drilling or producing next hole. In onshore wells, the
near surface overburden gradient is influenced mainly by the uncompacted surface sediments. 5.5 GEL STRENGTHS Unit:Same as Yield Point. Figure 3.6 ..... When mud enters the centrifuge, the centrifugal force developed by the bowl holds the mud in a pond against the walls of the pond. A Reynolds number greater than 2,100 marks the onset of
turbulent flow in most drilling fluids.For laminar flow (Re < 2,100) and for turbulent flow (Re > 2,100). If this is done the formation will not fracture. 5.1 TYPES OF LINERS Basic liner systems are shown in Figure 4.1. 1. .LASTIC . However, increasing torque is also caused by drilling deviated holes, out of gauge holes and bearing wear. Thus fractures
will be vertical in areas where the minimum principal stress is horizontal, and horizontal where the minimum principal stress is vertical, see Figure 2.2. Well Engineering & Construction 53 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Theory Of Wellbore Breakage TOC Previous Next . The volume of water collected after this period is expressed as a
percentage by volume. Mud solids are also classified according to their size in units called microns (µ). in artificial lift operations. Instead of crystallising as platy crystals, attapulgite forms needle-like crystals. .INGHAM . The disadvantages of a liner are: (a) possible leak across a liner hanger; and (b) difficulty in obtaining a good primary cementation
due to the narrow annulus between the liner and the hole. Theory Of Sonic Logging The sonic log measures the transit time ( ∆ t) for a compressional sonic wave to travel through the formation from transmitter to receiver. The main reasons for performing a formation integrity test (FIT) are: (a) To investigate the strength of the cement bond around
the casing shoe and to ensure that no communication is established with higher formations. 6.0 ......M . Figure 1.1 a shows a plot of bulk density vs. If Well Engineering & Construction 105 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Collapse Design Across Salt Sections TOC Previous Next the well pressure were bled to zero at surface, a situation of complete
evacuation could exist. Pipes including drillpipe, heavy walled drillpipe and drill collars. A vertical line from point D (line 3) shows that a hole can be drilled with a mud gradient of 0.68 psi/ft to surface without fracturing the formation. This property depends on the mud weight which, in turn, depends on the type of solids added to the fluid making up
the mud and the density of the continuous phase. The advantage of this technique, is that the depth control is good and it is a relatively fast and inexpensive means of setting a plug. Remain inside the liner. However, changes in gas levels can be related to levels of differential pressure in the wellbore indicating over-, near or under-balanced
operations. .OLIDS . The mineral iron comes from several iron ores sources including: haematite/magnetite, illmenite and siderite. Illmenite: The mineral illmenite, ferrous titanium oxide (FeTiO3), has a specific gravity of 4.60. The usual sizes of this string are 4 1/2, 5 and 7 in. Marsh funnel readings are affected by mud weight, solids content and
temperature. Safety factor for block line, assuming the line to be 1 1/8 "extra improved plough steel with a breaking strength of 130,000 lb. The carrying capacity of the hanger slips should also be checked against the forces developed during pressure testing. A gas pressure equal to this value is used for the calculation of internal pressures. Drillable
cement retainers run on wireline are used instead of packers to prevent backflow when no dehydration of cement is expected, or when high negative differential pressures may disturb the cement cake. • To provide an upper section of casing (tie-back liner) which had seen no drilling. Clearly, this is an unrealistic situation especially in today’s
technology where kicks as small as 10 bbls can be detected even on semi-submersible rigs. (e) Segmented Bond Tool (SBT) The SBT quantitatively measures the cement bond integrity in six angular segments around the casing. In other words if the design shows that 43.5 lb/ft,95/8" casing satisfy collapse, burst and tension, then it should be upgraded
to 47 lb/ft if this casing is expected to see a great deal of wear. ESTS ............................................ The annular capacity between 3.5 in tubing and 8.5 in hole is 0.3068 ft3/ft. Note that if a production packer is set above the casing shoe depth, then the packer depth should be used in the above calculation rather than CSD. The specific gravity of Most
commercial barite contain impurities including quartz, chert, calcite, anhydrite, and various silicates which slower its specific gravity. 5.3 FLUID-LOSS Fluid-loss tests are designed to measure the slurry dehydration during, and immediately after cement placement. Break circulation slowly, and then circulate bottoms up + 20% or string volume +
20%, whichever is the greater. (c) The use of a weighted spacer in laminar flow requires careful design by the cementing company in order to optimise the spacer density, viscosity and displacement rate. Pressure up drill pipe to ± 100 psi. This system is used for drilling salt sections to balance the formations and avoid wash-outs. There are two main
techniques for expanding Portland cements: • Gas generation • Crystal growth. If casing is cemented along its entire length and the casing is in contact with a porous formation via a cement sheath, then with time the cement sheath will degrade and the casing will be subjected to the pore pressure of the open formation. Dispersed means that
thinners have been added to scatter chemically the bentonite (clay) and reactive drilled solids to prevent them from building viscosity. 8.1 REPEAT FORMATION TESTER (RFT) DATA The RFT is a wireline run tool designed to measure formation pressures and to obtain fluid samples from permeable formations. Ilmenite can be used to attain densities
up to 23.0 ppg in both water-based and oil- based drilling fluids. Rehm B and McClendon R (1971) "Measurement of formation pressures from drilling data" SPE 3601, AIME Annual Fall Meeting, New Orleans. It can also be used to process the underflow from desilters, returning an expensive or environmentally harmful liquid phase to the active mud
system, and discarding relatively dry solid fines. KCl Polymer Mud: This mud consists of Potassium Chloride (KCl) dissolved in fresh or salt water. However, large cavings can also be produced due to hole instability problems unrelated to insufficient mud weight, see Chapter 12. This reading is a maximum in unsupported pipe, and a minimum for well
cemented casing. K I C K TO L E R A N C E Kick Tolerance Graph Point 1 350 Ho le 300 250 SIDP 200 (psi) 150 Ho le De pth = 100 50 Note that Kick Tolerance is dependent on values of 0 0 mud weight and pore pressure and the curve must therefore be updated each time these values change. Abnormal pore pressure is developed as a result of a
combination of geological, geochemical, geophysical and mechanical process as will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Hence, the requirements for burst and tension are different from the requirements for collapse and a compromise must be reached in casing design. Using the data in Example 2.2, select appropriate casing seats by plotting
pressures in psi against depth (not psi/ft as done in Example 2.2). If the design factors in collapse and burst are acceptable then all that remains is to check the casing for tension. Plot the collapse and burst strength of the available casing, as shown in Figure 5.6. In this figure, two grades, N80 and K55 are plotted to represent the available casing.
Large scale gauges of various ratings to cover the expected pressure range of the proposed test should be mounted on a small bore manifold on the cement unit. 168 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . 1 Burst = 1.1 – 1. Schlumberger Publication. This relationship is expressed as: σov = Pf +σmat The above simple expression is
used in many mathematical models to quantify the magnitudes of pore pressure using data from various drilling or petrophysical sources. Table 8.1 summarises the four types of surface equipment. 16.4 RIGHT-ANGLE SET CEMENTS Right-angle set (RAS) cement slurries do not gel progressively, they set rapidly. 4 Contents 1 2 3 Functions Of Casing
Types of Casing Learning Milestones 4.0 . mud gradient = 0.468 psi / ft, hole depth = 10100 ft MD (measured depth), 9900 ft TVD (true vertical depth) Solution a. The setting depth of this casing string is chosen so that troublesome formations, thief zones, water sands, shallow hydrocarbon zones and build-up sections of deviated wells may be
protected. 128 Well Engineering & Construction Learning Milestones . However, in an eccentric annulus ensuring turbulence occurs at all points across the annulus is difficult. Although weighted spacers can theoretically achieve turbulence, care must be exercised in assuming that turbulence will occur beneath eccentric casing, in the narrow section
of the annulus. Further application of the hesitation technique will dehydrate the slurry against the formation walls leaving all the channels, from fractures to perforations, filled with cement cake. Measurement While Drilling, logging while drilling and wireline logging methods 3. (a) Liner hanging weight (b) The internal pressure required to initially
set the hanger and shear the ball seat 166 Well Engineering & Construction Mechanical liner hanger Hydraulic liner hanger Integral Packers . This chapter deals with practical methods of calculating pressure losses in the various parts of the circulating system and the selection of nozzle sizes. 1974, pp86-88. SPE Annul Conference, Sept. As such, the
liner lap need only be of the order of 100 ft in length. .EQUIREMENTS ................................ Ton-miles after running the casing. Recommended DF = 1.1 S ol u t i o n Design burst strength = 5.7 6300 -----------1.1 = 5727 psi CASING SELECTION- BURST AND COLLAPSE It is customary in casing design to define the load case for which the casing is
designed for. Well Engineering & Construction 229 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment TOC Previous Next 7.1.4 FORCED SETTLING BY CENTRIFUGAL DEVICES Desanders and Figure 7.9 Principle of hydrocyclone, after Baroid 1 desilters are hydrocyclones and work on the principle of separating solids from a liquid by creating
centrifugal forces inside the hydrocyclone. MODELS ....................................................... Miscellaneous Agents: e.g. Anti-foam agents, fibres, latex. Readings should also be reported at 200, 100, 60, 30, 6 and 3 rpm. The pore pressure line in this figure would probably contain mixed data from mud logs, DST, PWD (pressure while drilling) and
production tests. Available casing grades and weights 7. calculate drag force in deviated wells (this force is only applicable if casing is pulled out of hole); 5. "Fundamental of Casing Design" Graham and Trotman, 1987. All subsurface stresses are interrelated and as such the following common relationships are seen: (a) Increasing overburden
increases the fracture gradient. 88 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next C ASING F UNCTIONS & T YPES ..... When planning or drilling a well it is often more convenient to refer to hydrostatic pressures in terms of a pressure gradient. Hence the effective collapse at surface is zero. The stage collar is at 5480 ft. CEMENTING Volumes
and Silo Capacity where Vc = volume of dry cement in sacks 2. Compared with the theoretical differential pressure. The secondary presentation consists of six 60 degrees segmented arrays, variable-attenuation "cement" map, and a tool orientation trace overlay. Barite can be used to achieve densities up to 22.0 ppg in both water- based and oil based muds. .FG . When the predicted fracture gradient is dangerously close to the maximum anticipated mud weight, consideration should be given to performing Well Engineering & Construction 59 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Hubbert and Willis Method TOC Previous Next a repeat FIT test. Class G and H are basic well cements
which can be used with accelerators and retarders to cover a wide range of depths and temperatures. Potassium is a smaller and more highly charged ion than the sodium ion but has a low charge density and is less hydrated than the sodium ion. This polymer1 has particular application in clay free, potassium based fluids where it will increase the
carrying capacity of mud without increasing its viscosity. DRILLING FLUIDS Wetting Agent: This is a high concentration emulsifier used especially in high density fluids to oil wet all the solids. This gives the Oil/Water Ratio (OWR), the% of each part as a total of the liquid phase. 177.5 bbl, 1930 strokes; 5. Compression loading arises in casings that
carry inner strings where the weight of inner strings is transferred to the larger supporting casing. .T. On deviated wells the CBL/CET must be centralised and run specifically for each string. Design influx volume that can be safely circulated out Well Engineering & Construction 75 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E When to Calculate Kick Tolerance TOC
Previous Next 5. Above 10,500 ft, the mud gradient, 0.94 psi/ft, will exceed the fracture gradient of the open hole section and this section must therefore be cased off before raising the mud weight to 0.94 psi/ft to drill the bottom section. Hence, the extreme case should always be considered for casing selection. It is to be only practised with the Low
Pressure Squeeze Technique. Table 7.3 Materials used as viscosifiers, After Reference 1 A list of some of the materials used to provide viscosity to drilling fluids is given in Table 7.3. We will begin our discussion of viscosifers with clay minerals. The CMC added at 1 to 3 ppb, offers some fluid loss control, however, this mud system should only be used
in areas of unreactive formations and will be subjected to high levels of dilution. Give two reasons why kick tolerance can not be used in slim holes. Hence these indicators should be used in conjunction with other indicators to give a definitive indication of drilling into an abnormally pressured zone. Ensure that the mud pump is lined up to take over
the displacement should the cement unit fail. In fact, this assumption is used by some commercial casing design software. Bentonite This is the most widely used additive in the oil industry. In areas of high geothermal gradient, the alteration occurs at shallow depths than those with low geothermal gradient. The difference between the mud
hydrostatic pressure and pore pressure is called the overbalance or "Chip Hold Down Pressure (CHDP)". Hence, offshore wells will have lower overburden gradient near the surface due to the influence of seawater and air gap and the uncompacted sediments. Salt is a sedimentary rock belonging to the evaporite group which is characterised by
having no porosity and no permeability. Abnormal pore pressure can occur at any depth ranging from only a few hundred feet to depths exceeding 25,000 ft. Normal stresses which have no associated shear stresses are described as Principal Stresses and are mutually perpendicular to each other, Figure 2.1b: • The maximum principal stress
(designated σ1) • The intermediate principal stress (designated σ2) • The minimum principal stress (designated σ3) Figure 2.1 In-Situ Earth Stresses (a) σH (b) σV σ2 σ1 σ3 σh σ3 σh σV σH σ1 σ2 In most cases the maximum principal stress will be vertical due to the pressure of the overlying rock. Most drilling fluids are non-Newtonian and
pseudoplastic and, therefore, hydraulic models use a number of approximations to arrive at practical equations. In some cases, this abnormal pressure is further increased if uplifting was followed by a corresponding erosion of the overburden. Two pumps are used to provide 700 gpm (2650 1/min). In casing design, the uppermost joint of the string is
considered the weakest in tension, as it has to carry the total weight of the casing string. Limitations Of RFT (a) The RFT tool provides accurate, definitive data on formation pore pressure. The mobile salt continues to move during drilling operations, in some cases, at the rate of one inch an hour causing the pipe to be stuck. Localised rapid hydration
can lead to patches of prematurely set cement that can cause hydrostatic isolation of the cement beneath with the same result. The removed gas is routed away from the rig and is then either vented to atmosphere or flared. A good cement bond is generally noted by a dull grey featureless response when the casing signal is expected. As previously
discussed, fracture gradients vary with the in-situ stresses (overburden, pore pressure etc.), superimposed tectonic stresses and formation type. There are three types of gas levels: Background Gas, Connection Gas and Trip Gas. ASING ..................................................... The Tapungato field in Argentina is another example. calculate bending force in

deviated wells (positive value); 4. Figure 8.1 gives a schematic of the circulating system. Cement is made from calcareous and argillaceous rocks such as limestone, clay and shale and any other material containing a high percentage of calcium carbonate. Guar Gum1 Guar gum is a natural polymer produced from the seeds of guar gum plants. Carry
out cement calculations 8. However, the physics of such displacements are complex and the density, viscosity and annular flow rate must be carefully designed - 144 Well Engineering & Construction . The measure takes no account of the effect of fluid loss. The trend line should slope to the right indicating an increased value of dc for normally
pressured shale with depth. Water Based Muds 2. Therefore if salinity variations exist between claystone beds, osmotic flow can occur from the formation with less concentrated pore fluid to the more concentrated formation. The Herschel-Bulkley (yield-power law [YPL]) model describes the rheological behaviour of drilling muds more accurately than
any other model using the following equation: τ = τo + K × (γ) n (8.8) where τ = measured shear stress in lb/100 ft2 Well Engineering & Construction 245 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Practical Hydraulics Equations TOC Previous Next τo= fluid's yield stress (shear stress at zero shear rate) in lb/100 ft2 K = fluid's consistency index in cP or
lb/100 ft sec2 n = fluid's flow index γ= shear rate in sec-1 The YPL model reduces to the Bingham Plastic model when n = 1 and it reduces to the Power Law model when τo = 0. 6.3 CEMENT / LIME CONTAMINATION Cement contamination occurs when drilling out a cement plug or shoe. This pressure is known as the fracture propagation pressure
and is equal to the minimum horizontal stress. If a true fracture gradient value is required then the test should be continued until the rock fractures and a stabilised pressure is obtained. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Collapse Calculations For Individual Casing Strings INTERMEDIATE CASING Complete evacuation in intermediate casing is virtually
impossible. Calculate pore pressure using sonic method 46 Well Engineering & Construction PRESSURE REFERENCES TOC Previous Next . CONNECTION GAS When circulation is stopped to make a connection, the effective mud weight is reduced from the ECD (equivalent circulating density) to the static mud weight. The 'U-tubing' that often
occurs during cement placement further complicates the pressure analysis. OLERANCE . Produce a lithological column as well is drilled 5. Therefore, careful drilling practices should be adopted in order to minimise Well Engineering & Construction 21 1 PORE PRESSURE Structural Causes TOC Previous Next the risks associated with high
overbalance as the reservoir is drilled down through the water zone. The bailer can be opened electrically or mechanically by touching the top of a bridge plug as shown in Figure 6.13. Crystal growth expansive cements depend on the growth of added minerals within the set cement. 6.6.1 SHALE BULK DENSITY Shale density increases with depth in
a normally compacted and normally pressured sequence. 40 Well Engineering & Construction Sonic Logs . 4.2.4 PRODUCTION CASING For production casing the assumption of complete evacuation is justified in the following situations: 1. • Permits drilling with tapered drillstring. How often should an FIT be repeated? 140 Well Engineering &
Construction TOC Previous Next . PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Determine average velocity and critical velocity( V′ and Vc) 24.5QV′ = -------------2 D Equation (8.9) 4 5.82 × 10 × K V c = æ ------------------------------------ö è ø ρ :If V′ 1 -ö æ ----------è 2 – nø 1.6 × ( 3n + 1 ) × æ ----------------------------------ö è D × 4n ø –5 V′ (8.19) > Vc, flow is turbulent; use 0.8 1.8 0.2 ×
10 × ρ × Q × ( PV ) × L ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------P = 8.91 3 1.8 ( D h – OD ) ( D h + OD ) If n -ö æ ----------è 1 – nø Equation (8.10) < Vc, flow is laminar; use KL 1.6V′ × ( 3n + 1 ) n P = æ -------------ö × æ ----------------------------------------ö è 300Dø è ø D × 4n (8.20) B. Hence the emphasis will be placed on the practical utilisation
of pore pressure in the well planning process. If the formations are totally sealed preventing escape of fluid then abnormal pressure will develop as described before. The fluid must have remained static prior to each test, and the highest peak reading will be reported. This is a typical flow inside the drillpipe and drillcollars. Determine where to drill to
and when to stop 6. volume pumped is established then a linear trend will initially be seen, Figure 2.3. If the test were to continue at higher pressures, then theoretically the wellbore will fracture when the pressure reaches the minimum horizontal stress. Plastic viscosity, PV (cP): Plastic viscosity represents the contribution to total fluid viscosity of a
fluid under dynamic flowing conditions. Drag is the excess force which is necessary to pull the drill string up, whether this happens on a connection or a trip. To understand the behaviour of gas as it is circulated out of the hole during a well kill operation, we need to use the ideal gas law: PV/ T = constant (3.1) P1V 1 P 2V 2 = T1 T2 (3.2) Imagine two
tubes full of mud. Haimson, B. Filtration is sharply reduced by low concentrations of CMC in clay based drilling fluids. The CBL/VDL output is affected by: tool eccentricity; micro-annuli; fast formations; the presence of gas; and thin cement sheaths. .LUID . Estimates and calculations of pore pressure from mud logging, wireline and drilling log data
are restricted solely to shale sections. This is basically achieved through the combined presence of cement and casing. PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Full mathematical derivations of all the above model can be found in reference (c), written by the author of this book. The skid has a plough shaped leading edge to cut through any filter cake which is
present. • Hydraulically and mechanically set hangers can be used, however, in deep or highly deviated wells, hydraulic set hangers are preferred. Abnormally pressured shales will therefore show an increased ITT above the normal trendline value at the depth of interest. To release the drilled cuttings at the surface. 234 Well Engineering &
Construction TOC Previous Next P RACTICAL R IG H YDRAULICS ..... As we shall see in Chapter 5, this stress system requires casing set across salt section to have a very high collapse strength. The volume of spacer pumped is such that they are equal in height both inside the tubing and the annulus, see Figure 6.12. Mechanical hangers may be
difficult to set or could be accidentally set in these circumstances due to frictional drag of the liner against the casing and hole. However, it should be noted that with viscous spacers, the theoretical attainment of turbulence is no guarantee of effective mud displacement due to the high probability of laminar flow occurring in the narrow low-side of
the annulus. To isolate porous media with different fluid/pressure regimes from contaminating the pay zone. 4.3 THERMODYNAMIC PROCESSES Thermodynamic processes may be considered as additional contributory factors in most of the causes of abnormal pore pressures discussed earlier. If all parameters affecting ROP are held constant whilst
drilling a uniform shale sequence then ROP should decrease with depth. PV is calculated using shear stresses measured at 600 and 300 rpm on the Fann 35 viscometer. To avoid these gas bubbles coalescing and creating channels, the slurries must be carefully designed. Class H is to be used elsewhere. N. This figure is based on data from a North
Sea well. It should be noted that these sediments are mostly clays with adsorbed water sandwiched between the solid clay particles. Type of well: exploration or development 5.0 ......W . 12. • Add SAPP (Sodium Acid Pyrophosphate), which reacts with lime to form an insoluble calcium phosphate. A typical size of this casing is l3 3/8 in. The effects of
bit rotation and hydraulics offset this force and ensure that cuttings are lifted from the bottom of the hole.The CHDP (differential force) has one of the largest effect on ROP especially in soft to medium strength formations. .U. Understand reasons for annular gas migration 19.0 REFERENCES ............................................................................. the
addition of 30-40% BWOC (by weight of cement) silica flour prevents both strength reduction and development of permeability at high temperatures. The energy returning to the transducers from the induced casing resonance is related to the acoustic impedances of the materials in contact with the inner and outer surfaces of the casing. Kick
tolerance may also be defined in the terms of the maximum allowable pore pressure at next TD or maximum allowable mud weight which can be tolerated without fracturing the previous casing shoe.Table 3.1 gives typical kick tolerance values from various operators. Consequently ROP increases, assuming all drilling parameters were kept constant.
The polymer 1 does not contain any ionic groups and therefore it is ideally suited as a viscosifier for clear fluid completion and other brine- based fluids. S. However, it is not always possible, practical or desirable to repeat FITs at every formation change. The casing below the packer will not be subjected to burst loading (see Figure 5.4) as it is
perforated. It is common to utilise two or more Well Engineering & Construction 213 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Water Based Mud TOC Previous Next products in the same mud system. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield 1 sack of cement is equivalent to 94 lb = 1cu.ft 8% bentonite = 7.5 lb = 0.13 cu. .N. In fresh water, sodium bentonite is more
reactive than calcium bentonite and hence, in terms of performance, bentonite is classed as "high yield" (Sodium Bentonite) or "low yield" (Calcium Bentonite). = (90 sacks x 5 gal/sack) + (614 sacks x 5.49 gal/sack) Class G Class H = 3,820.9 gal = 91 bbl (3) Total job time Job time = mix time + time for release of plugs + displacement or chase time
number of sacks- + 15 + inner capacity of casing excluding shoe track= total -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------mixing rate pumping rate Well Engineering & Construction 163 6 CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield TOC Previous Next 1 -ö π 3 --- ( 6.184 ) 2 x æ -------x ( 13, 891 – 80
)ft è 144ø 4 614 + 90 ( )sacks = ----------------------------------------- + 15 + ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 25sacks/min ft 300 gal/min x ------------------7.48 gal = 28.2 + 15 + 71.8 = 115 min (4) Differential pressure The 30 bbl of water pumped ahead of the cement will occupy in the annulus a height h, given by: 30 (bbl) x 5.62
(ft3/bbl) h = –––––––––––––––––––– 0.1268 (ft3/ft) = 1,330 ft (annular capacity = 0.1268 ft3/ft) A pressure differential exists during the cementing operation due to density differences between mud, cement and the water spacer. This casing should be set in competent rocks such as hard limestone. 4: 1 3 3 / 8 " Casi ng Cement Calculations Calculate the
cement volumes for a 13 3/8" casing using the following data: • subsea well with seabed at 450 ft below Rotary Table (BRT) • 16" hole (not 17.5") • Total Depth (TD) is at 6000 ft MD • 13 3/8" shoe at 5980 ft measured depth (MD) • 13 3/8" casing is N-80,72 lb/ft, ID = 12.347 in • 20" shoe at 2000 ft MD • 20" casing is K55,133 lb/ft, ID = 19.73 in • Top
Of Cement (TOC) to be 500 ft inside 20" casing shoe • Tail slurry to extend 500 ft above the 13 3/8" shoe • The shoe track consists of 1 joint. When added to mud, polymers cause little change in the solid content of the mud. PERATIONS ............. Both approaches have no scientific basis and can result in overdesigns. (1) Total slurry volume = number
of sacks x yield per sack = 100 x 1.15 = 115 ft3 Annular volume C = 0.3068 ft3/ft Well Engineering & Construction 173 6 CEMENTING Dump Bailer Method TOC Previous Next (Note: By calculation the annular capacity is 0.3272 ft3/ft, as no account is taken of the tubing collars. The Power Law model assumes that all fluids are pseudoplastic in
nature and are defined by the following equation: τ = K (γ)n (8.5) where τ= Shear stress (dynes / cm2) K = Consistency Index γ= Shear rate (sec-1) n = Power Law Index 244 Well Engineering & Construction θ 600 n = 3.32 log æ ----------ö è θ 300ø (8.6) θ 300 K = --------------n ( 511 ) (8.7) . You can download the paper by clicking the button above. Hence
the external pressure = 0.465 psi/ft x CSD (ft) 110 Well Engineering & Construction (5.15) . The FIT pressure is converted to an EMW to determine the upper limit of primary well control for the next hole section. These are: • Weighting Materials Well Engineering & Construction 199 DRILLING FLUIDS 7 Weighting Materials TOC Previous Next • • •
• • • • Viscosifiers Filtration Control Materials Rheology Control Materials Alkalinity and pH Control Materials Lost Circulation Control Materials Lubricating Materials Shale Stabilizing Materials WEIGHTING MATERIALS 3.1 Weighting materials or densifers are solids material which when suspended or dissolved in water will increase the mud
weight. 84 Well Engineering & Construction Kick Tolerance Graph . This overdesign can be significantly reduced if partial loss circulation is assumed and the pressure of the reduced level of mud inside the casing is subtracted from the external pressure to give the effective collapse pressure. Volume between 20 "/ 13 3/8" casings ( volume 1, Figure
6.8 ) Volume = 500 x 0.9388 =469.4 ft3 2. 4.1 FIT INTERPRETATION Figure 2.3 shows a typical fracture test carried out in a claystone formation. In fact, drag forces reduce the casing forces when running in hole and increase them when pulling out. TOC Previous Next ..... Cement tests should always be performed on representative samples of
cement, additives and mix water as supplied from the rig. Pipe Flow Determine average velocity and critical velocity( V′ and Vc): --------------V′ = 24.5Q 2 D 2 (8.9) 2 97xPV + 97 PV + 8.2ρD YP V c = -----------------------------------------------------------------------------ρD If V′ (8.10) > Vc, flow is turbulent; use –5 0.8 1.8 0.2 8.91 × 10 × ρ × Q × ( PV ) × L P = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.8 D If V′ (8.11) < Vc, flow is laminar; use Well Engineering & Construction 247 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Power Law Model TOC Previous Next L × PV × V′ L × YP P = ------------------------------ + ------------------2 225 × D 90, 000 × D (8.12) B. Cement tests are detailed in API 10, references a & b.
Bentonite 204 Well Engineering & Construction Viscosifiers . The float collar provides the same functions as a float shoe by preventing fluid back flow into the casing: mud backflow during running in hole and cement slurry backflow after cement displacement. The polymer exhibits highly developed thioxotropy or shear thinning characteristics, but
does not exhibit any yield stress or gellation properties. This is due to the natural increased compaction with depth reflecting a decrease in porosity and increased shale density and increased shale (compressive) strength. Organophillic clays can be dispersed in oil to form a viscous structure similar to that built by bentonite in water. Calculate the
volume of gas at surface for the following well assuming the well is open: P1 = 5000 psi, T1= 240 º F, V1 = 1 bbl P2 = 14.7 psi, T2= 60 ºF, V2 =? Displacement time Amount of fluid required to displace top plug T = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------displacement rate (6.3) mass of dry cement + mass of mix water
slurry density = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------volume of dry cement + volume of water (6.4) 3. One can think of viscosity as a structure built within the water or oil phase which suspends solid material. 2H2O), or Blend of Gypsum + Plaster Pulverise mixture And Blend PORTLAND CEMENT The kiln feed is then
heated to temperatures of around 2600-2800 ° F (1427-1538 ° C). This is caused by the increased pore water content of the abnormally pressured strata. The addition of calcium ions from the drilling of anhydrite and gypsum formations causes flocculation and filtration control problems due to increased calcium concentration in the mud. .ROBLEMS
................................................... (c) Plot the actual dc values alongside the trendline, Figure 1.8 (d) Calculate the Pore Pressure, using Equation (1.12) or Equation (1.13). CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES 11.0 LEARNING MILESTONES ............................................................................. Hence, the gamma ray tool is used to detect clean shales for
evaluation by the dc exponent method whilst drilling. (iii) No microannulus between the casing and cement. Chase time 6. Well Engineering & Construction 13 1 PORE PRESSURE Depositional Effects TOC Previous Next Undercompaction of sediments is the process whereby abnormal pore pressure is developed as a result of a disruption of the
balance between rate of sedimentation of clays and the rate of expulsion of the pore fluids as the clays compact with burial. The sand traps (Figure 7.6) are the first of the solids control pits and are fed by the screened mud from the shale shakers. In the latter case, if the hole is left uncased, the formation may cave in and redrilling of the hole will then
become necessary. Weatherford cementing catalogue 2. Most weighting materials are insoluble and require viscosifers to enable them to be suspended in a fluid. Shale stablisers include: high molecular weight polymers, hydrocarbons, potassium and calcium salts (e.g. KCl) and glycols. Klementich, E f and Jellison, MJ (1986). Pull out with liner
running string. 18 Well Engineering & Construction Depositional Effects TOC Previous Next . closing sleeve b. How to conduct and interpret an FIT. In some situations where the rock is soft to medium in hardness, the main objective is to provide maximum cleaning and not maximum jetting action. The variety of fluid additives reflect the complexity of
mud systems currently in use. 7.0 . • Casing design programme and casing seat depths. Production casings do not carry inner casing strings and are used, amongst other things, to suspend production tubings which are very light in comparison with casing. EASUREMENTS . CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Table 5.2 Essential Data Casing design is
also influenced by: (a) loading conditions during drilling and production; (b) the strength properties of the casing seat (i.e. formation strength at casing shoe); (c) the degree of deterioration the pipe will be subjected to during the entire life of the well; and (d) the availability of casing. The CBL gives a continuous measurement of the amplitude of the
first casing arrivals from a 3 ft transmitter/receiver spacing. When do we use squeeze cementing? The resultant effect is that as the water depth increases, the numerical value of the overburden gradient and in turn the fracture gradient reduce. In practice the yield point is calculated using Equation (8.2). Once again this parameter should not be used
alone but in conjunction with other parameters. K. Placement of the cement slurry behind the casing is accomplished by breaking down formations at, or close to, the perforations. The reporting of free-water should be as a percentage. 12.1 LINERS A liner is a short section of casing that does not reach the surface. In development areas, reservoir
pressures are normally determined by use of wireline logs, drill stem testing or production testing. Abnormal pore pressure will be experienced if the water table in the aquifer is higher than the wellsite 22 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . Depth Graph TOC Previous Next To convert from psi/ft to ppg, use: Density (ppg) =
gradient (psi/ft) / 0.052 2.4 (1.8) GENERATION OF OVERBURDEN VS. The total weight is the combined weight of both the formation solids (rock matrix) and formation fluids in the pore space. .RACTICAL . The principle of measurement is to record the transit time and attenuation of an acoustic wave after propagation through the borehole fluid and
the casing wall. Well Engineering & Construction 109 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES External Pressure For Burst Design TOC Previous Next The calculations involved in this method were given in detail in Chapter 3: Kick Tolerance. Sulphide reducing bacteria (SRB) has been identified as the source of H2S in some drilling operation. The only
procedure that makes the dehydration of small quantities of cement into perforations or formation cavities possible is the intermittent application of pressure, separated by a period of pressure leak-off caused by the loss of filtrate into the formation. Shale shakers and scalper screens (Gumbo shakers) can effectively remove up to 80% of all solids from
a drilling fluid, if the correct type of shaker is used and run in an efficient manner. Prior to the cementation the following calculations will be conducted: • Circulation volume • Cement volume including excess • Volume of pre-flush • Reduction in hydrostatic head due to pre-flush. Some or all of the following equipment is used during cementing
operations. Fracture gradient (psi/ft) or fracture pres- Offset wells, well logs, calculation of fracture sure (ppg or psi) at casing seat 4. The main cause of poor bonding are: 186 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next . Intermediate Casing Intermediate casing is usually set in the transition zone below or above an over-pressured zone, to
seal off a severe-loss zone or to protect against problem formations such as mobile salt zones or caving shales. It should be noted that the accuracy of the casing programme is dependent on the accuracy of data used. Hence the lowest fracture gradient in an open hole section is not always found at the previous casing shoe. Chapman and Hall 3. Rabia
H. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield Density = 16.00 ppg Solution Refer to Figure 6.8 for details of the well. Turbulent 7. Well Engineering &Construction 197 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Drilling Fluid Functions TOC Previous Next • Pore pressure /fracture gradient plots to establish the minimum / maximum mud weights to be used on the whole well,
see Chapters One and Two for details. A list of typical matrix and fluid densities is included in Table 1.1 below: Table 1.1 Substance Density (gm/cc) Sandstone Limestone Dolomite Anhydrite Halite Gypsum Clay Freshwater Seawater Oil Gas 2.65 2.71 2.87 2.98 2.03 2.35 2.7 - 2.8 1.0 1.03 - 1.06 0.6 - 0.7 0.15 To convert densities from gm/cc to
gradients in psi/ft simply use: Gradient (psi/ft) = 0.433 x (gm /cc) (1.7) Well Engineering & Construction 5 1 PORE PRESSURE Generation of Overburden vs. In a casing string, maximum tension occurs at the uppermost joint and the tension criterion requires a high grade or a heavy casing at this joint. Squeeze packers have a by-pass valve to allow
circulation of fluids while running in and pulling out of the hole (to prevent high swab and surge pressures) and also when the packer has been set (for reversing out of excess cement without excessive pressures). The CET is unaffected by water filled microannuli up to 0.1 mm and can detect channelling in the cement (only when the channel is in
contact with the casing). Acoustic attenuation is measured in two directions, using an arrangement of two transmitters and two receivers on four adjacent arms. Conductor pipe is always cemented to surface. It is a common misconception that the cement actually penetrates the pores of the rock. DRILLING FLUIDS It is recommended to have at least
one centrifuge on the rig site during all drilling operations. CEMENTING Slurry Density and Yield Solution Component A. RESSURE ............................................................... The clinker is then cooled, ground and mixed with a controlled amount of gypsum and other products to form a new product called Portland cement. When 'traces' are reported,
definition of this term should be sought. Laboratory and field experience have shown that once the stand-off falls below about 60% no practical combination of flowrate and fluid viscosity will remove the stagnant mud.The minimum stand off should be at least 70%. Petroleum Engineer, May, 138-148. They are more erosive than other weighting
materials and may contain toxic materials. The two mud hydrostatic readings are used for quality control of the data. Design Factor = Rating of the pipe Maximum Expected Service Load Well Engineering & Construction 115 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Design & Safety Factors TOC Previous Next A Design Factor is usually equal to or greater
than 1.The design factor should always allow for forces which are difficult to calculate such as shock loads. If the flow is towards an isolated formation then a pressure build up can occur. CEMENTING Placement Techniques DRILLABLE CEMENT RETAINER Cement retainers (Figure 6.15)are drillable packers provided with a two-way valve that
prevents flow in either or both directions. Water should only be used with Water Based Mud (WBM) and if hydrostatic conditions allow its use.Surfactants are required for Oil Based Mud (OBM). In such cases, the use of a thin wash pumped in combination with a weighted spacer may provide good mud removal. When pressure gradients are used to
express magnitudes of wellbore pressure, it is usual to record these as Equivalent Mud Weight (EMW) in ppg. Figure 2.2 shows the typical states of stress underground characterised by differing tectonic stresses. mud weight for next hole =14.5 ppg Max formation pressure at next hole= 14 ppg Assume next hole 8 ½" and there is 5" drillpipe from
surface to TD Answe r 0.052xρ m ( TD – CSD ) + FGxCSDx0.052 – P f H = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.052ρ m – G H= 0.052 x 14.5 (17000-14500) + 16x14500x0.052 – 14x17000x0.052 0.052 x 14.5 – 0.1 H = 2405 ft Volume at shoe = H x capacity between hole/drillpipe 2 2 ( 8.5 – 5 )capacity = π ---------------------------4x144 = 0.2577 ft 3/ft = 0.2577 ---------------5.62 = 0.0459 bbl/ft Well Engineering & Construction 79 3 K I C K TO L E R A N C E Additional Mud Weight TOC Previous Next V1 = 0.0459 (bbl/ft) x 2405 (ft) V1 = 110.4 bbl (volume of bubble at shoe) Using Boyle’s law only: P1 V1 = P2 V2 16 x 14500x 0.052 x 110.4 =14x17000x 0.052 x V2 V2 =
107.8 bbls Te mperature Effects T = surface temperature + temperature gradient + 460 Note the constant 460 is required to convert to degrees Rankin which must be done before the ideal gas law can be used. As a result, it is best suited to small hole sizes. In an oil/ gas well, the primary functions of cement are: 1. In order to understand the nature,
extent and origin of formation pressures, it is necessary to define and explain basic wellbore pressure concepts. Calcium chloride (CaCl2), sodium chloride (NaCl) and sea water are commonly used as accelerators. The pressure transient induced by the withdrawal of 2 small samples. The permeable zone will become overpressured. RACTURE . Guar
gum is an nonionic polysaccharide polymer with a molecular weight of about 220,000. Hence a plot of the shale factor against depth may show an increase away from the normal compaction trendline on entering the abnormal pore pressure zone. They must first be calculated and must be maintained below the casing strength properties. In the latter
case, the required shear stress is generated by frictional pressure drop. List four drilling parameters that are measured on the rig which can be used to estimate /indicate abnormal pressures. Bingham Plastic model 2. Tectonically relaxed area , σ2 = σ3 σ1 2. K I C K TO L E R A N C E Influence of FG on Kick Tolerance V2 = 63 bbl (without
temperature effects) With temperature effects V2 = 67 bbls 7.0 . In particular, attention should be paid to: 16.2.2 • Mud conditioning (before running casing) • Casing centralisation • Casing movement • Proper choice of spacers and washes • Proper choice of spacer and wash volume (contact time) • Annular flow rates (use a computer simulation)
DENSITY CONTROL Density differences between the mud, spacer, and cement slurry will affect the hydraulic pressure exerted on the formation during cement placement. _. Mud programme and casing seat selection can therefore be based on RFT and DST pore pressure values. The repeating units (monomers) that make up the polymer may be the
same, or two or more monomers may be combined to form copolymers. A safety margin of 1 ppg should be applied whenever possible. List four reasons for carrying out an FIT test 3. There are three basic types of flow regimes: 5. Because 108 Well Engineering & Construction Limited Kick Design: Kick Tolerance . The solids accumulating on he filter
paper form a filter cake and the the filtrate passing through the paper is collected in a graduated cylinder. However, if the gas bubbles are smaller than the cement pore space gas migration can occur without slurry deformation. Well Engineering & Construction 225 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Solids Control Equipment TOC Previous Next 7.0 . Figure 7.1
Atomic structure of smectite clays, after reference 2 Tetrahedral silica Octahedral alumina Interlayer distance Tetrahedral silica Exchangeable cations nH2O (adsorbed water) Swelling Next unit: Tetrahedral silica Well Engineering & Construction 205 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Viscosifiers TOC Previous Next Bentonite is used to build viscosity in water
which is required to suspend weighting materials and drillcuttings. In this chapter, you should have learnt: 1. The maximum surface pressure for a limit test should be now calculated if the intention is not to fracture the formation during the proposed full FIT. 4.1.4 TECTONIC EFFECTS Tectonic activity can result in the development of abnormal pore
pressure as a result of a variety of mechanisms including: folding, faulting, uplift and salt diaparism.Salt diaparism was discussed earlier. If the floats fail to hold, the volume back flowed will be pumped and the bumping pressure held until the cement thickens. 15 gpm per cone. Examples of structures in which this may occur are lenticular reservoirs,
dipping reservoirs and anticlinal reservoirs. To cool and lubricate the drill bit and drillpipe. .I.O. .N. CEMENTING Cement Evaluation Tools Cement generates a considerable amount of heat during the hydration process. Transitional 240 Well Engineering & Construction Fluid Types . The fracture propagation pressure gives the definitive
measurement of fracture gradient. Displacement volume Capacity of drillpipe to 13 3/8" casing hanger = 450 ft x 0.01776 bbl/ft = 7.9 bbls 158 Well Engineering & Construction . The FBG (point 4 in Figure 2.3) is given by: (2.4) FBG = 3σ 3 −σ 2 +T − Pf where T = rock tensile strength Equation (2.4) is only valid when no fluid invades or penetrates
the formation. To select casing seats. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Burst Calculations For Individual Casing Strings The above method is the simplest and is used by many people in the industry. Anionic or negatively charged 3. On the rig, gas expansion is carried out in a controlled manner by manipulating the choke at surface.Kick tolerance is
based on the fact that during a gas kick, gas is circulated out of the well at a controlled rate to reduce its pressure and to keep its expanded volume at surface to a manageable amount. 13 3/8" shoe Next TD (12¼") Fracture gradient at 133/8" shoe = 10,008 ft RKB = 14,190 ft RKB = 16 ppg Well Engineering & Construction 81 3 K I C K TO L E R A N
C E Influence of FG on Kick Tolerance TOC Previous Next (Note: FG is determined from an offset well where the well actually leaked off) Temperature gradient = 0.02 o F/ft Planned mud weight at TD of next hole = 15.5 ppg Max. In such operations gas is injected from the surface to reduce the hydrostatic column of liquid against the formation to
help production. Figure 6.12 Balanced Plug Setting Procedure: (a) Run the cement stinger to 300 ft below the bottom setting depth for the plug. .ENSION . These clay/sand sequences can exhibit marked pressure gradient differences between sand and clay units as shown in Figure 1.3. 4.1.2 DEPOSITION OF EVAPORITES The deposition of evaporites
can create high abnormal pore pressures in the surrounding zones with the pore pressure approaching the overburden gradient. Background gas originates from the rock being cut by the bit. Total cement volume 2. The operation should then be repeated. Leak off Test: A test carried out to the point where the formation leaks off. .ON . Hence it is
strongly recommended that only limit tests are performed on these formations; the application of a full FIT to leak-off is not recommended. The reduction in overburden gradient is due to water being less dense than rock and for a given height; the hydrostatic head caused by water is less than that caused by any rock. If, during cement placement, the
hydrostatic pressure falls below the formation pressure then gas can enter the well. In 34 Well Engineering & Construction Temperature Data . .YPES . Tubing volume, A = 0.04968 ft3/ft 2) Height of balanced plug 3 V 115ft = -------------- = -------------------------------------------------------3 A+C ft ( 0.04968 + 0.03068 ) -----ft = 322.6 ft = 323 ft (3) For a cement
plug to be balanced, the height of the spacer inside the tubing must be equal to the height of the preflush in the annulus. It should be noted that the solubility of salt increases with temperature, so the system should be mixed with slightly extra salt to compensate for the increased temperature at downhole conditions. A plot of shale bulk density
versus depth will show a straight line normal compaction trendline, see Figure 1.10. Weight of silica hour Well Engineering & Construction 195 6 CEMENTING Exercises TOC Previous Next 4. Solution Refer to Figure 6.12 for a sketch. Well Engineering & Construction 169 6 CEMENTING Cement Plugs TOC Previous Next 12. Filter cake thickness is
measured in 1 /32". Theory of Resistivity Logging The basic theory relies upon shale resistivity increasing with depth in normally pressured shale as the porosity decreases. If average velocity is less than critical velocity the flow is laminar.If average velocity is greater than critical velocity the flow is turbulent. Ballooning force = 2 ν (Ai ∆ Pi - Ae ∆ Pe)
(5.31) where ν = Poisson’s ratio ∆ Pi = change in internal pressure inside the casing ∆ Pe = change in external pressure outside the casing Force due to temperature change = - 207 As ∆T (5.32) where ∆T = temperature change, °F As = cross-sectional area, in2 To use Equation (5.31), the engineer therefore must define all possible changes in internal
and external pressures to calculate the ballooning force. Fill may also be due to a mechanically unstable formation; knocking off the formation by the drill string on trips; ineffective hole cleaning and poor suspension properties of the drilling fluid. Typically casing is reciprocated between 20-40 ft over 1-5 minutes. 3.5 ALKALINITY AND PH CONTROL
MATERIALS The pH affects several mud properties including: • detection and treatment of contaminants such as cement and soluble carbonates • solubility of many thinners and divalent metal ions such as calcium and magnesium Alkalinity and pH control additives include: NaOH, KOH, Ca(OH)2, NaHCO3 and Mg(OH)2. Also, the installation load
must be less than the rated derrick load capacity so that the casing can be run in or pulled out of hole without causing damage to the derrick. The tool has 2 pre-test chambers of 10cc volume which can be used to sample the formation at 2 differing rates. Lime: Lime is the primary ingredient necessary for reaction with the emulsifiers to develop the
oil water interface. a. Any decrease in the shale density away from the normal compaction trendline may indicate the presence of abnormal pore pressure. Hence when designing across mobile salt sections, determine the depth of the salt section, say X, ft, then: External pressure at depth X = 1 psi/ft x X (5.12) Internal pressure = pressure resulting
from partial loss circulation 5.0 . Example 1.3: Overburden Gradie nt Calc ulations For Offshore We lls Determine the overburden gradient at various depths for the following offshore well: Well Engineering & Construction 7 PORE PRESSURE 1 Effects of Water Depth On Overburden Gradient TOC Previous Next Water Depth= 500 ft RKB/MSL= 65 ft
Specific gravity of sea water= 1.03 gm/cc Rock density= 1.9 gm/cc from seabed to 1000ft, and 2.1gm/cc from 1000-3000 ft Calculate the overburden gradient of the formations: At seabed, 200 ft, 500 ft, 1000 ft and at 3000 ft below seabed. Abnormal pressure is sometimes called overpressure or geopressure. Generally most of these parameters will
be constant so that cement bond quality can be directly related to the amplitude measured. Conductor Pipe Conductor pipe is run from the surface to a shallow depth to protect near surface unconsolidated formations, seal off shallow-water zones, provide protection against shallow gas flows, provide a conduit for the drilling mud and to protect the
foundation of the platform in offshore operations. Surface losses Well Engineering & Construction 251 8 PRACTICAL RIG HYDRAULICS Pressure Loss Across Bit TOC Previous Next Surface losses in surface equipment P1 are given by P1 = E x ρ0.8 x Q1.8 x PV0.2 Equation (8.1) From Table 8.2, the value of the constant E for type 4 is 4.2 x 10-5;
hence, Equation (8.1) becomes P1 = 4.2 x 10-5 x ρ0.8 x Q1.8 x PV0.2 = 4.2 x 10-5 x 8.80.8 x 7001.8 x 120.2 = 52 psi b. Figure 6.7 Plugs in Hole 1 The top plug is released from surface immediately after the total volume of cement is pumped. (Answers: 1. This rapid dewatering of the clays and the increased overburden causes a decrease in the
porosity and permeability preventing further flow of water and eventually results in overpressure development (see Figure 1.3). For slurries to be used on horizontal sections: • A settlement less than 3mm is acceptable • A settlement of more than 5mm is unacceptable • A gradient of less than 0.5lb/gal is acceptable • A gradient of more than 1.0lb/gal
is unacceptable. Normally, as will be seen later, the 13 3/8" casing is designed for partial loss circulation. It should never be assumed that a spacer formulation that previously performed efficiently will do so in a different well. Define porosity and permeability DEPTH 3. .HEMISTRY ........................................ The automatic use of a gas-block slurry will
not solve annular gas problems. 36 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next 6.5.2 . "Failure of inclined boreholes". 8.5 DISPLACEMENT RATE Displacement rates should be maximised to obtain the most effective cement placement. • Settling separation in non-stirred compartments: sand traps and settling pits. It causes similar effects to
mud system as calcium, but is treated with Caustic Soda at 0.00116 ppb Caustic Soda per 1.0 mg/L of Mg2+. This is usually calibrated to read 26 ± 0.5 seconds when testing with fresh water. Drillable or retrievable bridge plugs can be set to isolate the casing below the zone to be treated.When running the retrievable bridge plug, it is normal to drop
frac sand on top of the plug to prevent cement setting in the release mechanism. There are two types of oil based muds: 4.3.1 • Invert Emulsion Oil Muds • Pseudo Oil Based Mud INVERT EMULSION OIL MUD The basic components of a typical low toxicity invert emulsion fluid are: Base Oil: Only low toxic base oil should be used as approved by the
authorities (such as the DTI in the UK). These retainers are also used for well abandonment purposes. Water if present in the formation is very detrimental to the use of gas-based muds as their properties tends to break down in the presence of water. 4 : T e n s i l e F or c e s Calculate the tensile forces for the following casing string: 20 "casing, ID =
18.71 inch, 133 lb/ft CSD = 2800 ft Mud =10 ppg Test Pressure =2500 psi Well Engineering & Construction 125 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Load Cases TOC Previous Next Dogleg = 0.75 deg/100 ft S ol u t i o n F1 =Buoyant weight of casing (in 10 ppg mud) = 2800 x 133 x 0.847 = 315,423 lbf F2 =Shock load = 1500x 133 = 199,500 lbf F3
=Bending force = 63 casing weight x OD x DLS = 63x133x20x0.75 = 125,685 lbf F4 = Pressure test force = π (casing ID)2 x test pressure = π (18.71)2 x 2500 4 = 687,349 lbf 4 The following table may be constructed: Running conditions Pressure Testing Conditions Static Conditions F1: Buoyant Weight 315,423 315,423 315,423 F2: Shock Load
199,500 0 0 F3: Bending Force 125,685 125,685 125,685 F4: Pressure Testing Force 0 687,349 0 Total Force (lbf) 530,608 1,128457 441,108 From the above table, it can be seen the maximum force that the top casing joint sees is in fact during pressure testing. The dispersion process will only take place in fresh water. PORE PRESSURE A useful
equation for calculating the overburden gradient under field conditions of varying lithological and pore fluid density is given by: σ ovg = 0.433 [ ( 1 – φ )ρ ma + ( φxρ f ) ] (1.6) where σovg= overburden gradient, psi/ft φ = porosity expressed as a fraction ρf= formation fluid density, gm/cc ρma= matrix density, gm/cc Note the densities in Equation (1.6)
are expressed in gm /cc, instead of the usual units of ppg. 8.2 CENTRALISATION Good centralisation (Figure 6.4) is the most important factor in achieving efficient mud displacement and cement placement. The combination of stresses due to the weight of the casing and external pressures are referred to as 'biaxial stresses 1. 14. 112 Well
Engineering & Construction . Hole sump volume (rat hole) ( volume 3 , Figure 6.8 ) Volume = 20 x 1.3963 = 27.93 ft3 Note The sump will not always be completely filled with cement, but it is better to include it as a small amount of excess. The depth to top of mud (h) inside casing after loss circulation is given by: ρ m1 – ρ f h = æ ---------------------ö xD lz è
ρ m1 ø (5.7) The internal pressure is then calculated from the mud column (L) remaining inside casing: L = (CSD –h)] E x a m p l e 5 . They are available in both MSR and HSR types. Advanced Casing Design 89 4 C A S I N G F U N C T I O N S & TY P E S Types of Casing TOC Previous Next 5.0 . Chillingarian, G.V. and Vorabutr, P.(1983)" Drilling and
Drilling Fluids" Updated Textbook Edition, published by Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., Amsterdam. Cationic or positively charged Random Graft Block Examples of Polymers Starches Starch is a natural polymer used in drilling muds primarily to reduce filtrate loss and to provide viscosity. Some rocks exhibit creep effects where the rock deforms
almost indefinitely under the action of a constant stress. Bingham Plastic Model a. Support axial load of casing strings 3. NFLUENCING . 4.2 COMPLETION AND WORKOVER FLUIDS These are fluids are designed to be non-damaging to the reservoir during the completion of and workover a well. Downhole, this may not be the case due to the
presence of the casing string. Do not use any other lithology dc value. .RADIENT . In addition the osmotic potential existing across a formation may inhibit the normal de-watering process and thus lead to abnormal pore pressure development. the same volume of pore fluid remains in the rock 2. these dimensions can vary with time, owing to
continuous wear of surfaces by the drilling fluids. any mud trapped within the cement can subject the casing to the original hydrostatic pressure of the cement 3. 6.1 CIRCULATION KICK TOLERANCE Reference to Figure 3.5 shows that when the top of the gas bubble reaches the shoe while being circulated using the Driller’s method, the pressure at
the casing shoe is given by: Px = Pf - Pg - (TD - H - CSD) x where 76 Pf = formation pressure at next TD, psi Pg = pressure in gas bubble = H x G Well Engineering & Construction ρm (3.3) . P. Figure 1.6 Overpressure Due To Density Differences Surface Normal pressure in formations to top of gas zone 10500 ft TVD Gas Gas / (0.15 psi/ft assumed)
Gas/water contact Water Contact Salt Water 12,000 ft TVD Normal pressure Figure 1.6 illustrates the development of abnormal pressure in an anticlinal reservoir. Pilkington P.E. (1978) "Fracture Gradient Estimates in Tertiary Basins". These exchangeable atoms or molecules are very important as they give the clays their unique physical and
chemical properties. YDRAULICS . (iii) Calculate the Fracture Gradient (FG) using the following formula: ( pressure )FG = ρ m + FIT -----------------------------------0.052xD (2.1) where Well Engineering & Construction 57 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S FIT Interpretation TOC Previous Next FG = Fracture Gradient (ppg) ρm = Mud Density
(ppg) FIT = Maximum Test Pressure (psi) after rock fracture D = TVD (feet) In the event a limit test is performed (i.e. to a pressure value below point 5 in Figure 2.3), FG is obviously not the "true" fracture gradient, however, it shall be used as such for Kick Tolerance and Maximum Allowable Annular Shut-in Pressure (MAASP) calculations to provide
added safety. .ALCULATE . This measurement process is repeated for each of the six segments. Bentonite is defined as consisting of fine-grained clays that contain not less than 85% Montmorillonite which belongs to the class of clay minerals known as smectites. Give warnings of increasing pressures 7. Its main advantage comes from its ability to
react and dissolve in hydrochloric acid. 3.2.2 POLYMERS Polymers are used for filtration control, viscosity modification, flocculation and shale stabilisation. Additional mud weight over current mud weight. 16.1 THE PROBLEM Annular gas flow can be defined as formation gas migrating to surface or to a lower pressure zone. .RITERION
......................................................... .URST . Another widely used term is the Shoe Bond Test which is carried out to test the strength of the cement at the casing shoe. 7.1.3 REMOVAL OF GASEOUS CONTAMINANTS Gas entrapped in mud must be removed in Figure 7.8 Vacuum degasser, Courtesy of Brandt order to maintain the mud weight to a
level needed to control down hole formation pressures. At seabed Water pressure = 0.433 (psi/ft) x 1.03 (gm/cc) x 500 (ft) = 223 psi Overburden gradient (OBG) = water pressure / depth = 223/ (500+65) = 0.395 psi/ft = 7.6 ppg b. Xanthan gum can build viscosity in fresh, sea and salt water without the assistance of other additives. Hence the
maximum pore pressure is likely to be that of a normally pressure zone of around 0.465 psi/ft. The entire oil reservoir may be placed at risk if the casing cannot contain a kick which may develop into a blowout resulting in a large financial loss to the operating company and a large depletion of the reservoir’s potential. They must be compatible with
both mud and cement and have the correct rheological properties to minimise mixing and channelling. When the first deposited layer undergoes compaction as a result of further sedimentation, some of the interstitial water which is continuous with the overlying seawater will be expelled to the sea. Again, the links are made up by sharing oxygen
atoms between two or three neighboring octahedras. Some designers assume the surface casing to be completely empty when designing for collapse, irrespective of its setting depth, to provide an in-built design factor in the design. Materials commonly used as thinners in clay- based drilling fluids are classified as: (1) plant tannins, (2) lignitic
materials, (3) lignosulfonates, and (4) low molecular weight, synthetic, water soluble polymers. Fluid-Loss Additives: Excessive fluid losses from the cement slurry to the formation can affect the correct setting of cement. The same apply to any of the indicators that are discussed in this book. 184 Well Engineering & Construction . CEMENTING
(c)Designated pressure to bump the plug (if greater than (b)) (d) Running string set down weight prior to cementing (if required).If calculations indicate that the loadings are within 20% of the casing design loads, alternative hanger designs should be considered. Surface connections. In areas of 52 Well Engineering & Construction Factors Influencing
Fracture Gradient TOC Previous Next . Barite Barite (or barytes) is barium sulphate, BaSO4 and it is the most commonly used weighting material in the drilling industry. Dolomite is a calcium - magnesium carbonate with a specific gravity of 2.80 - 2.90. This graph together with Fracture Gradient forms the basis of well design.The reader should
therefore familiarise himself with the differences between the three lines shown in Figure 1.13.The reader should also note that the normal hydrostatic line varies from one area to another as discussed in “Hydrostatic Pressure” on page 2.Figure 1.13 is considered the corner stone of well design. When a gas kick is assumed, two points must be
considered: 1. CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Burst Calculations For Individual Casing Strings Production Casing The worst case occurs when gas leaks from the top of the production tubing to the casing. Most axial tension arises from the weight of the casing itself. As discussed in Chapter One, this is the pore pressure of a normally pressured zones
where the pressure is hydrostatic.Normally pressured zones are assumed to be connected to the sea or to a large aquifer with normal pressure. Figure 7.7 Linear shale shaker, courtesy of MI 228 Well Engineering & Construction 2 . Hall, K.R and Yarborough, L "How to solve equation of state for Z-factors" Oil & Gas Journal, 18 Feb. Example 1.6: Pore
Pressure From Sonic Logs A sonic log was run in a well at 8000 ft. • Contaminated barytes. .R. 75 min; 7. This foam resists gas migration through the slurry. In practice, it would be much cheaper to drill a hole to total depth (TD), probably with a small diameter drill bit, and then case the hole from surface to TD. However, there is one practical
situation when this criterion is actually valid. There are basically three methods for detecting and measuring pore pressure: 1. In some areas of the central North Sea, the pore pressure of the gas is almost equal to the fracture gradient making the drilling and control of these wells extremely difficult. (c) To investigate well bore capability to withstand
pressure below the casing shoe in order to validate or invalidate the well engineering plan regarding the next casing shoe setting depth. For the purpose of well design and monitoring of wells with potential kick capability, kick tolerance should be calculated in terms of: 1. List variable affecting kick tolerance 2. Shock loading is most influenced by: •
Hole angle • Casing weight • Pipe OD 4. It is normally sealed with packers at top and bottom and, in some cases, is also cemented. Understand functions of cement additives 3. 5.3 LIMITED KICK DESIGN: KICK TOLERANCE This method is by far the most widely used and represents realistic conditions for most casings and most wells. A water flow
can cause the solids in the mud to become water wet. List the three major forces in casing design: 3. Normal compaction usually leaves the pore fluid in the sediment at hydrostatic or normal pressure. Bradley, W.B. (1979). K I C K TO L E R A N C E (3.8) Example 3.1: Ki ck Tolerance Cal culations Calculate the kick tolerance for the following well: 9
5/8" casing =14,500 ft Next TD =17000 ft FG at 9 5/8" shoe = 16 ppg Temperature gradient = 0.02 F°/ft Max. For the pre-flush in open hole, assume gauge hole to calculate the height of the pre-flush. 178 Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next 14.2.2 . In this case predictive methods should be used to asses formation strength, see
“Predicting Fracture Gradient” on page 59 Well Engineering & Construction 51 2 F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S Factors Influencing Fracture Gradient TOC Previous Next 2.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING FRACTURE GRADIENT At any particular point below the earth‘s surface, there are three independently acting stresses which are
perpendicular to each other. Well Engineering & Construction 33 1 PORE PRESSURE Gas Levels TOC Previous Next Fill is the settling of cuttings and/or cavings at the bottom of the hole. Minimisation of wellbore instability is provided by the "inhibition" character of the drilling mud. Saltwater pressures have been encountered with pressure
gradients as high as 19 ppg. 3.3 FILTRATION CONTROL MATERIALS Filtration control materials are compounds which reduce the amount of fluid that will be lost from the drilling fluid into a subsurface formation caused by the differential pressure between the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid and the formation pressure. It is usually assumed that
the fracture gradient at the casing shoe is the lowest within the open hole section. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S The casing is usually tested when the cement plug is bumped to a value dependent on the maximum surface pressure expected when a kick is taken during the drilling of the next hole section or the wellhead flowing
pressure for a production casing, see Chapter 5. The classes are: • CLASS A: Intended for use from surface to a depth of 6,000 ft (1,830 m), when special properties are not required. Figure 6.3 Float Collars, Courtesy of Weatherford (left & middle) and Halliburton (right) Float collar - Ball Valve Float collar - Sure Seal Float collar: Super Seal 3. For
laminar displacements, the ideal volume of spacer required can not be predicted and minimum quoted volumes range from 300-1000 ft of annular fill. "Underground excavation in rock". Gas is removed from mud using a vacuum degasser, see Figure 7.8. The latter is a simple equipment containing a vacuum pump and a float assembly. This method
involves the pumping of between ¼ and ½ barrel of cement at 10 minute intervals to allow the cement to gel before squeezing. .UNCTIONS . Well Engineering & Construction 117 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Casing Selection- Burst And Collapse TOC Previous Next 3. Annular losses take place around the drill collar and drillpipe and are
designated as P4 and P5 in Figure 8.1. The magnitudes of P2, P3, P4 and P5 depend on: (a) dimensions of drillpipe (or drill collars), e.g. inside and outside diameter and length; (b) mud rheological properties, which include mud weight, plastic viscosity and yield point; and (c) type of flow, which can be laminar, or turbulent. At least 3 centralisers must
be used to ensure that the transmitter and receiver are within 1/8" of the pipe centre. The casing seat should be selected so that gas pressure at the casing shoe is less than the formation breakdown pressure at the shoe. At 200 ft below seabed Water pressure= 223 psi Weight of formation= 0.433 x 1.9 x 200 ft = 164.54 psi Overburden gradient
(OBG) = total weight of sea water and rocks /total depth = (223 + 164.5)/ (500+65+200) = 0.507 psi/ft = 9.74 ppg c. Good cementation of this casing must be ensured to prevent communication behind the casing between the lower hydrocarbon zones and upper water formations. Abnormal pore pressure resulting from this process will have a
gradient no greater than the overburden gradient, as the pressures are being produced by the excess overburden load being supported by the trapped pore fluid. The D exponent is proportional to rock strength and for normally pressured formations, the D exponent increases linearly with depth, reflecting increased rock strength with depth. For
planning purposes, it is useful to construct a Kick Tolerance Graph as shown in Figure 3.6. In this figure, the kick volume is plotted on the X-axis (point 2), and the SIDP is plotted on the Y-axis. The addition of soda ash also increases the pH of the mud system which will help decrease the solubility of calcium. depth plot by merely applying Equation
(1.4) at selected depths, as shown in Figure 1.1 b. .RESSURE . Hole size = 8.5 in Liner setting depth = 8,289 ft Liner OD = 7 in 194 Well Engineering & Construction Exercises . .B. Diagenesis of Sulphate Formations Anhydrite (CaSO4) is diagenetically formed from the dehydration of gypsum (CaSO4. For the limited kick size, use the appropriate kick
size (see Chapter 3) to calculate the maximum internal pressures at surface and at shoe when circulating out the kick. The resulting figure (pressure gradient) allows direct comparison of pore pressures, fracture pressures, overburden pressures, mud weights and Equivalent Circulating Density (ECD) on the same basis. This idea will be explored
further in this section. CMC is used for viscosification and filtration reduction in heavily weighted muds and wherever little viscosification of the fluid phase of the mud is desirable. Mean sea water level, ft 6. PHPA Muds: PHPA (Partially Hydrolysed Polyacrylamide) is a high molecular weight polymer and is used as a cuttings and wellbore stabiliser.
9. Well Engineering & Construction TOC Previous Next 14.1 SQUEEZE CEMENTING TECHNIQUES 14.1.1 HESITATION SQUEEZE . Annular Flow Determine average velocity and critical velocity( V′ and Vc): 24.5Q V′ = -------------------------2 2 D h – OD 2 (8.13) 2 97PV + 97 PV + 6.2ρD e YP V c = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------ρD e
(8.14) where De = Dh - OD If V′ > Vc, flow is turbulent; use –5 0.8 1.8 0.2 × 10 × ρ × Q × ( PV ) × L ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------P = 8.91 3 1.8 ( D h – OD ) ( D h + OD ) If V′ < Vc, flow is laminar; use L × YP L × PV × V′- + --------------------P = -------------------------------2 225 × D e 60, 000 × D e 9.2 (8.15) (8.16) POWER LAW
MODEL Determine n and K from: θ 600 n = 3.32 log æ ----------ö è θ 300ø (8.17) θ 300 K = --------------n ( 511 ) (8.18) where θ600 = 2 PV + YP and θ300 = PV + YP A. Shale resistivity increases with depth. The radial arrangement of the transducers allows an estimation of the cement distribution to be made. It has a specific gravity ranging from 3.70 - 3.90.
The procedure for calculating the various pressure losses in a circulating system is summarised below: 1. Solution The solution to this example will be presented in Imperial units only. (ii) The cement pumps should always be used in preference to the mud pumps when conducting an FIT. World Oil 15. The following forces must be considered: Buoyant
Weight Of Casing (Positive Force) The buoyant weight is determined as the difference between casing air weight and buoyancy force. Determine the pressure drop available for the bit = pump pressure - system losses 9. (2) Additional mud weight = (FG - pm) x CSD x 0.052 =(15.8 - 15.5) x 10008 x 0.052 =156 psi DPSIP OR 15.8-15.5 = 0.3 ppg of
additional mud weight NOTE: These calculations do not allow for the effects of ECD. The VDL is generally used to assess the cement to formation bond and helps to detect the presence of channels and the intrusion of gas. Diagenesis is the alteration of sediments and their constituent minerals during post depositional compaction. The new mud
gradient is obtained by drawing a horizontal line from point A to the mud gradient line. Burst Line:Plot point B1 at zero depth and point B2 at CSD. The exact volume will depend on the hole size. Casing collapse failure caused by salt movement is a catastrophic failure, almost always requiring sidetracking or redrilling of the well. There are three
basic forces which the casing is subjected to: collapse, burst and tension. Of the various logs available, sonic log data is considered to be the most accurate, as it is largely unaffected by borehole size, formation temperature and pore water salinity. Darley, H.C.H. and Gray, G.R.(1988) "Composition and Properties of Drilling and Completion Fluids" 5th
Edition published by Gulf Publishing Company, Houston. O. Oil well cement is manufactured to API Specification 10 and is divided into 8 classes (A-H) depending upon its properties. In development wells, where pressures are well known the task is straight forward. The salinity of the water phase can be controlled by the use of dissolved salts, usually
calcium chloride. Well Engineering & Construction 189 6 CEMENTING Slurry Design and Testing TOC Previous Next API tables of BHCTs based on BHSTs and depth do not provide good estimates of the BHCTs of highly deviated or horizontal wells. Thinners are also used to reduce filtration and cake thickness, to counteract the effects of salts, to
minimize the effect of water on the formations drilled, to emulsify oil in water, and to stabilize mud properties at elevated temperatures. The depth of water table below surface is dependent on the topography in the area and the degree of erosion. Total cement volume Volume = 469.4+2176.2+27.93 +33.26 = 2706.79 ft3 = 481.63 bbl 6. .ELECTION
. 10.1 WASHES Washes should only consist of water and possibly a surfactant, unless fluid loss considerations necessitate other additions. These are the values to be used when calculating volumes and the required weight or number of sacks of cement. .I.NTEGRITY . The author found that the equation below gives satisfactory results 1: Shock load
(max)= 1500 x Wn (5.28) 4. Invert emulsion fluids (IEFs) are more cost-effective than water muds in the following situations: • Shale stability • Temperature stability Well Engineering & Construction 215 7 DRILLING FLUIDS Oil Based Muds TOC Previous Next • Lubricity • Corrosion resistance • Stuck pipe prevention • Contamination • Production
protection Oil based muds are subject to strict Government Legislations and so serious thought should be given to alternative systems. If no bump is observed, pump no more than the displacement volume plus 50% of the shoe track volume. closing plug f. (2) Calculate the pore pressure and mud pressure gradients by simply dividing pore pressure
and mud pressure by depth to obtain the gradient in psi/ft. Polyanionic Cellulose 1 Polyanionic cellulose (PAC), is a semi-synthetic polymer which has been modified to increase its tolerance to salt (up to saturation) and calcium. Abnormally pressured zones often have a higher montmorrillonite content than normally pressured-shales of the same
depth. In addition, the pressure seal above the abnormally pressured zone may show a decrease in TOP OF OVERPRESSURED ZONE geothermal gradient due to the increased compaction and hence lower porosity of this zone. Starch disperses in water to form a swollen particle that physically blocks the pore spaces. 14.2.1 RETRIEVABLE SQUEEZE
PACKER The main objective of using a packer is to isolate the Figure 6.14 Retrievable packer casing and wellhead while high pressure is applied Near Perforations downhole. 10 Well Engineering & Construction (1.9) Pore Pressure TOC Previous Next . Fluid loss additives are used to prevent slurry dehydration and reduce fluid loss to the
formation.Examples include: cationic polymer, nonionic synthetic polymer, anionic synthetic polymer and cellulose derivative. 17.0 CEMENTING HORIZONTAL AND HIGH ANGLE SECTIONS ............................................................................. 190 Well Engineering & Construction . To avoid this problem an intermediate fluid is used as a pre-flush to
clean the drilling mud from the annulus. Desilters should never be used with oil based muds. They react with oil to give both suspension and viscosity characteristics. (1978, 1979). In this chapter, you should have learnt to: 1. Record the value of the normal trendline dc (dcn) and observe dc (dco) at the depth of interest. LINER LAP LENGTH The
optimum length of the liner lap will depend on the likelihood of obtaining a good cement bond over the liner lap. .OLERANCE ....................................... ISPLACEMENT . Pressure Testing The casing should be tested to the maximum pressure which it sees during drilling and production operations (together with a suitable rounding margin). It is used to
support subsequent casing strings and wellhead equipment or alternatively the pipe is cut off at the surface after setting the surface casing. .W. ORE . They generally must be run within 24 hours of the cement job. If the hydraulics at the bit is to be optimised, then the pressure drop across the bit will have to be calculated using the methods presented
in “Optimisation of Bit Hydraulics” on page 257. Matthews, W. When the required volume of cement is pumped, the holes are closed by dropping a closing plug which pushes an upper sleeve downward to cover the holes in the stage collar. .List the major steps in the casing design process 2. 74 Well Engineering & Construction Kick Tolerance . This
value of this factor is largely dependent on the degree of undercompaction reflected in the equation by the ratio between the observed dc and the dc value for normally pressured shales at the depth of interest. (508 mm). This can occur when the additive encapsulates the shale or when a specific ion such as potassium actually enters the exposed shale
section and neutralises the charge on it. Figure 8.6 Drillpipe ID = 12.565” 13 3/8” casing Pressure losses around drillpipe: Cased hole section where the subscripts 'c' and 'dp refer to casing and drillpipe respectively. Reverse circulate to remove any excess cement. T. Clay Diagenesis (Conversion of Smectite to Illite) 1 The diagenetic changes which
occur in shales are one of the most important mechanisms by which abnormal pressure may be generated in a marine environment. Quantity of cement of each class, using the following data for: Well Engineering & Construction 193 6 CEMENTING Exercises TOC Previous Next Class G Cement Class H Cement (Bentonite 2%) Slurry Density: 15.8
lb/cu.ft 15.4 lb/cu.ft Slurry Yield: 1.15 cu.ft/sack 1.22 cu.ft/sack Mix Water: 5.00 gal/sack 5.49 gal/sack 2. F O R M A T I O N I N T E G R I T Y TE S T S 7.0 . Pressure should be applied soon after the top wiper plug bumps and held at least until the cement begins to set. Eaton, B.A. (1969). Name three variables which affect kick tolerance. 15. Lead
Sulphides Galena (PbS) has a specific gravity of 7.40 - 7.70 and can produce mud weights of up to 32 ppg. Jordan J.R and Shirley O.J (1966)"Application of drilling performance data to overpressure detection" JPT 3. The three stresses are: vertical stress (overburden, σV) is the maximum stress and the intermediate horizontal stress is in the N-W
direction and the minimum horizontal stress (σh) is normal to σH In tectonically active areas such as Columbia the state of stress at depth is as follows: σV ≈σ2 σH≈ σ1 σh ≈ σ3 Fracture of the formation results when the pressure in the wellbore is equal to, or greater, than the minimum principal stress (assuming the tensile strength of rock is
negligible). Rabia H (1987) "Fundamentals of Casing Design". Casing air weight = casing weight (lb/ft) x hole TVD (5.20) For open-ended casing, see Figure 5.7. Buoyancy force = Pe (Ae – Ai) (5.21) For closed casing, see Figure 5.7 Buoyancy force = Pe Ae – Pi Ai Figure 5.7 Buoyancy Force (5.22) Ae Ae where Pe = external hydrostatic pressure, psi Pi
= internal hydrostatic pressure, psi Ai Ai Ae and Ai are external and internal areas of the casing Pi Pi Pi Open-ended Casing Pe Closed Casing Well Engineering & Construction 121 5 CASING DESIGN PRINCIPLES Tension calculations TOC Previous Next Since the mud inside and outside the casing is invariably the same, the buoyancy force is almost
always given by Equation (5.23): Buoyancy force = Pe (Ae – Ai) (5.23) If a tapered casing string is used then the buoyancy force at TD is calculated as above. This Chapter will be mainly concerned with Fracture Gradient determination as the other tests become merely derivatives if this test is carried out completely. 38 Well Engineering &
Construction TOC Previous Next . Additionally, many low pressure operations cannot be performed because of the impossibility of displacing plugging fluids (drilling muds, solids-carrying completion brines, etc.) from ahead of the cement slurry or from inside the perforations. ..... (b) In HPHT wells the RFT tool should be considered for use prior to
performing potentially problematic drilling operations, such as coring, in order to fine tune the required mud density and minimise the risk of swab or surge problems. Pre-drilling methods from seismic operations will not be discussed here. In some critical wells, several open hole FITs are carried out as the hole section is being drilled. However, the
CET is badly affected by corrosion inside the casing. In this case the bottomhole pressure (BHP) will be the original hydrostatic pressure of mud plus the gas pressure.
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